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ITEM PRICE LIST           

Daggers, Knives, etc Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Throwing Star/Dart (Packet)  2 2" 
1 
AV/0 Throw 

only One 
 

Dagger  2 12" 1 Thrown One 
 

Jitte  3 18" 1 Thrown One 

Swords  Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Short Sword  4 24" 1   One 
 

Broad Sword  6 30" 1   One 

 

Long Sword  8 36" 1   One 
 

Claymore  18 66" 2   Two 

Specialty Swords Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Waka sashi   6 24" 1   One 
 
Ninjato Sword   8 30" 1   One 
 

Katana   10 36" 1   One 

Axes Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Throwing Axe  4 18" 2 Thrown One 
 

Tall Axe  8 36" 2   One 
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Hammers Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Throwing Hammer  4 18" 2 Thrown One 
 

Battle Hammer  6 30" 2   One 

Flexible Weapons, Flails Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Short Flail (Mace and Chain) 4 30" 2   One 

 

Long Flail  8 48" 2   One 

Spears, Javelins, Staves Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Light Staff (vitals only)  3 72" 
1 
vitals   One 

 

Javelins  3 48" 1 Thrown One 
 

Spears  4 78" 2   Two 
 

Staff Double Bladed  6 72" 2   Two 

Bows Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Short Bow  3 24" 
2 
AV/0 Shot 

Only Two 

 

Long Bow   5 30" 
2 
AV/0 Shot 

Only Two 
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Crossbow  8 12" 
2 
AV/0 Shot 

Only One 
 

Composite Bow  9 30" 
2 
AV/0 Shot 

Only Two 
 

Yumi Bow  10 30" 
3 
AV/0 Shot 

Only Two 

 

Arrows  0.5 2" 
2 
AV/0 Shot 

Only   

Armor Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Greave (shin guard)  4 6"     None 
 

Leather Armor (green)  8 36"     None 
 
 
 
 
Helm(silver headband)  8 12"     None 
 
 
 
Chain Mail (yellow) 16 36"     None 

 

Full Helm(face guard)  16 12"     None 

 
Half Plate (red) 32 36"     None 
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Full Plate (blue)  64 36"     None 

Shields Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Small Shield(Buckler)  4 18"     None 
 

Large Shield  8 30"     One 
 

Tower Shield  12 48"     One 

Mage Lore Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Wand (not a weapon)  4 12"     One 
 

Rod (not a weapon)  8 24"     One 
 

Spell Staff (not a weapon)  16 72"     One 
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Bladed Battle Staff #  20 72" 2   Two 

Scrolls Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

Scroll of Spell/Skill 

as 
lvl 6"     One 

Misc. Equipment Gold Size Damage Missile Handed 

 

Sheath (buckle and belt)  1 40"     None 
 

Torch (10 min, 30’)  1 12" 0   One 
 

Hat  1 any     None 

 

Basic Clothes  2 any     None 
 

Cloak(brown sash)  2 36"     None 
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Amulet or Ring (non magic)  3 any     None 
 

Net(packet)  4 6" 
0 
AV/0 Thrown 

only One 
 

Rope (30 feet)  4 360"     None 
 

Tent  5 n/a     None 
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Food and Be verages 
Glass of Ale/Food    1 silver 

Room and Board    Cost in Gold 
Sleeping on the Road    1 a week 

 Inn or Tavern     5 a week  
 Guild Masters Quarters   25 a week 
Selling Items      Pay in Gold  

Non Magic Items =          1/2 original cost 
Work and Income     Pay in Gold 

Working during an Event  =skill level in gold  
 Pay for single use of an In Game Skill =skill level in silver 
 Pay for Trade/Craft between Events  =skill level in gold  
Specialty Items Price Guide for GM’s 

Ballista > (UB) see Archer             10 gold per lvl 
Custom Weapons & Modifications    Cost in Gold 
 Two Handed #      double normal 

Master Crafted   double normal 
Solid Silver Items   double normal 
Mage Lore (Tier 1)   double normal 
Runic     double normal 
Silver Plating    1 per blade foot 
Skills (see GM)   double skill lvl* 

Potions (potions take your ROR to take effect) Cost in Gold 
X HP Healing (heals X HP) [red]  2 per HP 
Burning Liquid (burns for 1 HP)  [orange]  6 
Plus to HP (+ HP by X, above your Base) [red] 7 per 
Antidote (stops Poison effect).[yellow]  8 
Instant Rope (30’rope that lasts 10 min)[orange] 8 
Glow Bulbs (glow in 10’ )[orange]   9 
Restore Mana (restores 1 used Mana).[blue]  10 
Full HP Healing (heals ALL HP)[red]  12 
Plus to Mana (as above but for Mana)[blue]         22 per  
Total Mana Restore [purple]     50? 
Erase One Death (removes a death). [black]  100? 

Poisons (green vial) note, if used in drink/food 1 bottle is 5 doses 
Poison (Standard -1 HP in ROR)   16 
Venom Poison (causes X damage in their ROR)  8 per HP 
Fatigue Poison (causes immobility)   18 
Paralysis Poison (causes effective unconsciousness) 30 
Widow Poison (causes immediate death!)  40 
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Herbs (takes 10 min and appropriate lvl Herbalist to prepare) 
Knitleaf Balm/Tea (heals 1 HP below 0) 5 silver 
Silver Centaur Salve (heals 1 HP)  1 
Snakeweed Tincture (resistant to Poison - 10 min), 4 
Snakeweed Compress (stop Poison)   4 
Gingko Tea (restores 1 mana below 0)  5 
Golden Centaur Salve (heals ALL HP)  6 
Gingko Infusion (restores 1 mana)   7 
Starflower Tincture (cures minor illnesses)  7 
Enyalie Decoction (resistant to Charm etc. 10 min) 8 
Elven Tea (Resistance to Sleep for 10 min)  10 
Moonroot Compress (cures moderate illness) 14 
Deathcap Liniment (Resurrects* if within 1 min) 15 
Dreamgrass Decoction (you are partially Ethereal) 18 
Sundrop Mushroom Poultice (cures major illness) 21 
Ginko Essence (restores all mana)               40 
Monster Repellent Oil (monster type  avoids you) rarity2 

Misc. Equipment 
Trade Clothes (+1 to effective lvl)       4 
Fine Trade Clothes (+2 lvl)    8 
Disguise Kit     8 
Excellent Trade Clothes (+4 lvl.)  16 
Combination Trade Clothes  quality price X Trades. 

Special Services etc.    Cost in Gold 
Healing (per HP)   1 silver 
Resurrection     1 X lvl 
Summoning the Dead   2 X Deaths 
Identifying Magic Items  1 X item lvl 
Repairing Items   ½ cost 
Locating/Tracking Someone  1 per lvl 
Assassination (X 2 if success ) targets lvl X Ass. lvl 
Teleportation    20 +1 per mile 
Ship Rental    100 per mast 
Hiring Ship Pilot (per move)  masts X pilot lvl 
“Gluing” an Item to you  1 per item 
Charging a Mage Lore Item  10 per mana 

Room and Board    Cost in Gold 
Sleeping on the Road    .5 a week 

 Inn or Tavern     5 a week  
 Guild Masters Quarters   25 a week 
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Work and Income     Pay in Gold 
Working during an Event  =skill level in gold  

 Pay for single use of an In Game Skill =skill level in silver 
 Pay for Trade/Craft between Events  =skill level in gold 
Houses, Holdings, Land    Cost in Gold 

Rent on small room (in town)    10 per month  
 Rent on large room (in town)   20 per month 
 Rent on house (in town)   40 per month 

Rent on farmland    10 per month 
Cost of a raw land per acre (base 100 gold + see below). 

Glacier or inhospitable terrain/climate @ 
Sandy desert, Tundra     @ 
Mountains, Scrub     @X3 
Forest, Jungle, Swamp    @X6 
Mountain       @X7 
Hills       @X7 
Forest       @X8 
Plains       @X8 
Coastal (borders sea)    +2 to X 
Major River (not coastal)   +1 to X 

Cost of a Buildings (base 100 gold + see below). 
Cottage (1 bedroom)   @X10 (X2 in city) 
House (3 bedroom)   @X12 (as above) 
Farm (with land)   @X15 (as above) 
Craftsmen’s Shop (with tools) @X75 (as above) 
Guildhall (functioning Guild)  @X600 (as above) 
Gatehouse with drawbridge  @ X 80 
Fine House with Courtyard  @ X 450 
Stone Guardhouse   @ X 160 
Stone Tower in Castle Curtain Wall @ X 1975 

Castle (Complete)   @ X 30,000 
Shrine     @ X 10 (as above) 
Major Shrine    @X150 (as above) 
Temple    @X600 (as above) 
High Temple    @X4,000 (as above) 
Bridge (over tributary)  @ X 75 
Library     @X500 (as above) 
Mage School   @ X 100,000 (as above) 
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Introduction to the Game: 
Fantasy Warplay is a form of Live Action Role Playing developed over 

many years of playing and testing out safe and effective ways to simulate combat. It 
grew out of playing in the woods of Mendocino County, CA in association with the 
Melville Montessori School and was influenced largely by the Role Playing Game 
Arduin, Magic the Gathering and dramatic play. While Fantasy Warplay developed 
completely on it's own it owes much in it's most recent developments to NERO 
(New England Role-playing Organization) who inspired us to take the game to a 
level we had formerly only dreamed of. You will see many rules and procedures that  
have been adopted straight from NERO, as NERO is one of the best Live Action 
Role Playing groups around and there methods are tried and true. To NERO, and 
especially NERO-West, we want to thank you, and to all of you who are new to the 
game, please come in, have a seat by the fire and discover our world. 
 What is Live Action Role Play?  Fantasy Warplay is not a game of simply 
hitting each other with padded sticks.  It is a Role Playing Game requiring players to 
take on a character and act as that character in a live setting.  It requires a certain 
amount of improvisational skill and dramatic flare to be a Live Action Role-player 
but once you get the hang of it, it becomes quite natural.  The first thing you have to 
do is create a character.  Usually I recommend players pick a character from a book 
they have read (Fantasy Novel  or otherwise) start there.  You have to decide what  
you see your character doing.  Is this a Legolas figure leaping from log to bush firing 
arrows, and quizzically eyeing the people around him, or are you a hulking barbarian 
with the brain the size of a pea (i.e. Conan).  Once you have a sense of your 
character you can begin to shape it.  The first step is to choose a species for your 
character.  We 
use the basic 
Tolkien species 
of Human, El f,  
Dwarf and 
Hobbit, but add 
in Centaurs.  
There are other 
species you can 
be but for your 
first character 
these are the 
only ones 
available to 
you.  Some of 
the factors for 
each species 
may not be 
clear to you yet, 
but they will be as you continue. 
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 The Mechanics of Combat 
 Damaging: Fantasy Warplay is basically a game of "Tag." If you try to 

remember this throughout the game you will be in a much better position to not only 
play it well but play it safely. The object of combat is to "tag" your opponents. When 
someone is tagged we call them "damaged." Normally in Tag you tag with your 
hands. While that sometimes happens in Fantasy Warplay that is not the usual 
method. Usually you must 
tag with a weapon. The 
weapon can be anything 
from a simple foam Short  
Sword to a Javelin that can 
be thrown but ultimately the 
goal is always to "tag" not  
to beat down or bowl over 
as might be the case in real  
combat. In order to "tag" 
someone you must touch 
them with your weapon. No 
amount of force is  
necessary, a simple tap will 
suffi ce (though often no one 
is likely to let you just tap them with your sword). Furthermore, just like in freeze 
tag, you can be tagged anywhere (with the exception of the head- for safety reasons- 
discussed below). It does not matter if you are "tagged" on your toe or your stomach, 
you are "damaged.” The only exceptions are the head, groin and breast on women,  
which are considered to be non-legal target for safety reasons. If you strike someone 
in one of these areas they are considered to be unwounded. 

Hit Points (HP):  Hit Points (HP) is the amount of damage your body can 
take before you pass out.  You start with a designated amount and loose them as you 
take damage.  When you take “ damage” you loose one of your HP.  Big creatures 
like Giant and Dragons have a lot of Hit Points because they can take a lot of 
damage before passing out.  Smaller creatures like mice and rats might have only 1.  
Each species in FanWar has a certain amount of hit points which determines how 
hard it is to defeat it. It is a good idea to say something like "hit" or "ahh" when you 
take damage so that people don't think you are ignoring fair strikes. 

Rate of Recovery (ROR):  Rate of Recovery (ROR) is a number that 
represents how quickly your character can recover from wounds or effects (spells  
etc.) that are cast on her.  For a human thei r ROR is 20 and most things that affect  
them will last 20 seconds.  When knocked unconscious you are out for ½ your ROR 
in minutes and your ROR determines how quickly you die if you are bleeding to 
death (your ROR in minutes!).  
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“Unconsciousness” and Death:  As you take damage you get closer and 
closer to 0 Hit Points at which point you pass out from shock and fall to the ground 
“unconscious.”  This happens when you loose your last hit point and are AT 0.  
While unconscious you must kneel or squat to indicate that you are incapacitated.   
Once unconscious you will wake up in a number of minutes equal to ½ your Rate of 
Recovery (ROR)  (usually 10 minutes).  All "counting" in Fantasy Warplay is in 
seconds so you can simply count to 60, 10 times and then get up (or just check your 
watch or phone). When (or more likely IF) you wake up and recover, you may rise 
to fight again, but keep in mind you are still at 0 Hit Points.  If you take another 
damage at this point you are at –1 HP and as before fall unconscious.  However, at –
1 you are considered to be bleeding to death.  You must begin your “ Death Count” 
which is a number of minutes equal to your ROR.  You also do not wake up on 
your own, and unless someone wakes you, you will bleed to dead.  If you do not  
get back to 0 or more Hit Points before you complete your Death Count you die (but 
don’t worry, most opponents won’t let your death be that slow, they tend to finish 
you off before you have a chance to recover…).  Once again, if you regain 
consciousness, you will then be at –1 HP and can move and fight as normal, though 
you must continue your death count while doing so.  Now, if you take any damage at  
this point you will be at -2, and fall Unconscious and continue your Dead Count as 
before.  There are no other di fferent effects until you read -4 HP.  If you hit -4 you 
are Dead, (see What Happens When you Die). 

 

HP Effects 
Healing Type 
Needed 

Time to Awaken 
on Your Own Time to Death 

1 or 
More None- healthy None 

1/2 ROR (usually 
10 minutes) None 

0 Fall Unconscious Any 
1/2 ROR (usually 
10 minutes) None 

-1 Fall Unconscious Any Will not wake up ROR in Minutes 
-2 Fall Unconscious Any Will not wake up ROR in Minutes 
-3 Fall Unconscious Any Will not wake up ROR in Minutes 
-4 Dead Resurrect/Rebirth None- your dead. Immediate 
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Mana and Mana Loss:  
Mana is energy that your character 
can use.  There are many spells and 
abilities that require mana to activate 
them (see Class Skills Section).  Just 
like with HP you can loose mana and 
even have negative mana.  In fact, you 
are free to spend yoursel f into the 
negative at your own risk, for taxing 
your mind can be far more dangerous 
than your body!  The effects are 
similar to body damage.  If something 
drains you to 0 mana, you pass out, 
just like with HP (you don’t pass out 
if you spent yoursel f to 0, you were 
ready for it).  At –1 mana you fall 
unconscious and are going insane (and 
will be temporarily insane in your 
ROR in minutes).  The effects of 
being in the negatives for mana are 
exactly the same as for HP except that 
instead of a Death Count you have an 
insanity count.  Once insane the GM 

will roll on the insanity table to see just what a nut job you have become. At –4 you 
die instantly from brain damage.  If you die from insanity or die while insane, when 
you are resurrected i f you pick from the death bag and draw any colored stones the 
insanity is permanent. 

 

Mana Effects 
Recovery Type 
Needed 

Time to Awaken on 
your Own 

Time to Insanity or 
Death 

1 or 
More None- healthy None 

1/2 ROR (usually 10 
minutes) None 

0 

Fall Unconscious if 
mana drained not 
spent. None 

1/2 ROR (usually 10 
minutes) None 

-1 Fall Unconscious. Any Will not wake up ROR in Minutes 
-2 Fall Unconscious. Any Will not wake up ROR in Minutes 
-3 Fall Unconscious. Any Will not wake up ROR in Minutes 
-4 Dead Resurrect/Rebirth None- your dead. Immediate 
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Tie goes to the looser: It is the responsibility of the person being tagged to 

know when they have been tagged, not the attacker. For example, i f I hit you with 
my sword it is not my job to make sure that you take the damage, it is the 
responsibility of the person who just got hit to determine if they have been wounded 
and we must trust their judgment. We have this rule for obvious reasons. No one 
knows better where you got hit than you and no one can MAKE you stop fighting,  
you must acquiesce. Sportsmanship is the major factor here and those who 
consistently are found to be playing unfairly will be asked to leave. Furthermore,  
wounding someone is a big deal and no one wants to be wounded unfairly. Better to 
let a few real hits not be counted and then be wounded when it is a sure thing, than 
stop the game to bicker about whether you are dead or not.  

Missile Weapons (green tagged weapons): For the most part missile 
weapons are just like any other weapon you can tag with. The difference is that they 
can be thrown to tag someone at great distance. There are basically two classes o f 
Missile Weapons; Thrown and Shot. 

Thrown:  Thrown missile weapons are fairly obvious. They are weapons 
that can be thrown to strike someone. There are several di fferent kind of thrown 
missile weapons including Javelins, Spears, Axes, Dagger, Knives, as well a War 
Hammers and the like. The major different between a thrown missile weapon and a 
shot missile weapon is that the thrown weapon can also be used as a melee weapon,  
making it more versatile if not more effective.  

Shot: We do not use bow in the traditional sense as the danger would be 
astronomical. Instead we use a symbolic bow and orange packets for arrows. The 
bow itself is a prop (though you may block with it), it must be held in the hand that 
is not throwing the arrows for the arrows to have any effect (otherwise you are 
considered to be throwing arrows at people- not very effective). Arrows are "up for 
grabs" by anyone who wants to pick them up.  

 
Carrying People:  We use a system developed by NERO for carrying 

people who are unconscious (or otherwise out of combat ) which is done by touching 
both arms to another player and calling out “ Carrying” at which point the wounded 
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player may stand up and move with you as long as you remain touching them.  You 
cannot fight or heal while carrying someone.  You may carry an enemy who is aware 
or unconscious but when they recover you may be in for a surprise!   You can only 
carry someone who is your size or smaller and must walk while carrying someone.   
You can run with someone whose size is half yours or less. 
  Body Armor:  Body Armor affects the game by modifying WHERE a 
person must be hit to damage them. For example, if I have "Chain Mail" on, you 
can't just hit me anywhere, you must strike me in my torso to damage me, and blows 
to the arms and legs will have no effect. 
With these levels of Body Armor another 
element is added to the game, which really 
makes the finer points of combat necessary.  
Not only must you tag someone, you must 
tag them in the right spot.  There are several  
levels of armor, which are designated as 
follows.  

Standard Gear 
*, Gloves and Boots (N/A) Protects both 
hands up to the wrist and both feet up to the 
ankle. (Zones 0) 
(Everyone has this armor, you do not need 
to buy it.  It is standard, even for Mages). 

Suits of Armor 
a, Leather Armor (Green tabard):  
Protects both arms up to the elbow and both 
legs up to the knee. (Zones 0-1) 
b, Chain Mail (Yellow tabard):  Protects 
arms up to the shoulder and legs up to the 
waist.  (Zones 0-2) 
c, Half Plate (Red tabard): Only 
vulnerable in the belly and lower back.   
(Zones 0-3) 
d, Full Plate (Blue tabard): Only 
vulnerable in belly area.  (Zones 0-4!) 

Specialty Armor  
1, Greaves, arm or leg (Shin Guard)  
protects zone 0-2 of that limb. 
3, Helm (Headband) protects from 
Knockout, 
4, Full Helm (Face Mask) protects from 
Knockout and +1 HP. 
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Armor Zones. 

 
Gloves and Boots = 0   Leather Armor = 0-1  Chain Mail  = Protects 0-2  
Half Plate Mail  = Protects 0-3   Full-Plate Mail = 0-4 except front. 
Greave = Zone 0-2 of the limb. 
For Women the breasts are an N/A Zone. 
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Gloves and Boots = 0   Leather Armor = 0-1  Chain Mail  = Protects 0-2  
Half Plate Mail  = Protects 0-3 Full-Plate Mail = 0-4 
Greave = Zone 0-2 of the limb. 
. 
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Calling Damage and Attack Modifiers:  
In Fantasy Warplay we use a NERO inspired system that states modifiers in 

a simple format that is always consistent.   The modifiers are strung together in a 
consistent series so that you always know what part refers to what.  For example, we 
always state the amount of damage (only i f it is MORE that one) at the beginning 
and follow it with any armor modifiers.  For example, you might call “2,” if your 
attack was dealing 2 damage.  Next we add Armor Effects which are calls that effect  
WHERE the attack will work.  Examples of these are calls like AV=0, which means 
your body armor is treated as Armor Value 0!  If you are particularly unlucky 
someone might call “ UB” which means that there attack cannot be blocked, you can 
only dodge it! Finally, we have the Modifiers or the Damage Type, such as Magic or 
Poison, which always gets tacked onto the end, after damage and armor effects.  So 
you might call “ AV-0 Magic.” 
1) Amount of Damage 

1, 2, 3, 4… = the amount of damage this swing is dealing. 
2) Armor Zone (where the attack will affect you) 

AV 0 = attacks all armor as Armor Value 0. 
UB = as a Ball Spell attack, Unblockable damage. 

3) Modifier (Type of Damage Being Dealt) 
Poison = a poison attack that causes you die in 1 minute etc. 
Magic = an attack that is magic and can effect undead, etc. 
Morganti = permanently effects anyone damaged by the attack. 
Silver = an attack that can effect undead. 
Vitals = an attack that only works if it damages in zone 3 or 4. 
Hack = the body part damaged is useless. 
Holy= an attack that keeps undead from healing, regenerating, or 

reanimating. 

Also, modifiers will sometimes be numerous as they can be stacked.  I might call, “ 3 
AV 0,  Magic Hack” or I might call, “ 5 AV 0, Silver Vitals.”  Some of these calls  
can become quite a mouth full so for game purposes the amount and Armor Zone are 
required for the strike and the rest can be tacked on as reminder text on the follow 
through.  This allows for players to not have to gum up the combat with a myriad of 
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calls. 
Two Handed Weapons (orange tagged weapons):  As a general rule, any 

Two Handed Melee Weapon (a weapon that MUST be used with two hands) will 
deal 2 damage instead of 1.  This signifies the force with which these large weapons 
are wielded and gives them the advantage they would have in real combat over 
smaller, faster weapons.  

On Taking What Doesn’t Belong to You:  The age-old method of 
searching and looting the dead or incapacitated is a time honored tradition in Fantasy 
Warplay and indeed, almost every Role Playing Game. Thus I must take a moment  
to explain the rules for relieving your friends of there worldly goods.  As far as items 
go (shields, swords, wands) you need only call “ Loot” and take the item from 
someone if they are unconscious (you don’t need to count to any number, simply 
take it).  Body Armor is a little trickier.  While you still need only call “ Loot” to take 
the armor, it takes 10 seconds per AV of the armor to get the armor off their body 
(which is appropriate, it should take about 30 seconds to rip half plate off someone).   
Keep in mind, that in the interest of realism, if you are carrying armor, you must 
have it in your hand and cannot use any items in that hand while carrying it. 

Searching people takes more time too.  Unless you are a thief (see Thief 
Skill) you must call “ Search (type)” and count down from 20 to search for a 
particular type of item on a person (i.e. money, potions, etc.).  When you reach 0 that 
player must turn over any of that type of item that they have.  

Now, there are many ways to keep your items from being taken.  In Fantasy 
Warplay, the thieves’ guild has a secret process for attaching items to your soul, and 
thus making them impossible to steal (except  by a trained thief- you see why only 
the thieves’ guild could conceive of such a thing!).  This makes the Thieves Guild 
very profitable, as they rake in money to make sure everything you own cannot be 
taken by anyone except them.  Of course they assure you that i f something were to 
disappear off your person than they would know it was a member of the guild and 
could track them down… of course, there is the matter of the fee.  Well, they are 
thieves aren’t they!   

Shattered and Destroyed Items:  If an item is shattered or broken it deals  
no damage and does not function.  Armor that is shattered gives no protection, and a 
shield or sword that has been shattered is considered an extension of your body i f 
someone strikes it!  An item can be fixed usually for ½ it normal cost.  If an item is  
Destroyed is completely gone and there is no way to repair it.  No matter how many 
times you shatter an item it is still only “shattered” and will not be Destroyed unless 
it is Unforged 
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What happens when you die:  When you hit -4 HP you are dead.  Players  
who are dead cannot do 
anything!  While Dead you 
cannot call for help, give friends 
directions or shield friends with 
you body.  You must simply sit 
motionless.  Technically you are 
blinded, though this rule is not 
enforced, i f you use information 
gained by watching others while 
dead, the rule will be enforced 
for you.  Furthermore, be 
prepared to hand over goods 
quickly and jump back into the 
game as a Zombie i f need be as 
there are many things that can 
happen to you while you are 
“out.”  

Once you are truly “ dead” (i.e. at –4 HP) your “ spirit” has two choices.   
First (1) you can have you spirit remain with your body in the hopes that someone 
will come along to resurrect you (see class based play spells etc) OR option two (2) 
is to have your spirit leave your body and return to town to be summoned.  Nobody 
want to lie around in the woods “ dead” for the whole day waiting for someone to 
find them and resurrect them, so the option to leave your body and return to town as 
a spirit is often the best choice when all hope of being found is lost.  To do this you 
first  count up to your ROR at which point you have left your body and are 
considered ethereal (see Going Ethereal).  You must take off ALL items you have 
(armor, weapons, money etc.) and leave them in a pile where your body was for 
anyone to pick up (note, they are not yet Unglued, but will be once you are 
summoned).  At this point you cannot go back into your body, you must find a 
Necromancer to summon you.  As an ethereal spirit you must proceed to town,  
walking only, with an open hand above your head.  As a spirit no one can see or 
interact with you, but must treat you like you are not there.  As a Spirit you do not  
remember anything you see or hear, you are simply passing through the world, and 
living creatures are invisible to you.  It is as if you are in a dream.  Once you find a 
Necromancer you can be summoned (a process that brings your dead body back to 
the location of your spirit and puts your spirit back into it).  Once summoned you are 
still dead, you must be resurrected by a Li fe Mage, in order to bring you back to life 
so you can play again (though you gain a Death). 
Players are dead permanently i f “ Death Comes for You.”  Every time your character 
dies they get a Death added to their spirit, which signifies the weight of the afterli fe 
pulling them towards the eternal.  When you are resurrected you must pull from the 
Death Bag to see what happens during resurrection.  The death bag has 30 clear 
stones in it and 3 colored stones (black, green, and blue)  When you die, you must  
pull out a number of stones equal to the amount of deaths you have.  If you pull only 
one colored stone, you loose an experience point.  If you pull two colored stones, 
you loose a whole level..  If you pull three colored stones, “ Death Comes for You” 
and your character is permanently lost.  However, if you have more deaths than you 
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have levels you must pick twice, (thus doubling your chances of each loss).  If you 
have only one or two deaths, the color of the stones comes into play.  The black 
stone equals Death Coming.  The Green Stone is a level lost, and blue an experience.   
When pulling for two deaths, you must pull the black stone AND another color for 
Death to Come.  Pulling the Green AND Blue will just be a level lost. 

Morganti Weapons:  Also a character can be permanently killed i f they 
are slain with a Morganti weapon (special soul eating weapons) whose wounds 
cannot be healed!  Thus a player hacked by Morganti permanently looses the use o f 
that limb, and a player brought to Unconsciousness will be in a coma.  If killed by a 
Morganti weapon you cannot be resurrected, your soul is gone. 

 
 
Going Ethereal:  When you die and leave your body you are considered 

going ethereal and are in another plane of existence.  In this plane your spirit can 
only walk (no running) and has no skills or abilities, and can only move through 
space (hopefully towards a Necromancer who can summon you).  While ethereal,  
you cannot see anyone and no one can see you (so don’t tell your friend “ Don’t go 
up there I just got killed!” and don’t talk to a spirit “ Hey Joe, how did you die?”).   
While you are ethereal you cannot interact with anyone in any way who is in the 
normal world.  You must keep your hand over your head and walk (role playing a 
disembodied spirit helps people to know how to interact with you). 

Now, having said all that, there are a few exceptions to these rules.  
Necromancers have abilities to speak, hear, see and even touch ethereal players, so 
there are certain situations where, as a spirit you can talk to people about how you 
died, where you went etc.  Also, Necromancers can go ethereal with Ethereal Travel  
(see Necro Spells), which allows them to travel in the ethereal world.  For them, they 
can battle etc, and do anything a normal player can do while in the real world.  This 
is why it is so important for normal players not  to interact with spirits because the 
spirit may think that you are a Necromancer and have the ability to speak to them. 

The Fumble Rule:  FanWar utilizes a system of natural consequences for 
keeping players from playing to aggressively or forcefully.  The system allows 
players to call a “ Fumble” on any player who strikes them either with enough force 
for the attack to be painful or in a way that hurts them.  If a player calls a Fumble on 
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their attacker, the attacker takes the effect of the attack instead of the player who was 
hit.  This is why it is called a Fumble, because In Game we imagine that the attacker 
bungled their strike so badly that they actually manage to strike themselves instead 
of their intended target.  If you Fumble someone, it is generally a good idea to 
apologize right away and explain that it was an accident and ask the person what  
they need. Most players are fine really, and don’t need anything after a fumble but  
just want to alert you to the fact that your hitting to hard.  But it’s important to 
acknowledge your willingness to help.  You cannot be healed or engage in the game 
in any way i f you Fumble someone until the person you fumbled is again playing.   
This means if they choose to sit out the entire battle, so do you. If they choose to sit 
out the entire mission because they need time to recover, so do you.  And if they 
decide not to play the entire set, you sit out with them and wait until they are playing 
again!  While this might seem extreme, it is necessary.  The consequence o f 
knowing that if you are too rough you will be watching all day keep players from 
escalating to too forceful of battle.  We never have players getting hurt enough to 
need to sit out for any lengthy period of time, but that is because we have the rule 
and players know they must reign themselves in and manage their impulsivity. 

Player always ask me, “ But what about cheating!”  What i f a player is  
calling fumble but really isn’t hurt.  That is an issue to bring up with your GM.  
Ultimately you need to keep a good relationship with other players and let the GM 
discuss the issue with that player.  If someone chronically fumbles people for no 
reason, perhaps FanWar is not a good game for them.  LARP requires you to get hit, 
and i f your not comfortable getting hit, don’t play.  Furthermore, i f a player is not  
willing to battle fairly, what does this say about the rest of their game play.  FanWar 
requires a high level of honesty, and i f you can’t be trusted in combat to be honest,  
why should you be trusted to play the game at all, since it requires so much honesty 
in all aspects of the game. 
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Character Generation 
Classes:  Now that you have an understanding of the mechanics of combat you can 
get into the specifics of the class of you character and just what you would like them 
to be able to do.  Now don’t get all excited because everybody starts out at first level  
which means you will be fairly weak to start out and won’t even have a real “ class” 
yet (you didn’t think we were going to let you waltz in the game as Gandal f did 
you!).  All characters start out as journeymen, seeking to earn enough experience to 
join a guild and thus pick a 
class.  Therefore, though you 
may have an idea of where 
you would like your character 
to go, you do not have to 
choose for a while and can 
explore for a while.  Now 
comes the fun part.  You 
receive 8 gold pieces to outfit  
your character (this is  
considered supply money from 
your family etc.).  You can use 
that money to learn a 
Journeymen skill or buy 
weapons, potions or armor.  
Optionally you may roll on the 
Legacy Chart instead but may 
have to start with all sorts of disadvantages (see GM).  As a first level character you 
have 1 experience point to spend on a skill.  You can spend that experience point  
now, and learn a skill or save it for later use.  The only skills and spell available to 
you at first level are called Journeymen Spells/Skills and are fairly limit in their 
scope and power but essential non-the less.  Once you reach 6th level you can select  
a starting class from the fi fteen types 
 

Player Characters 
 
HUMANS 
ROR: 20  HP: 2  Mana: 2  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 
Notes: Humans are very simple with no great highs 
and no great lows.  Humans start with any one 
Trades/Craft they choose, as they are the common 
people. 
Live Span:  100 years. 
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ELVES  
ROR: 16  HP: 2  Mana: 2  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 
Notes: Elves prefer longbows and deal +1 damage 
with any longbow.  Elves are immune to all mind 
effects and sleep spells (immune to Fear, Charm, 
Mind Control etc, though Not Knock Out or Flash 
Packet)  Elves never wear above Leather Armor 
unless the armor is of elven make or is magical.  
Elves, being immortal gain 2 deaths every time they 
die! 
Live Span:  Infinite! 

 
 
DWARVES  
ROR: 30  HP: 3  Mana: 1  SIZE: 2  AV:  0 
Notes: Dwarves are natural smiths and start with the 
Blacksmithing Trade/Craft with which they operate at 
double profi ciency (2Xlvl). Dwarves have the natural 
ability to sense secret doors and traps in any stone built 
structure.  Dwarves are size 2 and thus cannot use any 
two-handed weapons over 3 feet long. 
Live Span:  500 years. 
 
 

HOBBITS 
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana: 3  SIZE: 1  AV:  0 
The tradesmen of the world, they may start with one 
random Trade/Craft  and Area Search Trade/Craft.  All 
searching is instantaneous for hobbits!  Hobbits are size 1 
and thus cannot use any two handed weapons over 2 feet 
long. 
Live Span:  130 years. 
 

 
CENTAURS 
ROR: 40  HP: 4  Mana: 0  
SIZE: 4  AV:  0 

Notes: Centaurs prefer short bows and deal +1 
damage with any short bow.  Centaurs must reach 5th 
level in one guild class before beginning another, but  
Class Skills/Spells (other than the Journeyman Skills) 
cost 1 less experience for Centaurs do to there 
dedication. They must wear custom armor (other than 
Arm Greaves).  
Live Span:  75 years. 
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Legacy & Back-story Generator 
  These charts are used to generate a framework for you to puzzle together 
the history of your character.  You will have to weave the pieces together into a 
workable story for your character.  If they love Beer and are deathly afraid of 
Spiders perhaps they had a run in with a Giant Spider at a young age and it drove 
them to drink.  All characters may choose to roll on the Back-story Chart, but 
must keep the roll regardless of the outcome.  If you have a listed percentage for 
a back-story this is the change that you MUST roll. 

0. Tenant (no title):  A farmer/workers child you are owned by the local  
lords.  You cannot leave the area or seek a profession without their 
leave.  Even i f you do, you are still a tenant and bound to the service o f 
the local lords. 

1. Commoner (no titl e):  Your family owns nothing, they live day to day.  
You are likely their hope for the future.  You have been brought up 
poor.  You are free to make a new li fe, though it will be diffi cult given 
your rank.  You are below Freeholders and thus almost everyone looks 
down on you. 

2. Free Holder (no title):  Your family owns a small bit of land or 
building.  You are free to choose to follow in their footsteps or aspire to 
something greater.  You will have no additional duties or requirements  
or dues. 

3. Man at Arms (Guardsmen):  Bound into service as the tenant, your 
life is not your own.  You have shown promise as a warrior in the 
service of the realm.  Perhaps your family were also Men at Arms or 
you have recently been brought up in rank from another station.  You 
may not leave the province without leave and can be Guild Ordered by 
any warrior class of the region.  You will start with Knockout, and First 
Aid.  You are required to become a Warrior at lvl 6. 

4. Craftsmen (name of tradecraft- i.e. “Katie Ann Tailor”):   Better off 
than most, your family has a skill at a particular trade or craft.  You are 
expected to follow in their footsteps and become a master of said skill as 
well.  If, at that time you wish to take up another profession, you can 
speak to your family about it, who will make the decision.  Roll 
randomly for your family trade/craft.  You will have 4 levels in that  
trade/craft to start.  Add your tradecraft to your name. 

5. Merchant (“the” and tradecraft- i.e. “Laura Sue the Blacksmith”:  
Much the same as the Craftsmen though better off and of higher 
standing, your family is in the business of high finance.  In addition to 
the family rolled trade/craft at 4th lvl, you also start with lvl 1 Trader.  
Add “ the” and your tradecraft to your name 

6. Gentry (Sir or Miss i.e. “Miss Chantalla Blackwell”) :  Of high birth 
but having no titles or rulership.  Your family has its own land, but no 
governance.  You might be the illegitimate child of a noble or other 
vassal of middling birth and rank.  You start with First Aid, Read 
Magic, and Knockout.  Your family is likely to let you choose your own 
course in life, though your rank may keep you from acting as freely as 
many others.  Add “Sir” or “ Miss” to your name. 
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7. Lesser Noble (title and “of” province- i.e. “Baron Michael Orik of 
Drengaurd”):  Of a house of little power of prestige, your rank is all in 
name.  Your family has the rulership of a small, insignificant piece of 
land or holdfast.  You will have had a good upbringing however, and 
likely your family will seek to improve their status by wedding you 
higher up, or through conquest.  You will have duties as per the GM.  
Your class has been predetermined by your family and you must attain 
at least 2nd lvl in all of the scholarly trades and crafts (i.e. Art, 
Diplomacy, Reading/Writing, and Historian) before entering the chosen 
class.  You start with First Aid, Read Magic, Knockout, and one 
Random Trade Craft that you took an interest in as a child.  Add “ of” 
and the title of the province to your name.  You may also add the tiles  
below (see GM) 

a. Baronet, Lady Baronet. 
b. Baron, Baroness 

8. Noble (Lord/Lady and title- i.e. “Lady Melissa Holihocks, Countess 
of Echos”):  As above, but you are of a powerful house.  Your family is 
a major player in regions politics and ruling.  You are likely being 
groomed for rulership yoursel f and always watched and judged by all  
around you.  You start with two trade crafts at random as well all the 
first level skills.  Add Lord/Lady to your name.  You might also add the 
titles that follow depending on how high up of a noble you are (as your 
GM). 

a. Viscount, Viscountess 
b. Earl, Count, Countess 
c. Marquis or Marquees, Marquise or Marchioness 

9. Distant Royalty (Duke/Duchess):  Either of Royal blood far from 
home, or of a house that once held the throne.  Your li fe is likely to be 
fraught with politics.  You requirements are as above though you have 
had much tutoring and begin with all first level skills, as well as three 
levels in random Trade Crafts. 

a. Duke, Duchess 
10. Close Royalty (title then name- i.e. Queen Rachel Aramir):  You are 

a member of the current royalty of the region, and a member of the royal  
family, though not necessarily in line to the thrown.  Your requirements  
are as above though you have four random trade/crafts of interest.  You 
will have a great deal of duties and politics to deal with and may be 
required to be guarded at all times, escorted by family, etc. 

a. Prince, Princess 
b. King, Queen 
c. High King, High Queen 
d. Emperor, Empress 
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Legacy 
Chart 

Tenant Common Free 
Holder 

Man at 
Arms 

Craftsman Merchant Gentry Lesser 
Noble  

Noble Distant 
Royalty 

Close 
Royalty 

Human 1-10 11-50 50-59 60-73 74-79 80-84 85-89 90-93 94-96 97-99 100 

Elves 01 02-03 04-83 84-93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 

Dwarf 01 02-05 05-84 85-88 89-94 95 96 97 98 99 100 

Hobbit 01-20 21-40 41-75 76-80 80-86 87-89 90-92 93-95 96-98 99 100 

Centaur * 1-20 21-40 41-80 81-90 91-95 96-97 98 99 100 * 

Ork 01-06 07-15 16-85 86-98 99 100 * * * * * 

Urukai 01-04 05-19 20-80 81-95 96-98 99 100 * * * * 

All Others 01-25 26-75 76-80 81-95 93-94 95 96 97 98 99 100 

Social 
Status 

Tenant Common Free 
Holder 

Man at 
Arms 

Craftsman Merchant Gentry Lesser 
Noble  

Noble Distant 
Royalty 

Close 
Royalty 

5-15 gold /2 as is +3 + 12 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 

Starting lvl 0 1 1 3 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 

#  of Skills 2 0 0 2 4 5 3 4 5 6 7 

#  of Deaths 0 0 0 3 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 

Back-story 35%  30%  35%  40%  45%  50%  55%  60%  65%  75%  85%  

Back-story Chart 
1 Beastmaster: animal friend (all)- Familiar. “Take on the skin” at lvl 11. See GM 

2 Gladiator: Barbarian at ½ your lvl Gladiator Skil ls (stacks)- see GM 

3 Berserker:  Berserk.  Defy Death, Final Fury if Berserk. 

4 Fighter: all warrior skills deal +1 damage per 5 Warrior lvls you have. 

5 Forrester: Green gem in forehead= Wilderness Healing/Energy. Archer stack w/Ranger 

6 Cleric: gain Life spells at ½ Paladin lvl. Your Exorc. Can be an Aura for 1 Mana. 

7 Crusader: Lvl in Knight counts as Paladin or ½ in Life. 1000 gold.  Establ ishing Religion 

8 Druid: Main 1 random animal ability per 3 lvls in Ranger and Nature. 

9 Alchemist: Potion Making at lvl. +10 in Alchemist. Use ES word to simulate new types 

10 Herbalist: Herbalism at +10 lvls.  No cost for creation. Create hybrids and new items. 

11 Saint: Pacifist (Immune).  Bound to life.  Undead cannot touch you. 

12 Techno: 2X proficient Tinker.  Use no magic.  “Magic is a lie!” 

13 Prof. Courtesan: Mind Control & Allure Touch (non magic) vs opp. Sex at Court lvl.   

14 Prodigy Martial Artist:  Create a custom class to approve as new style. 

15 Fencer: Crit Elite with swords and daggers. Snare/Disarm in D uels. 

16 Bard: Storytelling in combat: Banding while playing music.Musician counts as totoal lvl 

17 Masked Avenger: “Secretly” a Hero. +10 prof. when masked. Journeymen cover identity. 
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18 Shaman: Oracle, Spirit Guide.  Sense Weather.  Tribal Non Feudal, Ritual Competent. 

19 Slaver: Enforcer @ lvl. Snare, Bury, Threat.  Can deal 1 pain per 5 total lvls you are.   

20 Witch hunter: Paladin at ½ your total lvl.  Must destroy all known evil ! Immune to Fear. 

21 Soothsayer: Oracle (future events only) 2X prof.  Sense Death Coming (pull in advance!) 

22 Sage:  +10 lvls in chosen scholarly Trade Craft.  Oracle/Identify on that topic only. 

23 Diplomat:  Access all countries.  Lvl in Dipl. Counts as total lvl. Coutes. At ½ lvl in town 

24 Rouge Magic: 1d20 custom spells of GM’s design (small, s imple, but no ar mor restrict.) 

25 Elder Sorcerer: Use only ES.  Lvl in Mage=# of words at start. 2X prof. at ES. 

26 Mental Savant: Immune to Mental Effects.  Protect others by Ritual.Touch/Party Memb. 

27 A Blessing and a Curse:  just as it says… 

28 Living Shrine: you are a shrine to your deity. Very pious.  Must “tend” yourself. 

29 Raised by Monk: Roll for style- have 1 ability- can’t wear above leather armor. 

30 Escaped Assassin C ultist:  Slay, Dispatch, Cult is after you, Morganti… 

31 Ward of the Enemy: Roll for treatment.  Politically important hostage.  +3 Social Status. 

32 Humamagus:  An animal with Bestial Transformation for Human! 

33 Spirit Inheritance:  When you PD, can pass on abil ities to a party member (see GM) 

34 Thic k Soul:  Can’t PD the first time.  Spirit always leaves your body. 

35 Lethal Weapons: weapon/damage/type deals +1d20 damage to you.  Shatter for that type 

36 Darkest Mind:  Immune to Fear, Phobias, etc. Recovering Insane- seen the worst! 

37 Vanishing Dead: You are hidden if Unconscious or Dead 

38 Heavy Footed: Minus 10 Tracker lvl (passive). Bad body odor.  Animals won’t eat you. 

39 Backstory Season:  This season is your Backstory.  Gain no lvls, only skills.  Juvenile.  

40 Superhero:  have a superpower (basic/med/extreme) feel compelled to save the world! 

41 Damage Competent: Damage dealt to you increases your Max HP point per point. 

42 The Hulk: Frenzy, +2 Size and Imp. Str. if Berzerk.  +3 and Giant. Str. if below 0 HP. 

43 Mana Competent: Mana that is drained from you increases you Max point per point. 

44 Were-Human: Animal that is a were Human! 

45 Space Hold: Immune to displacement (teleport, etc.)  Earthbind self only. 

46 Impressionable: Act like who your around.  Parrot people.  Do good impressions. 

47 Second Sentience:  Something lives inside your mind!  Can let it take over! (see GM) 

48 Delusions of Grandeur: Arrogant, Resit Fear.  Tell people you have backstory (roll).  

49 Spirit Harbor: Spirit are drawn to you and Bury themselves in you!  Immune to Bury. 

50 Guilty Conscious: Confess bad things while unconscious. Sleep talk.  Consciousness! 

51 Natural Empath: All attacks are Empathic Strikes.  Sense emotions.  Manic. 

52 Thematic Upbring ing: Raised to be a __.  Skills in that class are ½ cost. Must become one 

53 Soulbound: Your soul is tied to an item.  What happens to it happens to you. (seeGM) 

54 Monster Advocate: Diplomat +10 lvl vs non animal NPC species. Hunter vs PC species! 

55 Knac k for Action: Your INT is down 2 steps.  In combat though it is +1 to species normal 

56 Fragile and Deadly: Damage kills you! Brace, Slay, Dispatch. Bullied as a kid. 

57 Odd Magic Field: The delivery of spells you cast/used is different (see GM)  

58 Odd Magnetic Field: cant use/have metal (repelled).  Take -1 from all metal attacks! 

59 Raised by Nymphs: Courtesan lvl +10.  Allure Touch 3 mana (last s the encounter only) 
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60 Curse Competent: Curses cannot be removed from you.  Can sense cursed items by sight. 

61 Haunted by Poltergeist: Haunt moves objects, harasses you! Reflexes (as archer). 

62 Metamorphic Mutant: Can alter base stats as a Ritual (ROR, HP, etc.)  Non-Humanoid. 

63 Lethal Taboos: Will kil l anyone who breaks taboos, even self.  Resist Mental Effects. 

64 Tantrums: Frenzy when you don’t get your way.  Have Shatter for items your holding. 

65 Deaths Hourglass: You die at end of every mission unless another party member does. 

66 Rallier: Banding Elite if you blow a horn. Location becomes Fortified. Real Horn requir! 

67 Enigma: You and your items are Immune to Identify type effects. 

68 Parental Instincts: Bound to all allies off a smaller size than you (+1 HP per each too!) 

69 Raised by Costumer: lvl +10 Tailor. Obsessed w/designing parties matching outfits 

70 Terminally I ll: Any day is your last (GM secret roll). Immune to Illness, Disease. 

71 Infertile: Cannot have children.  Irritated, depressed by families. Immune to Tree Form. 

72 Natural Trash Talker: Aggressive, Limited Taunt, Start fights! 

73 Raised by Nationalist: Resistant to Diplomacy, Enforcer. 

74 Unluc ky Optimist: Can’t learn gambler.  Luc k boost: Cum. Cost (as Oracle). Unlucky. 

75 Dark Destiny: Will PD by seasons end.  Those that cause your demise will be destroyed! 

76 Displaced by War: Start as Commoner.  Vendetta.  Track, Sense Ambush. 

77 Cave Dweller: Dark Vision, lv l 5 Minor.  Sunlight burns you. 

78 Genius: Above Ave INT: Cum. Cost raised it to High.  Exocentric and Aloof. 

79 Color Blind: Night Vision.  -5 lvl Area Search, Herbalist.  Adv. Smell. 

80 Natural Polyglot: +5 lvls Read/Write for spoken only.  Read Write costs ½ exp to learn. 

81 Raised by Vagrants: Area search lvl 5, Stash. -1 dam from weather. Can’t stay in towns 

82 Fragile Minded: All insanities are permanent but minor.  Cannot resist mind effects. 

83 Art Mage: lvls in a particular Art gives bonus to Ritual Spells (counts as lvl- see GM) 

84 Alien: raised on this planet. GM created Mutant.  Seeking answers to your origin. 

85 Tourist: Wanderlust.  Read/Write maps only.  Can’t learn languages. Common only. 

86 Hypnotist: OUT Mind Control/Oracle (controlled speak as Oracle).  Lack of Empathy.   

87 Plane Bound: Can’t change planes.  Items that are glued stay too.  Very down-to-earth. 

88 Ball and Chain: Domineering Spouse.  Lie, lvl 5 Area Search.  Tenant in your house! 

89 Damage Control: You take -2 damage from attacks.  Damage Mind Controls you! 

90 Celestial Guardian: Instant Teleport other players to town only (by Touch).  Protective. 

91 Verdant Soul: Raised in Mana Well.  Have powers etc. in that type of terrain. 

92 Haunting Spirit: If you leave your body you’re an Immobile Haunt. Must be solved etc. 

93 Backstory Cover: Roll Twice on this chart.  First is real, second is your cover. 

94 Backstory Denial: think you have no bac k story… but actually do!  Roll for it. 

95 Typo Effect: Roll again on this chart.  Change the letters in a Backstory name.  See GM. 

96 Alternate Chart: Roll on a different chart (any) players choice. 

97 Reverse/Modify: roll again but reverse the Backstory if possible- otherwise modify it. 

98 Exaggerate: roll again and exaggerate the Backstory 

99 Double Backstory:  Roll twice on this chart. 

100 Pick the Back-story you want (with GM approval of course). 
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Build Your Own BackBuild Your Own BackBuild Your Own BackBuild Your Own Back----storystorystorystory    
To build your own back-story you will need to have a GM present to observe your 
roles on the table below.  You do not have to roll on any that you do not want to role 
on, but if you choose to role on a chart you may not remove that role, it must remain 
with your character.  A GM may require you to roll on certain charts depending on 
their game world or sense of fai rness. 

  Region (50% Local/Distant)   Family  Alignment (roll type) 
1 Forest 1 Lawful Good 
2 Mountains 2 Chaotic Good 
3 Sea 3 Neutral Good 
4 Swamp 4 True Neutral 
5 Plains 5 Marginally  Good 
  Upbringing 6 True Lawful 
1 Religious (roll for Pantheon, 1d4 in type)  7 Marginally  Evil 
2 Utilitarian (+1d4 in Blacksmith) 8 Neutral Evil 
3 Tribal (+1d4 in Hunter/Herbal) 9 Lawful Evil/Chaotic Evil 
4 Progressive (+1d4 in Historian) 10 Insane!/Insane 
5 Agrarian (+1d4 in Cook/Chef)   Physical Characteristics 
6 Industrial (+1d4 in Innkeeper) 1 Scars (1d10) (20% Morganti) 
7 Capitalistic (+1d4 in Trader) 2 Burns (1d10) Birthmark (50% facial) 
8 Authoritarian (+1d4 in Enforcer 3 Athletic (+1 to speed) 
9 Military  (+1d4 in Peacekeeper) 4 Muscular (+1 carry ing size) 
10 Outlaws (+1d4 in Random Trade/Craft) 5 Very  good looking.( +1-3 Courts.) 
  Families Influence 6 Diseased (-1-2 base stats) 
1-40 Extremely  (+1d12+4 gold) 7 Hacks (20% Morganti) 
41-80 Moderately  (+1d12 – 3 gold) 8 Extremely  Skinny /Obese 
80-00 Rebellious (-1d12 gold) 9-0 Roll again and Exaggerate! 
  Goal   Emotions 
1 Power 1 Hate PC race (roll) 
2 Money   2 In love with PC race (roll) 
3 Love 3 Hate class (roll) 
4 Revenge 4 Enamored with class (roll) 
5 Pleasure 5 Hate climate (roll) 
6 Security  6 Enamored with climate (roll) 
7 Knowledge 7 Hate civilizations 
8 Mystery  8 Hate wilderness 
9 Artistic 9 Terrified of species (roll) 
10 Combat 10 Hate species (roll) 
11 Magic 11 Enamored with species (roll) 
12 Manipulation 12 Cowardly , flee from battle 
13 Honor 13 Stupidly  Brave, immune to fear 
14 Destruction 14 paranoid and secretive 
15 Salvation 15 braggart, loudmouth 
16 Freedom 16 sullen and withdrawn 
17 Restoration 17 haughty  and fierce 
18 Inheritance 18 cold and calculating 
19 Appreciation 19 nervous and shaky  
20 Glory  20 calm and collected 
  Your Circumstances   Quirks 
1 Being Tested 1 Longwinded or Brief 
2 Being Disowned 2 Hyper or Lethargic 
3 Orphaned (family  dead) 3 Fidgety  or Stern 
4 Married (setting up house) 4 Dramatic or Reserved 
5 With Child 5 Interrupting or Silent 
6 Destitute (no money /items) 6 Obsessive or Careless 
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7 To Inherit (50% local/distant) 7 Klepto or Always giving 
8 On the run (50% local/distant) 8 Paranoid or Trusting 
9 Enslaved 9 Truthful or Liar 
10 Military  Refugee 10 Misguided or Studious 
11 Lost (seeking your home) 11 Unmannered or Proper 
12 Murdered (memory  loss) 12 Phobic or Fearless 
13 Family  Murdered (50% Pded) 13 Mysterious or Straightforward 
14 Chess Piece for Plot (see GM) 14 Speech Issues or Smooth 
15 Deity  Influence (50% help/hurt) 15 Reckless or Careful 
16 Forced Labor 16 Romantic or Intellectual 
17 Mafia tool 17 Physical or Mental 
18 Cursed 50% permanent 18 Favorite Food or Allergy  
19 Event (roll on Events Chart) 19 Painful Memory  or Passion 
20 Family  Savior 20 Selective Memory  or Other 
  Positive Traits   Negative Traits 

1 accepts authority , loyal, devoted 1 rebellious 
2 accepts what's given 2 ignores, rejects what's given 
3 affectionate 3 distant, cold, aloof 
4 aspiring, ambitious, motivated 4 self-satisfied, unmotivated 
5 candid 5 closed, guarded, secretive 
6 caring 6 uncaring, unfeeling, callous 
7 change; accepts, embraces- 7 rejects change 
8 cheerful 8 cheerless, gloomy, sour, grumpy  
9 considerate, thoughtful 9 inconsiderate, thoughtless 
10 cooperative 10 uncooperative, unhelpful, combative 
11 courageous 11 cowering, fearful 
12 courteous 12 rude, impolite 
13 decisive 13 indecisive 
14 devoted 14 uncommitted, uncaring, hostile 
15 determined 15 indecisive, unsure 
16 does what is necessary , right 16 does what is convenient 
17 perseveres, endures 17 relents, gives up 
18 enthusiastic 18 unenthusiastic, apathetic, indifferent 
19 expansive 19 kept back, tigh t, constricting 
20 faith in life 20 life can't be trusted 
21 faith in oneself 21 lack of faith in self 
22 faith in others 22 others can't be relied on 
23 flexible 23 inflexible, rigid, unbending, stubborn 
24 forgiving 24 unforgiving, resentful, spiteful 
25 focused 25 unfocused, scattered 
26 freedom given to others 26 authoritarian, controlling 
27 friendly  27 unfriendly , distant, aloof, hostile 
28 frugal, thrifty  28 wasteful, spendthrift 
29 generous 29 stingy , miserly , selfish 
30 goodwill 30 ill-will, malice, hatred 
31 grateful 31 ungrateful, unappreciative 
32 hard-working 32 lazy  
33 honest 33 dishonest, deceiving, ly ing 
34 humble 34 arrogant, conceited, ego-centric 
35 interested 35 indifferent, uncaring 
36 involved 36 complacent, indifferent 
37 jealous, not 37 jealous, envious, covetous 
38 kind 38 unkind, uncaring, cruel, mean 
39 mature 39 immature 
40 modest 40 vain 
41 open-minded, tolerant 41 narrow, small-minded, intolerant 
42 optimistic 42 pessimistic 
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43 perfects  43 allows imperfection 
44 persistent, sustaining 44 flagging, fleeting, unsustaining 
45 positive 45 negative 
46 practical 46 impractical, not viable 
47 punctual 47 late, not on time 
48 realistic 48 naive, impractical 
49 reliable 49 unreliable, undependable 
50 respectful 50 disrespectful, rude, impolite 
51 responsibility ; takes- 51 blames others 
52 responsible 52 unreliable, undependable 
53 responsive 53 unresponsive, unreceptive 
54 self-confident 54 lack of self confidence, insecure 
55 self-directed 55 directed by  externals  
56 self-disciplined 56 undisciplined, unrestrained, indulgent 
57 self-esteem, high 57 self-esteem, confidence - low 
58 self-giving 58 self-centered 
59 self-reliant 59 dependent 
60 selfless 60 selfish 
61 sensitive 61 Insensitive, indifferent 
62 serious 62 silly , trivial, petty  
63 sincere 63 insincere, dishonest 
64 social independence 64 social approval required 
65 sympathetic 65 unsympathetic, unfeeling 
66 systematic 66 unsystematic, disorganized, random 
67 takes others point of view 67 insists on own view 
68 thoughtful towards others 68 thoughtless, inconsiderate, callous 
69 trusting 69 suspicious, mistrusting 
70 unpretentious 70 pretentious, affected, ostentatious 
71 unselfish 71 selfish 
72 willing does, willingness  72 unwilling, reluctant, recalcitrant 
73 work-oriented 73 convenience first 
74 Other (see GM) 74 Other (see GM) 
75+ Roll again and Exaggerate  75+ Roll again and Exaggerate  
  Odd Traits or Abilities   Hair/Eyes/Skin/ Co lors 
1 Partial Mutant Skill/Problem (see GM) 1 Yellow 
2 Mental Issues (see GM) 2 Red 
3 Mutant Looks (see GM) 3 Blue 
4 Gifted in a class- have a skill/spell 4 Green 
5 Raised for a purpose- have skills(see GM) 5 Purple 
6 Have a resistance/immunity  to something 6 Orange 
7 Are vulnerable to specific attack 7 Brown 
8 Agility  Issues (none, partial, skilled) 8 White 
9 Dexterity  Issues (none, partial, skilled) 9 Black 
10 Strength Issues (weak, low, high) 10 Silver 
11 Constitut ion Issues (weak, low, high) 11 Gold 
12 Vision Issues (blind, poor, skilled) 12 Bronze 
13 Speech Issues (none, partial, skilled) 13 Pink 
14 Hearing Issues (deaf, partial, skilled) 14 Mottled 
15 Touch Issues (none, partial, skilled) 15 Pastel (roll again) 
16 Taste Issues (none, partial, skilled) 16 Bright (roll again) 
17 Intelligence Issues (Stupid, Dense, High) 17 Light (roll again) 
18 Healing Issues (slow, resistant, skilled) 18 Dark (roll again) 
19 Spirit Issues (thin, restricted, strong) 19 Combination of two (roll again) 
20 Devine Issues (doomed, curse, blessed) 20 Special (see GM) 
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Alignment:  Next you need to choose your characters alignment, or what 
their ethics and morals are.  In Fantasy Warplay every sentient being has an 
alignment that influences how that player sees the world and how they treat others  
etc.  (see notes on Role Playing in the following section).  We use basic Role 
Playing Game Alignments so if you are familiar with them you will know how to 
play your character but here is a list for new players.  In brief the characteristics of 
each are as follows.  Chaotic Evil, unpredictable and set on destruction.  True 
Neutral, only does what is best for her.  Lawful Good, always helpful, never kills 
on purpose.  Lawful Evil,  follows a set of evil and cruel rules set on death.  
Chaotic Good, does what she believes best but obeys no rules. 

A character aligned with one of these forces MUST act appropriately or 
their alignment will permanently change to reflect there actions and they will have 
evoked the wrath or their gods by acting inappropriately.  If your GM says it is 
okay you may blend two or more of these alignments.  Please note that  these 
alignments are not known to characters, they describe the way you act.  Thus, you 
cannot ask someone what alignment they are, their character would not understand 
what you mean. 
Standard Abilities:  
There are three abilities all players are considered to be able to do.  They are 
not skills but natural abilities of all players. 

First Aid: You may stabilize players (including yoursel f) BELOW 0 HP  
by touching both hands to them and counting to their ROR.  You 
can never restore more than 1 HP to a player using First Aid but 
you can wake someone up from Unconsciousness by completing 
first aid on them. 

Read Magic: Can learn spells and tell if an item is magical by handling.  
Can wield mage lore items. Can use the mana stored in any 
mage lore item by invoking. 

 
Knock Out: Strike the pommel of your weapon on 
another players upper back and call “ Knock Out: You’re 

unconscious!” to render that player unconscious. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Gaining Levels:  As you play Fantasy Warplay your character will earn 
Experience Points.  You keep track of these on you character sheet along with the 
rest of you character information.  You get experience points by doing things that 
are challenging for your character such as battling di fficult enemies or solving 
challenging riddles etc.  In order to gain a level you need an amount of experience 
points equal to your next level (i.e. if you are 3rd level then you need 4 experience 
point to become 4th level and then 5 experience points to become 5th).  See the 
diagram below for an example. 
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When you reach the next level the experience points you have been earning for 
that level become available for you to spend.  You cannot spend them as you go 
but must wait until you complete a level to use the experience points.  For 
example, if I am 3rd level and I earn 2 experience points, I cannot spend them yet.  
I must continue to get experience points until I reach the next level, level 4, at 
which point all 4 experience points become available for me to use.  We call these 
experience points usable and unusable experience points.  If you have exp point  
that you can use but haven’t spent on anything yet, they are usable experience 
points.  If you have some that are towards your next level, they are not usable yet  
and are called unusable experience points.  They will usually be stated as an add 
on to your level (i.e. “ I am 4 with 1.” Meaning 4th lvl with 1 unusable experience 
point towards 5th lvl).  A good way to keep track of these experience points is with 
check marks and shading.  The above chart is included on your character sheet.  
You can check off experience points as you gain them and then shade them in as 
you spend them. 
 As demonstrated by the chart above the amount of experience points 
needed to level up is always increasing.  Thus it gets harder and harder to get  
levels as you go.  The first 5 levels (fi fteen experience points) are Journeymen 
levels in which your character is learning trades and crafts and basic skills.  
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Spell/Skill Cost:  Spells and Skills are not simply known they must be 
learned, either by the guild or by another player.  First of all you must be of 
appropriate level to use a Spell or Skill (i.e. you must be 3rd level in the 
appropriate class to use a 3rd level skill of that class).  The process of learning a 
new skill usually takes about 10 minutes of game time and an amount of gold 
(paid to the guild) equal to the level of the Spell/Skill to be learned (i.e. A first 
level Skill will cost 1 gold to learn).  Furthermore, you must spend an amount of 
experience points (earned by playing) equal to the level of the skill/spell to be 
learned as well  
(to learn a 2nd 
level skill, I 
need to spend 2 
experience 
points).  To 
summarize, 
once you are 
the appropriate 
level, you can 
spend an 
amount of gold 
AND an 
amount of 
experience 
points equal to 
the level of the 
skill or spell you wish to learn and 10 minutes of game time and then you know 
that spell or skill.  For the Classes the amount of gold and experience points is 
the level +5 (i.e. if you are a first level Flame Mage you can learn Flame Ray 
for 6 experience points and 6 gold- NOT 1 exp and 1 gold). 

Magic Item Level Restriction Tiers:  Each player starts with a Magic 
Item Level Restri ction Tier of 1.  This mean that you can use a number of magic 
items whose total lvl Restriction Tier is 1 (i.e. 1 with a Restrictions of 1 and 1 with 
a Restriction of 0, etc.).  Every 5 levels you get +1 to your Tier.  Thus a lvl 15 
Character would have a Tier of 4 and could use either 1 item of Tier 4 or two of 
Tier 2 etc.  If a magic item doesn’t state its Tier assume it is Tier 1. 
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THE CLASSES:  Even though you won’t need to select your class until 
you are 6th level, I want give you an idea of what each is like so that as you choose 
your skills and trades you can have a sense of where you might be heading.. There 
are three basic types of characters, Warriors, Semi-Martial and Mages.  Warriors  
are the combat experts and as such can take more damage and wear more armor.  
Mages are those characters who rely on the power of words to create spells that 
they then cast for powerful magical effects though they cannot wear armor and can 
take less damage.  Semi-Martial classes supplement both the mages and the 
warriors in that semi martial can overlap into either category (i.e. you can make a 
ranger who is also a wizard OR a ranger who is also a warrior but not a wizard 
warrior).  The following Venn diagram is useful in understanding the system. 

 
Max Armor:  Many of the classes have armor restrictions labeled as 

Max Armor .  These restrictions do not keep you from wearing the armor, as you 
could always slap it on you i f you wanted to, you would just loose your ability to 
use all skills in that class while wearing that type of armor.  Thus, a wizard can 
slap on some plate-mail and charge into battle but they cannot cast anything while 
doing so. 
 Class Levels and Multiclassing:  When you level up (get a level) you 
have many choices to make.  First of all, into which class do you wish to put your 
level.  You do not have to keep leveling up in the same class, you are free to 
branch out as much as you wish (i.e. if I am a 8th level Paladin and I level up I can 
put 9th level into Amazon and become a 1st level Amazon in addition to a 8th level 
Paladin, OR I can continue up the Paladin Tree and simply be a 9th level Paladin).  
Now the second decision to be made is where to spend my Experience Points.  
When I level up I get to spend the experience points I earned getting this level to 
learn new skills.  For example, in the above example where the 8th level Paladin 
gains level 9, once the 
decision is made of where 
to put the level, now I can 
spend the 9 experience 
points I earned either to 
make my paladin skills 
better or perhaps to learn 
some new skills 
Guild Privileges:  Once 
you are a member of a 
Class you are under the 
jurisdiction of the Guild 
Members and Guild 
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Masters of that class and MUST obey their orders.  If you are in more than one 
class you will have to follow orders from both Class Guild Members (though if 
your orders are conflicting, which ever class you are higher lvl in takes 
precedence.  Once you become 6th lvl in a class you can become a Guild Member 
and at 10th a Guild Master.  As such you gain the following privileges. 

• Guild Member:   Staying on the road is now free for you in any town where 
your guild is present. The guild will help you in legal matters, protect you and 
summon and resurrect you at no cost.  Members of this class that are lower level 
in this class than you must obey you unconditionally and you are responsible for 
their actions. 

• Guild Master:  All members of this class MUST obey you unconditionally and 
you are responsible for their actions.  Staying in an Inn where your guild is 
present is now free. Skills in this class cost no gold to learn.  Also, your total 
levels is now considered your level in this class (i.e. skills that read X= your level 
in [this class] would now read X= your total levels).  Lastly, Guild Masters are 
allowed to make a one time modification to a pre-existing OUT skill within their 
class.  This modification becomes a new lvl 11 skill in that class available to any 
who choose to learn it and spend the 16 experience and gold on it.  The 
modification must first be approved by your GM before it becomes a legal skill. 

 
LIST OF CLASSES 

Barbarian:   Wild and a savage.  They distrust magic of all kinds and put 
their faith in themselves before others.  Always at the front of a battle, barbarians 
love the sport of combat and don’t like missile weapons.  Not reliable as guards as 
they are too distractible and are rarely very intelligent.  If you are a Barbarian, be 
larger than life, brash, not to bright and stupidly brave. 

Samurai:  Honor bound and honest to the core, Samurai are often judges 
and referees for duels as well as devoted warriors.  Samurai prizes the honor of 
their family above any sort of personal gain and thus strive for excellence in 
everything that they do.  A true Samurai wins the battle before it has begun.  
Strategy and personal perfection are the Samurais ways.  If you are a Samurai be 
calm, focused, well spoken and confident in yourself. 

Veteran:  Jaded and tough, these warriors act as i f they have seen it all.  
Obviously they are not all seasoned warriors, but the training of the Veterans 
involves a great deal of time in battle and so even a first level Veteran has seen 
more action that any other first level warrior.  The strategy of the Veteran is to be 
an immovable wall, and hold the line.  Veterans rely on defense in battle, always 
working to better ensure their protection, which is why they survive to be veterans.  
If you are a Veteran be jaded, unimpressed, hard and pessimistic. 

Knight:   The true glory seekers, knight are chivalrous to a point but have 
none of the Samurais respect for battles.  Knights are the weapon Masters, well 
armored but relying on their swi ft powerful attacks and powerful strength to 
destroy their enemy before they can counter attack.  Knights are the real  
behemoths of the battlefield, leading troops into the fray and slaughtering all they 
can.  If you are a Knight be looking for glory, looking for then next powerful  
weapon.  

Paladin:  The least martial of the warriors, their outlook on life is that of 
the combat medic, focus on keeping others alive on the front  lines.  Paladins are 
often leaders, as their charismatic charm draws followers to them and everyone 
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likes to have a healer on their side.  Paladins see themselves as somewhat better 
than most others as they have magical powers that other warrior’s lack.  Paladins 
usually have a strong guiding force in their li fe to help those in need and do what  
is right.  If you are a Paladin be righteous, concerned for others health, and take 
charge. 

Assassin:  The most shady of all the classes, assassins see life as 
expendable and unimportant.  Even their own life is trivial, naturally someone will 
kill them sooner or later.  That’s life.  Life is short and thus assassins tend to get to 
the point quickly (literally).  Somewhat of a martial artist, there is something Zen 
about the assassin’s way not unlike the Samurai in that they have strong inner 
motivation though care nothing for honor.  Assassins try to increase hatred 
between people in the hopes of creating more job opportunities for themselves.  If 
you are an Assassin, don’t think twice about killing someone, care little for your 
own life and cut to the chase! 

Amazon:  People of the sea, they are never very comfortable far from a 
large body of water.  Amazons are wanders and like to be on the move.  Amazons 
tend to be humble in that they understand that nature is greater than they are and 
respect it for that. Amazons are matriarchal and thus if you are a male Amazon, do 
not take charge, you would be unfamiliar with that.  If you are an Amazon crave 
water and sailing, go with the flow, keep on the move and keep things ship shape. 

Archer:   A precise and accurate as a well-crafted arrow, archers don’t 
mess around.  They prefer to keep their distance, as that is where they are the most 
effective, never letting anyone get to close to them.  Archers are direct and focused 
and thus make the best guards.  Ever vigilant, archers are always looking ahead as 
if taken by surprise they are easily killed. If you are playing an Archer be direct, 
and on target, sturdy and perhaps high strung, watchful of the future and of your 
back. 

Thief:  Almost as shady as the Assassin, thieves are a bit more socially 
oriented and have a much grater care for their life.  Thieves are the flip side of the 
Samurai and tend to follow laws and tell the t ruth only i f it serves their purpose.  
Always trying to make a profit, thieves are the businessmen of the world and will 
cheat you without blinking an eyelash, that is their job.  If you are playing a thief,  
lie and make up stories, be ever watchful for a chance to search or loot and look 
for the profit angle, never doing anything for free. 

Ranger:  The true wanderer, they are a bit like Amazons of the land.  
Always on the move and scouting about, rangers never like to have much 
responsibility if they can help it and prefer to be on their own.  Gritty and worn 
like old leather, these characters are unflinching and realistic at all times.  If you 
are playing a Ranger, keep watch, seek solitude, long for the woods and be 
introspective. 

Flame Mage:  Fierce and brazen, these mages are always at war.  The 
arms dealers of the world their magic it completely focused on destruction and 
thus they seek to create bigger and better ways to blow things up.  Passionate, wild 
and a bit chaotic, these mages like the mountains and underground spaces. If you 
are playing a Flame Mage be hot tempered, war like, ready for battle and 
consuming everything. 

Storm Mage:  The true wonder seeker, these mages are the philosophers 
of the world, always seeking out more knowledge and more wisdom.  The Storm 
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mage is a logician, a tactical intellectual who prefers to neutralize opponents rather 
than destroy them.  Often cold, the storm mage is also tumultuous and crafty. If 
you are playing a storm mage, be curious, hungry for information, always in the 
clouds,  tricky and clever, eluding rather than confronting. 

Life Mage:  The true healers  of the world, they are committed to 
sustaining all life.  The true altruistic character, Li fe Mages are known to enter 
battles on neither side, healing anyone and everyone who they can.  Obsessed with 
keeping people alive and conquering death, Life Mages are not as righteous as the 
Paladin but much more humble and kind.  Shying away from combat, they prefer 
to stand behind the troops healing when needed. If you are playing a Life Mage be 
helpful, kind and loving, protective but committed to saving lives and fighting 
death. 

Necromancy Mage:  The true dealer of death, these mages are most at 
home in the cemetery digging up future minions.  Shunned by most of society, 
these dark mages are not necessarily evil, they simply see death as full of potential 
energy while others  see it as the end of li fe.  Necromancers fear nothing, as they 
are always facing death.  If you are playing a Necromancer be unafraid, kill 
without remorse and be interested in dead bodies, close to death yoursel f, almost 
in another world. 

Nature Mage:  The enchanter of the woods, these wandering spell 
casters resemble Rangers in their wanderlust.  More comfortable with animals than 
people, Nature Mages are always heading to the woods and keeping to themselves.  
Ever in defense of the land, Nature Mages are like environmentalists.  Nature 
Mages are in tune with the world at all times. If you are playing a Nature Mage be 
reclusive, avoiding people i f you can, happy in nature and eager to leave any 
civilization. 
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UNIVERSAL SKILLS (Journeymen) 
 

2) Trades and Crafts:  Trades and crafts have two uses, a simple In 
Game effect, usable any time, and Work that require a week to perform.  Pay 
is usually silver equal to your level for the In Game Effect and an amount 
of gold equal to your level in that skill for Work.  You can never get paid 
more for a single job than the level of the town you are in.  You opt to 
make goods for yoursel f rather than work for pay.  See the Work Section in 
the Explanations Section.  

 1)  Cook/Chef  (can 
prepare raw food for 
eating.  Can sell 
food and drinks at 
an event.  Work: at 
Inns and Markets.) 

 2)   Courtier  (can 
improve other 
players attitude 
towards you who 
are ½ your lvl or 
less or your lvl if of 
the opposite sex.  
Work: as an escort.) 

 3)    Reading and 
Writing   
(read/write + 1 
language per lvl.  
Work: as a scribe) 

 4)   Teaching  (can 
teach skills a party 
member has if the 
student’s lvl is equal 
to or less than yours 
in teacher.  Work: 
as teacher for all 
Guilds.) 

 5)  Area Search 
(search, but for an 
area.  Work: finding 
objects for people.) 

 6)   Messenger (can 
remember 1 word 
per lvl written or 
heard.  Trusted with 
information.  Work: 
delivering 
messages.) 

 7)      Alchemist 
(Can identify 
potions and poisons.  
Work: making 
potions 2X your 
level or less at ½ 
cost) 

 8)      Arts  (choice 
of genre –musician, 
poet, drawing etc.)  
Can impress players 
your lvl or less in 
art. Work: at 
creating art worth ½ 
your lvl in Arts) 

 9)      Jester (can 
hold someone 
attention you lvl or 
less.  Work: as 
entertainment.) 

 10)   Locksmith  
(unlock locks that 
are your lvl.  Work: 
making locks that 
are 2X your lvl at 
½ cost) 
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 11)   Blacksmith 

(can appraise metal 
items and tell what 
they are made of.  
Work: fixing and 
making items that 
cost 2X your lvl at 
½ cost) 

 12)   Tracking  
(track people 2X 
your level or less 
and avoid people 
your lvl.  Work: 
track down people 
outside of town) 

 13)   
Seamstress/Tailor 
(can appraise cloth 
and leather items.  
Work: fixing and 
making cloaks, 
hats, and clothing 
2X lvl at ½ cost). 

 14) Enforcer  
(intimidate other 
players into fear 
whose lvl is X or 
less.  Work: as a 
guard.) 

 15)   Hunter  
(Choose type: 
Fishing, Trapping, 
etc. can set traps for 
animals based on 
your type.  Work: 
catching animals to 
supply food to the 
town.) 

 16)   Peacekeeper 
(know if players 
your lvl or less are 
lying.  Work: as 
Law Enforcement in 
local towns.)  

 17)   Small Boat 
Sailor /Builder 
(can sail your lvl in 
moves.  Work: 
building boats 
worth 2X your lvl at 
½ cost) 

 18)   Innkeeper 
(know where to find 
anyone 2X your lvl 
in town.  Work: 
finding out about 1 
current event per 
lvl) 

 19)Diplomat  (can 
negotiate and 
legally represent 
players-successfully 
whose lvl is yours 
or less.  Work: as a 
lawyer or 
magistrate.) 

 20)   Gambler 
(+3% to gambling 
chances per lvl.  
Work: in gambling 
halls.) 

 21)  Trader (+ or – 
2% to item prices 
when selling/buying 
per lvl.  Work: as a 
Merchant helping to 
sell wares.) 

 22)   Historian  
(can identify items 
lvl X or less.  
Work: at 
researching about 
1 past events per 
lvl you are) 
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 23)  Carpenter/ 

Mason   (can 
appraise 
wood/stone objects 
and tell types of 
wood/stone.  Work: 
at building  items 
cost = 2X your lvl) 

 24)   Herbalist   
(can prepare any 
Herbal Remedy that 
costs 2X your lvl.  
Work: at finding 
Herbs worth your 
lvl 10% of the time 
+ 10% per lvl)   

 25)   Miner   (Can 
find the way in or 
out of any cave, 
dungeon.  Work: at 
building and 
excavating mines 
worth 2X your lvl) 

  Other   (anything 
you can think of 
provided you can 
clear it with your 
GM- perhaps 
Tinker, Explorer 
etc.)  
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The Warrior 

Classes 

 
 
 

Warrior are classes that are primarily fighters and can 
handle themselves well in heavy melee combat.  Though 
they all have similar combat strength, they also achieve 
different goals in battle in order to win their objective. 

 
• Warriors get +2 to HP if this is the first class you go. 
• Warrior get no additional Magic Item Tier bonus or 
reductions (generally Warrior begin with a Magic Item 
Tier of 2). 
• All Warrior have Limited Martial Arts (Defensive 
Only) as long as they are also wearing some body armor, 
even if you did not go this class first. 
Defensive Martial Arts: Your hands (zone 0) counts as 
weapons (though you cannot deal any damage with 
them), and your forearms (zone 1) and feet (zone 0) 
counts as shields.
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BARBARIAN SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mage only).  MAX ARMOR:  Chain Mail 

1) Threat (IC):  
Call “Threat 
vitals! Run in 
Fear!” and tag a 
player in the vitals 
to cause fear (as 
the spell) on them. 
2) Hack (IC): 
Choose one 
specific weapon 
type.  With that 
weapon only you 
may Call  “AV-0 
Hack: your limb is 
useless”  and if 
you strike a limb 
of a player on your 
next strike, that 
limb is rendered 
useless until it is 
healed. 
3) Healing 
Factor:  Allows you to heal yourself for 1  
HP in 4 times your ROR. Only usable while 
conscious. [M]  
4) Cap Missile Weapons: Thrown and shot 
missile weapons (not spells) deal only 1 
damage to you. [R] 
5) Magic Resistance (Missile Spells): You 
are resistant to missile spells of all types 
(even if you don’t want to be- i.e. Medicine 
Ball won’t heal you).  [M R] 
6) Battle Cry: Cost:  1 mana and Convoke 
with a weapon in each hand. Call “Battle 
Cry Aura: Fear Aura” (IC) to cause Fear (as 
the spell) in players in your vicinity.[ Me.]  
You are Resistant to Fear. [R] 
7) Universal Hack:  (IC):  You may hack 
with any weapon. 
8) Improved Healing Factor: Increases the 
speed of your Healing Factor to your ROR. 
Works even when Unconscious[M] 
9) Missile Weapon Resistance:  You take 
no damage from thrown and shot missile 
weapons.  [R] 
10) Magic Resistance (Spoken): Resistant 
to all spoken spells. [MR] 

1) Gladiator: In 
Gladiator fights your 
level in this class counts 
as your total level and. 
stacks with Theater Arts. 
2) Gladiator Skills: In 
gladiator fights you have- 
+1 HP, +1 AV, and deal 
+1 damage with all 
attacks. 
3) Throw the Bone: 
Cost:  1 mana.  A ritual 
that once completed gives 
the recipient of the ritual 
the ability be immune to 
the next spell cast on 
them.   
4) Scholarly Discipline: 
See Disciplines. 
5) Intimidation:  In OUT 
of Combat Situations, can 
call “ Intimidate: obey or 

run in Fear.” To cause anyone who 
disobeys you within your vicinity to 
have to run in Fear (as the spell) for 
their ROR.[Me.]  
6) Guild Member: See Guild 
Privilege. 
7) Barbarian Tracking:  Doubles you 
level in all tracking skills and gives you 
resistance to Ambush in the wild. 
8) Combat Discipline: See Disciplines. 
9) Barbarian Hordes:.  Must have two 
allies.   Battle Cry is free in their 
vicinity of another party member that is 
Berserk and all party members gain 
Berserk for 1 mana. (Berserk gives 
Adrenaline, Aggressive, and Resistance 
to Fear for the encounter). 
10) Guild Master: See Guild Privilege. 
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SAMURAI SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mages only). Will not use Shields. 

1) Weapon Class Techniques:  
Choose any one class of weapons 
(i.e. Pole Arms, Specialty Swords 
etc.).   Deal +1 Vitals with any 
weapon in the chosen class. 
2) Duel (BC): You may call "Duel:  
Advance and fight me only" with an 
opponent in your vicinity at which 
point they must engage to battle you. 
No one may interfere until one or the 
other is incapacitated. [S] 
3) Honor Fight (IC):  At the 
beginning of a duel you may call 
“Honor Fight,  the winner gains a 
mana.”  The winner will be restored 
of 1 mana. [S] 
4) Defy Death: When you would fall 
unconscious or die, you are resistant 
to death and unconsciousness for 
your ROR!  (you cannot die but take 
damage!)  [R] 
5) Chi Strike (IC): Cost: 1 Mana 
and Convoke with a weapon in your 
Techniques.  During a Duel you may call “Chi 
Strike Duel:  My attacks mana drain.”  For the 
rest of the duel your attacks deal 1 Mana Drain 
instead of any damage.  (this effect stacks with 
armor zone attacks such as AV=0). [S] 
6) Dueling Techniques: Choose a weapon 
class.  In Duels you deal +1 damage with that 
class and your First Strike deals double 
damage and is AV=0.  Call “First Strike” as a 
Modifier to your attack. 
7) Bow out (IC): Call “Bow Out: I refuse your 
duel.” to refuse or end any type of Duel.  [S] 
8) Dishonor (IC): If you win an Honor Fight 
duel without taking ANY damage, call 
“Dishonor, gain X deaths.”  to give X deaths to 
the looser where X is the damage you dealt in 
the duel. [S] 
9) Final Fury (IC):  When you Defy Death, 
may call “ Final Fury” to have your attacks deal 
double damage and be UB but then you die 
when Defy Death ends. 
10) Chi Kill (IC):  Cost: X  Mana and 
Convoke.  In a duel only call “Chi Kill X,  pay 
X  mana or die” to kill an opponent unless they 
pay X mana.  X= the amount of mana you pay. 
[S] 

1) Resolve 
Conf lict:  Can 
know if a 
player is lying 
if that players 
total levels are 
equal to or less 
than your level 
in this class 
(stacks with 
Peacekeeper). 
2) Law 
Enforcement: 

Doubles the 
level of 

Resolve 
Conflict and 
Peacekeeper for 
you.  If on duty 
in town you 
have Guild 
Member for all 

classes. 
3) Clan Fealty:  May enter a samurai clan.  
All members may join duels a clan member  
initiated for 1 mana.  Requires 3 other 
members. [S] 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See Disciplines. 
5) Tea Ceremony: Cost 2 mana per 
participant..  You may engage in a tea 
ceremony that takes 10 minutes per 
participant in which all who participate 
have their mana levels restored. [S] 
6) Guild Member: See Guild Privilege. 
7) Enlightenment: Cost: 7 Mana & and 1 
week. Meditate for 10 minutes for 1 
experience point. [S] 
8) Combat Discipline: See Disciplines. 
9) Hara-kiri:  Cost:  7 mana & and 1 week. 
You may ritually kill yourself and then 
must have your spirit summoned, but when 
you reform you loose a death rather than 
gain one. [S] 
10) Guild Master:  See Guild Privileges. 
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VETRAN SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mage skills only). 

1) Brace (BC): Call “Brace: 
(prevent next 4 damage)” and 
be stationary.  As long as you 
remain stationary the next 4 
damage dealt to you is 
prevented.  This skill is NOT a 
Resistance but a prevention! 
2) Consciousness: When you 
fall unconscious you recover in 
your ROR in seconds instead of 
the usual (1/2 ROR in minutes). 
3) Taunt (IC): Cost: Convoke.  
Once per Encounter only - Call 
“Taunt! Come fight me!”   
Target player will attack you for 
their ROR (note: they will 
attack no one else though they 
will defend themselves). [Me] 
4) Cap AV/0 and Vitals If you 
are damage by AV/0 or Vitals 
in a place you are normally 
armored, you cap it at 1 
damage.  [R]. 
5) Armor Wound (IC):  When you take 
damage you may call "Armor Wound: no 
damage." and instead take 0 damage and 
loose 1 from you AV. You must have AV 
to loose to use this ability (i.e. if you 
have only gloves and boots on you can 
only use it once). These loses to your AV 
remain until you can repair your armor. 
6) Mystic Armor Repair (IC):  Cost: 1 
Mana and Convoke. Repairs all AV loss 
or damage (i.e. shattering) to your armor 
instantly.[M] 
7) Battle Armor:  Gain +1 HP per AV 
you wear (Grieves/Helms add 1 and 
Shields add +1 per size). 
8) Vitals Protection: You take no 
damage fro m Vitals attacks.  [R]. 
9) Unbreachability:  AV/0 attacks do 
not penetrate your armor.  [R]. 
10) Selective Shielding: Choose an 
armor zone.  When wearing armor there, 
for all purposes this armor zone counts as 
a  size 1 shield.   This skill is NOT a 
Resistance but an armor modification! 

1) Armor Smith: 
Cost:  1 week.  
Your level in this 
class counts as 
two times your 
level in 
Blacksmith when 
making armor. 
2) Sentry: While 
on guard you are 
immune to 
Ambush, Fear and 

Intimidation 
skills. 
3) Jewel Smith:  
Cost:  1 week.  
Can craft amulets, 
rings, etc.  and 
can cut raw gems 
etc.  You level in 
this class counts 
as your level 

Jewel smith. 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See Disciplines. 
5) Fortify Area:  Cost 1 mana.  May 
build defensive formations that increase 
abilities of defending players.  In fortified 
vicinity defenders gain- +1 HP,  +1 AV, 
and  deal +1 damage. 
6) Guild Member: See Guild Privilege. 
7) Runic Armor:  Cost: 1 mana per AV 
of armor & 1 week.  Can inscribe runes 
in armor to give it regenerative powers.  
Heals 1 AV loss in 15 seconds.  [M] 
8) Combat Discipline: See Disciplines. 
9) Master Armor Smith:  Cost:  1 week. 
May smith armor that can be enchanted 
and made magic (Master Crafted) and  at 
½ cost. 
10) Guild Master: See Guild Privilege.
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KNIGHT SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mages only). 

1) Weapon Prof icient: 
Choose a weapon: it deals 
+1 damage. 
2) Knockback (IC):  Call 
“Knockback 3.” To cause 
anyone hit on the body 
(Zone 0-4) to take 3 paces 
backwards. 
3) Battle Charge (BC):  
Convoke  Call “Battle 
Charge.”  As long as you 
remain traveling you deal 
+3 damage or +3 
Knockback with every 
strike. 
4) Healing Surge 
(IC):  When you drop an 
opponent you may call 
“Healing Surge” and heal 
yourself for 1 HP instantly. 
5) Improved Strength: 
You may use two handed 
weapons in one hand.  You deal +1 damage 
with each hand and have + 1 to Carry 
capacity.    Weapons you use in two hands 
have Armor P iercing (Convoke with the 
weapon to make that strike AV/0). 
6) Shield Bash: Cost: Convoke, Be 
Stationary Call “Shield Bash: 1 UB” to deal 1 
UB with the flat of your shield (only deals 1 
UB max). 
7) Trample (BC): Convoke  Call “Trample”  
As long as you remain traveling you can call 
“Trample Strike!” and Convoke to have that 
strike deal your base weapon damage in UB 
(does not stack with ANY other damage adds) 
8) Weapon Style: Choose one-, Two Handed, 
Two Weapon, or Weapon and Shield Style:  
In that stance you deal +2 damage. 
9)Triumph (IC) : When you drop an 
opponent call “ Triumph!” to gain 2 bonus HP 
(does not stack) until the end of the day 
which can only be healed with Healing 
Surge.  Also, gain up to four favored enemies 
from which you gain an additional + 2 bonus 
HP (see GM for details). 
10) Giant Strength: Increases Strength to + 3 
damage per hand and have +3 carrying 
capacity.  May use Boulders which are UB 
(Convoke Boulder with both hands). 

1) Weapon 
Smith: Cost:  
1 week.  
Your level in 
this class 
counts as 
your level in 
Black smith. 
2) Military:  
Can plan 

strategic 
attack and 
defense of 
locations for 

In-Game 
benefits (see 
GM) and 
during a war 
have Guild 
Member for 
all classes. 
3) Custom 

Weapon Smith:  Cost:  1 week.  Can 
craft unknown/special weapons at ½ 
cost if they normally cost X gold (see 
GM). X = you level in Knight.  (Stacks 
with Blacksmith). 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Attack Formation:  Cost: 1 mana, 
must have at least two allies When you 
use this skill, each ally may pay 1 mana 
to gain Battle Charge for the encounter. 
For each ally who does so, you gain +1 
damage or Knockback bonus for Battle 
Charge only. 
6) Guild Member: See Guild 
Privilege. 
7) Runic Weapons: Cost: 1 mana per 4 
gold cost of item & 1 week. Can 
inscribe runes on weapons that heals 
shattered in 15 seconds. [M] 
8) Combat Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
9) Master Weapon Smith: Cost 1 
week. May smith weapons that can be 
enchanted and made magic (Master 
Crafted) and at ½ cost.  
10) Guild Master: See Guild Privilege
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PALADIN SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mages only)  MAX ARMOR: Half P late 

1) Jumpstart Heal (IC): Call 
"Ju mpstart Heal, (1 in you 
ROR)" and tag a player.  They 
are healed of a damage when 
the complete the count to their 
ROR.  [SM] 
2) Might Strike:  While using 
the weapon of your deity the 
attack will be Magic and deal 
Holy damage! [SM] 
3) Spell Turning Shield 
(missile): Your shield resist 
UB missile attacks..   [SMR] 
4) Devine Gif t:  Gain a skill 
of your deity which you may 
use innately, see GM.  (If you 
are a Paladin of Thor, perhaps 
you now have a Lightning 
Bolt!). [SM] 
5) Miraculous Recovery   
(other) (IC):  Cost: Convoke 
the Weapon/symbol of your 
deity.  You may tag another player with both 
hands and call "Miraculous Recovery 1 
(HP)" to INSTANTLY heal a player for 1 
HP. [SM] 
6) Improved Healing: Increases damage 
healed with ALL Paladin skills by 3 
(including your Devine Gift, if it heals)  
[SM] 
7) Improved Might Strike: Choose one 
living or undead.  Might Strike deals an 
additional +2 damage verse the chosen 
group. [SM] 
8) Spell Turning Shield (spoken): Your 
shield resist all UB attacks. [SMR] 
9) Holy Wrath (BC-aura): Cost 1 
mana, Convoke Call “Holy Wrath: my allies 
weapons deal Holy damage!” You and your 
allies in the aura can deal Holy damage with 
their attacks until the end of the encounter 
and any player using the weapon of your 
deity can deal magic damage with it (as 
Might Strike). 
10) Righteous Aura (IC): Cost: 1 Mana and 
Convoke with the weapon of your deity.  Call 
"Righteous Aura:”  to cast a Divine Gift as an 
Aura (see GM).  [SM] 

1) Potion Making: 
Cost:  1 week.  Can 
make potions at ½ cost 
if they normally cost 
X gold.  X= you level 
in Paladin.  (Stacks 
with Alchemist)  
2) Detect Alignment: 
Can detect alignments 
of players in your 
vicinity. [SM] 
3) Disenchant:  Can 
remove  all magic 
from items through 
performing a ritual 
and gain 1 mana for 
each level of the item.  
Only works on magic 
items lvl X or less.  X 
you level in Paladin. 
[SM] 
4) Scholarly 

Discipline: See Disciplines. 
5) Exorcist: Cost: 1 Mana and Convoke with 
the weapon of your deity.  Can permanently 
destroy undead through a ritual and gain 2 
mana.  Only works on Undead level X or 
less.  X = you level in Paladin. [SM] 
6) Guild Member: See Guild Privilege. 
7) Remove Charm (resistance): You are 
resistant to charm.  You can remove any 
charm or mind control from a player instantly 
by touch. [SM] 
8) Combat Discipline: See Disciplines. 
9) Undead Hunter:  Cost:  1 Mana & 1 
week.  Can summon any undead level X or 
less to you for a battle to the death! (as a 
Duel- though the creature can appear 
anywhere near you- not necessarily in your 
vicinity). X = you level in Paladin.  [SM] 
10) Guild Master: See Guild Privilege.
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The Semi Martial Classes 
 
 

 

 
Semi Martial Classes are classes that are more of a support 
or tactical role in combat than a direct approach.  Some are 

very skilled in direct combat but have a variety of other 
skills to achieve their aim, and some are simply more 

suited to battle from afar.  All are classes that combine well 
with either Warrior or Mages and as such are one of the 

most versatile of class groups. 
 

• Semi Martial Classes get +1 to HP and +1 Mana if 
you go this class first. 
• Semi Marials get no additional Magic Item Tier 
bonus or reductions (generally Semi Martial begin with 
a Magic Item Tier of 2). 
• Semi Martial Class have the advantage of reserving 
their decision of becoming a Warrior or a Mage later in 
the game, since Semi Martial Classes can learn or be 
learned by Warrior or Mages, and can then get the 
bonus of those classes. 
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ASSASSIN SKILLS 

RESTRICTIONS: (mages and warriors) MAX ARMOR: Chain Mail. 
1) Weapon 
Dedication: 
Choose one 
specific weapon 
type, with that 
weapon only 
you can call “+1 
Vitals” to deal 
+1 damage if 
you damage in 
the Vitals.  You 
may also Vitals 
Hack rendering 
specific vital 
organs useless 
(i.e. eye, tongue, 
throat). 
2) Acrobatics: Have “Leap” (flying for 4 
seconds- see Amazon skills) and “Climbing” 
(scale any vertical surface at a rate of 2 feet 
per second). 
3). Martial Arts:  Your hands (zone 0) counts 
as weapons, and your forearms (zone 1) and 
feet (zone 0) counts as shields. 
4) Weapons Mastery: Choose one specific 
weapon.  That weapon attacks all AV=0.  (you 
may choose Martial Arts). 
5) Ninja Duel (BC): You may call "Ninja 
Duel: advance and fight." As Duel but you 
may call “ Bow Out” to end it at any time. [S] 
6) Slay (IC): Cost: 1 mana.  Call  “Slay!” and 
if you damage a player on that strike they are 
dead (this stacks with AV=0) etc.. 
7) Escape:  Call “Escape!” and run away from 
the combat.  If you are not interrupted for a 
count of 6 you are “gone” and have left the 
encounter. 
8) Advanced Martial Arts:  You can deal +2 
damage with martial arts. 
9) Weapon Mastery (elite):  Select any one 
class of weapons with which you attack all 
AV/0 and deal + 1 damage. 
10) Ninja Duel Elite: Cost: 1 Mana, Convoke.  
At the beginning of a Ninja Duel you may call 
one of the following.  “Loose all Skills” (your 
opponent has no skills)  “Loose all Spells” 
(your opponent has no spells). [S] 

1) Informant: 
Can locate and 
learn about any 
player who is in 
the same town as 
you whose level 
is X or less.  X = 
you level in 
Assassin (stacks 
with other 
players as well as 
Inn Keeper ).  
2) Hit Man:  Can 
arrange to meet 
up with any 
player whose 
location you 

know.  Will be within 30 feet. 
3) Dispatch:  In Out of Combat 
situations you may tag a player on the 
neck with a blade or martial arts and call 
“Dispatch: You die!” to kill that player. 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Disguise: Can make yourself look 
unlike yourself or like any similar 
species 1 size larger or smaller.  Can 
even look like someone specific if you 
spend 5 days prep.  This skill requires a 
disguise kit.  Close inspection will 
reveal you! 
6) Guild Member: See Guild Privilege. 
7) Make Poison: Cost: 1 Mana & 1 
week.  Can make Poison at ½ cost if it 
costs X gold to make.  X= 2X lvl in 
Assassin.  Stacks with Alchemist & 
Herbalist. 
8) Combat Discipline: See Disciplines.  
9) Careful Planning: Hit Man is always 
an effective Ambush. (see GM)  You are 
resistant to Ambush in Town. [R] 
10) Guild Master: See Guild Privilege.
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AMAZON SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (mages and warriors) MAX ARMOR: Half P late (Full P late)

1) Throwing Training: All 
throwing weapons deal +1 damage 
and are AV/0 for you when thrown. 
2) Banding (BC): Convoke.  You 
may call "Banding Aura (all allies 
+1 HP)"   All your allies within 10 
feet gain +1 HP for the rest of the 
encounter (does not stack). 
3) Impale (IC): Call “ Impale 
Vitals: (double damage, you cannot 
move)” and damage a player in 
zone 3-4.  That players takes 
double damage from the attack and 
that player is immobilized (must 
remain stationary) until they are 
healed. 
4) Focus Fire:  Cost: Convoke.  
Once per Encounter only - Call 
“Focus Fire! We deal + 1 verse 
you!”  Players in your party can 
deal an additional +1 damage verse 
that player (only) for the rest of the 
encounter. 
5) Flying: You are considered to 
be always in flight and thus may 
move across “water”.  You may 
also call "Soaring" and count to 6 at which point you 
are then out of range of all non-missile attacks. You 
cannot use any non-missile attacks or retrieve any 
throw spells or weapons while soaring. You must call 
"Descending" and count to 6 at which point you are 
within range again and may retrieve your items or 
engage in melee attacks. [M] 
6) Thrown (Elite):   Throwing Weapons deal + 1 
damage for you, even when used as a melee weapon. 
7) Banding Elite:  gives +3 HP to Bandings effect. 
8) Reflexes and Armor Training:  Can wear armor 
1 level higher than your normal restrictions (in any 
class you are).  Can catch missiles weapons in mid 
flight and are Resistant to Disarm. 
9) Flying Aura (BC):  Cost: 1 mana, Convoke.  Call 
“Flying Aura: all allies gain flying” all allies 
currently in your vicinity (10 foot radius) gain Flying 
for the rest of the encounter.  This skill is free to 
recast if you used it in the previous encounter.  M] 
10) Howling Gale (Sustained Aura): be Stationary, 
Convoke  Call "Howling Gale: none may approach 
me" No player within 10 feet may move toward you 
and no missile attacks can be made towards you. 
Lasts until you move or stop convoking. 
 

1) Swimming: 
You can enter 
water without 
drowning and 
move through 
water etc.  You 
can swim in 
your armor and 
dive for 10 
seconds. 
2) Corsair: Can 
sail all ships for 
X moves from 
shore.  X= you 
level in 

Amazon. 
(Stacks with 
small boat 
sailor). 
3) World Lore: 
Know basic 

geographical 
forms (i.e. 
swamps, reefs, 
avalanche etc) 
and know their 

characteristics. 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Cartographer: Can read simple 
map keys and format, make maps, 
know compass directions and 
discover your location.  (Stacks 
with Reading and Writing) 
6) Guild Member: See Guild 
Privilege. 
7) Sense Weather: Cost: 1 mana..  
Can detect the weather one move 
in each direction and up to three 
days in advance. Accuracy = 5% 
per level in Amazon. 
8) Combat Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
9) Shipwright:  Cost:  4 Weeks + 
4 weeks per Mast.  Can build a 
ship with up to 5 masts (valued at 
5000 gold per mast) at ½ cost.  
You can also construct ships out of 
trees, raw lumber etc. 
10) Guild Master: See Guild 
Privilege.
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ARCHER SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (mages and warriors). MAX ARMOR: Chain Mail (Half P late)

1) Archery 
Proficiency: Can 
fire the Short 
Bow without 
needing to touch 
the string before 
each throw and 
Long Bow/Yumi 
deals +1 damage 
for you.  You 
may also attack 
with an arrow in 
your hand and 
deal damage (as if 
it where a knife). 
2) Disarm: Call 
“Disarm.”  And 
strike the arm o f a  
player (zone 0-2) 
to make that player drop whatever they 
are holding in the hand of that arm.  
Does not work on shields, they are 
strapped on.  If using a missile weapon 
call “Missile Disarm” to have this skill 
work on Zone 0-4. 
3) Multiple Shots: Can fire up to 3 
missile weapons at the same time 
4) Crit (IC): Call "(+1) Vitals” to deal 
+1 damage with your next attack if you 
damage in zone 3-4. 
5) Penetrate (IC): Cost:  1 mana, 
Convoke with a bow. Call Penetrate on 
your next missile attack which is UB.  
6) Archery Elite:  You deal +1 damage 
with all bows. 
7) Disarm Elite: Items you Disarm must 
be tossed away rather than dropped.  
8) Reflexes and Armor Training:  Can 
wear armor 1 level higher than your 
normal restrictions (in any class you 
are).  Can catch missiles weapons in mid 
flight and are Resistant to Disarm. 
9) Crit Elite (Convoke): Adds +4 
damage to all your Vitals attacks. 
10) Arcane Archery: Cost:  1 mana, 
Stationary Convoke with your Bow.  
Call “Arcane Archery” and the name of 
a Missile Spell to turn your next shot 
arrow into the named spell. [M] 

1) Gamesman: Can 
discover the species 
type of all creatures in 
proximity to your 
current location if 
there level is X or 
less.  X= you level in 
Archer. (Stacks with 
Hunter) 
2) Huntsman: Know 
what animals are 
valuable to hunt and 
good to eat.  Have 
slay for no mana cost 
for all Animals lvl X 
or less where X is 
your level in Archer. 
(Stacks with Hunter) 
3) Watchman:  Can 

set up a watch on a location.  While on 
watch, you have Scouting, Ambush 
protection and can see Spirits. [S] 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Improvised Arrows:  Can craft 
arrows from i mprovised materials 
scavenged from the surroundings.  Can 
make 1-10 arrows quickly at start of an 
encounter (see GM).  These arrows are 
only usable for the encounter they are 
made for. 
6) Guild Member: See Guild 
Privilege. 
7) Archer Brigade: Cost: 1 mana, 
must have at least two allies with 
bows. When you use this skill, each 
ally may pay 1 mana to gain Penetrate 
for the encounter. For each ally who 
does so, you gain +1 damage to all 
your attacks with the bow. 
8) Combat Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
9) Ballista: Cost:  1 Week.  Can build  
at ½ cost and operate a ballista 
(stationary).   It fires spears (which you 
throw- load time is 15 seconds) and are 
UB and deal X damage each!   X= 
your level in Archer.   
10) Guild Master: See Guild 
Privilege.
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THIEF SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (mages and warriors). MAX ARMOR: Chain mail. 

1) Hide (IC): Cost:  Be Stationary.  
Call “Hide,” and count down from 
your size in a place out of direct 
sunlight.  If you reach 0 you are 
considered hidden and may put your 
hand over your face to indicate you 
cannot be seen, as long as you do not 
move. 
2) Backstab: The first attack you 
make from Hiding deals +X Vitals 
damage, where X is your level in 
Thief 
3) Disable (packet-AV=0): Call 
"Disable (skill/spell name)" and throw 
a yellow packet. Anyone hit loses the 
named skill or spell until the end of 
the encounter. Until the end of the 
encounter, you may only use Disable 
to remove that skill/spell from players. 
4) Unglue: You may steal searchables 
and items from players, even if they 
were Glued. For searchables, call 
"Unglued search (type)" and count down from 5. For 
Items, call "Unglued Loot" and take any items such as 
weapons or armor from an unconscious player. 
Unglued Loot costs 1 mana per person. [S] 
5) Master Rogue: (BC): Convoke. Count to your 
ROR then Convoke and call “Master Rogue: 
(skill/spell)” You may gain any Rank 1 (up to 5th  in a 
class) spell or skill until the end of the encounter, or 
until you use this skill to replace it with a different 
skill/spell.[M] 
6) Evasive Shimmering: Call “Evasive Shimmering” 
to gain +2 AV as long as you are avoiding combat and 
either traveling (in motion) or are in Hide or Stealth. 
7) Stealth: Allows you to move while hidden (but not 
fight)   You can take one step every X seconds where 
X is your size. 
8) Improved Disable (ball-UB): You gain a yellow 
ball with which you can use Disable as above. You 
can still pick only one skill or spell which you can 
remove fro m players in a given encounter. 
9) Combo: After activating another called skill (not 
spell), your next strike deals +1 damage and is AV/0. 
This skill does not trigger itself! 
10) Misdirect: Cost: 1 mana When you would 
otherwise take damage from a melee attack, you may 
call “Misdirect: deal yourself X damage”. I f you do, 
prevent that attack and the attacker deals themselves 
X where X is the damage they called on the original 
attack (they take no modifiers such as Slay or Impale) 

1) Glue: 
Can 

“glue” 
items to 

players 
so that 
they can 
only be 
removed 

by a 
trained 

thief. [S] 
2) 

Barter:  
Items you 
buy cost 
1% less 
per level 
you are 
in thief.  

(stacks 
with 

Trader) 
3) Lie:  You are Resistant to 
effects that detect the truth and 
alignments. 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Pick Pocket and Lif t:  Can 
search (as the skill, but 
instantaneous) players Out of 
Combat whose belt you can put a 
“Thief Ring” on. Only works on 
players whose level is X or less. 
X= your level in Thief. (Stacks 
with Arts)  Can Pick Pocket items 
as well (see GM) 
6) Guild Member: See Guild 
Privilege. 
7) Stash and Death Grip:  You 
are resistant to Unglue effects.  If 
you leave your body, glued items 
will go ethereal with you. 
8) Combat Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
9) Master Burglar: Can locate 
and case locations for burglaries 
and access a location and the goods 
within.  (see GM)  
10) Guild Master: See Guild 
Privilege
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RANGER SKILLS  
RESTRICTIONS: (mages and warriors). 

1) Endure:  You may 
choose to reduce damage 
dealt to you to a Hack of the 
part hit instead of any 
additional damage. [R]  
2) Snare (IC): Call "Snare, 
I bind your leg.” and strike 
someone in the leg.  They 
cannot move that leg for 
their ROR.  
3) Spell Turning 
Weapons: Items (not 
shields) you use resist UB 
missile attacks. [MR] 
4) Shatter (IC): Convoke. 
Choose a class of weapons.  
Against weapons in the 
chosen class only, you may call “Shatter” 
when striking them to render them 
Shattered (Note you cannot Shatter Magic 
Items). 
5) Adrenaline Elite: You are resistant to 
unconsciousness (can’t be knocked out 
etc.)  You may fight as normal until you hit 
-4 and then are Critically Wounded, not 
dead). [R] 
6) Stamina:  You have Endurance (never 
tire while running, etc.) and can function 
normally down to -3 mana.  (note, Insanity 
Count still effects you as does Death at -4 
Mana).  
7) Hunter: Choose 4 creature types- you 
deal +1 damage verse each type (this effect  
stacks if you choose the same creature 
type). 
8) Spell Turning Weapons (elite): Items 
you use resist all UB attacks. [MR] 
9) Shatter (Elite) (IC): Can now use 
Shatter to shatter Magic items OR choose 
another class of normal weapons. 
10) Avoid (IC):  Cost: 1 mana. Call 
“Avoid” to cancel any class SKILL that is 
being used on you. Note: If you “Avoid” a 
Crit or a “Slay” you still take normal 
damage, and you cannot Avoid skills used 
by your opponent on themselves such as 
Armor Wound- though you could “Avoid” 
a Duel! 

1) Track:  
Can track 
anyone of 
level X or 
less who has 
been in your 
vicinity.  X= 
your level in 

Ranger.  
Know all 
specifics (i.e. 
group size, 

equipment 
etc).  (Stacks 
with Tracking 
Trade/Craft). 
2) Scouting: 

Can SEE “hiding” players and players 
using Stealth.    
3) Wilderness Healing:  In wooded 
areas out of town you heal HP at the 
rate of 1 HP in 1 minute.  [M] 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Story Telling: You can tell a story 
for at least 10 minutes at the end of 
which, any player may pay 1 mana to 
gain 1 exp. point. + 1 for every 10 
levels you are in Ranger (additional 
experience points above 1 cost an 
additional 1 mana per point to gain). 
(Stacks with Theater Arts, Historian, 
and Music).  
6) Guild Member: See Guild Privilege. 
7) Species Lore and Hunting Party: 
Recognize different species types (other 
than undead) and know their basic 
characteristics (HP, Mana, innate 
skills).  Can form a Hunting Party of at 
least two other allies at which point all 
party members may pay 1 mana to gain 
+ 1 damage to all attacks and your 
Hunter skill deals +1 damage for each 
player that does so.  
8) Combat Discipline: See Disciplines. 
9) Wilderness Energy:  In wooded 
areas out of town you regenerate Mana 
at the rate of 1 mana in 5 minutes. [M] 
10) Guild Master: See Guild 
Privilege.
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The Mage Classes 
 

 
 

 
The Mage Classes are those of a magical nature that use 

spells to create powerful effects and often can create 
custom spells using Elder Sorcery.  Mages are those who 

focus on channeling elemental forces in combat but 
sacrifice their ability to wear any body armor, which would 

interfere with their spell casting. 
 

• Mages get +2 Mana if you go this class first. 
• Mages, being very magical in nature get an 
additional Magic Item Tier bonus of +1 (generally 
Mages begin with a Magic Item Tier of 3) if you go 
this class first. 
• Mages cannot wear any body armor.  Body armor 
disrupts their ability to cast any spells at all (thus they 
could put on armor but would loose any spell casting 
abilit ies while wearing the armor). 
• All Mages have the spell Staff Touch, a spell which 
allows mages to use any Mage Lore (usually a Staff, 
Rod, or Wand) as an extension of their hand.  It also 
allows them to deal damage with any mage lore they 
wield as if that item was a weapon.  They have this 
ability even if they did not go this class first. 
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FLAME MAGE SPELLS 
RESTRICITONS: (mage only). 

1) Flame Ray (packet-
AV=0):  Call “Flame 
Ray, I deal 4 damage” 
and throw a red packet 
to deal 4 damage. 
2) Melting Grasp: (IC 
Touch) Cost: 1 Mana. 
Invoke. “ Melting Grasp 
I shatter your item.”    
Tag an item to render 
that item shattered. 
3) Fire Ball (ball- UB): 
Call “Fire Ball, I deal 4 
damage” and throw a 
red sock ball to deal 4 
damage. 
4) Burning Touch 
(Invoke - Touch):  Call 
“Burning Touch, I deal 
1 damage: UB” and tag 
a player to deal 1 
damage. 
5) Inferno Aura (Invoke - aura): 
Cost: 1 Mana. Call “ Inferno Aura, I 
deal 4 damage to all” to deal 4 damage 
to all players within a ten foot radius 
of you. 
6) Flame Control (passive): You are 
resistant to basic Flame Spells.  All 
your non-spell attacks deal +1 Fire 
damage in addition to any other 
damage type they deal. [R] 
7) Bellows (Invoke - BC):  Be 
stationary. “ Bellows I double my next 
spell damage.”   As long as you remain 
stationary, the next spell you cast deals 
double damage. 
8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Flame): If 
you have Flame Ray OR Fire Ball you 
get 1 additional packet of like kind and 
can multicast like spells. 
9) Amplify Burning Touch:  Burning 
Touch deals +4 damage. 
10) Damage Mastery (passive): 
Spells you cast deal +1 damage and 
you may pay 1 mana in addition to any 
other costs when you cast a spell to 
have it deal double damage as well 
(standard spells, not Elder Sorcery) 

1) Light:  Creates a 
light on your hand 
that illuminates any 
“dark” areas out to X 
times 10 feet.  X= 
your level in Flame. 
2) Altar of  Power: 
Cost: 1 mana & 3 
Days Prep.  Can make 
an altar that stores X 
mana (as mage lore) 
as long as you remain 
at the altar.  X= your 
level in Flame. 
3) Enchant Weapon: 
Cost: 1 week. Spells 
and Skills that are 
level X  or less can be 
put into an item and 
will be Mana 
Activated.  You can 

also make passive magic items*.  X= 
your level in Flame. 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Elder Sorcery Words: 1 week.  
Can make spells with Elder Sorcery of 
this mage type. You can learn up to X  
words from the Elder Sorcery Word 
Tree (OP 1 only!).  X=½ your level in 
this class. 
6) Guild Member: See Guild 
Privilege. 
7) Elder Sorcery Delivery: Gives 
your Elder Sorcery of this mage type a 
form of delivery- Touch,  packet,  ball, 
aura, multi-cast, detonate, field, 
sphere. 
8) Combat Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
9) Elder Sorcery OP: Increases the 
OP of words you can learn to 1/2 your 
level in this class (i.e. a 9th level mage 
could use OP 4 words). 
10) Guild Master: See Guild 
Privilege.
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STORM MAGE SPELLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (mage only). 

1) Shock Touch (Touch):  
Call “Shock Touch, I freeze 
you (for your ROR).” and tag a 
player to freeze (immobilized- 
cannot deal or receive damage 
or effects) for their ROR. 
2) Lightning Ray (packet-
AV=0):  Call “Lightning Ray, I 
deal 4 damage” and throw a 
blue packet to deal 4 damage. 
3) Ice Ball (ball- UB): Call 
“With Ice Ball, I freeze you” 
and throw a sock ball to freeze 
(immobilized- cannot deal or 
receive damage or effects)  
4) Dispel Magic (Invoke – 
Aura): Call “Dispel Magic, 
(name of spell)” to cancel any 
spell in your vicinity (ten feet) 
as it is being cast. 
5) Blizzard Aura (Invoke - aura): 
Cost: 1 Mana.  Call “With Blizzard 
Aura, I freeze all.” to freeze all players 
within a ten foot radius of you for their 
ROR.   
6) Silence (UB Strike): Call “ Silence 
Strike: lose called abilities for your 
ROR” and strike a player  (UB).  That 
player cannot use any Called 
Skills/Spells for their ROR.  
7) Spell Trigger (passive): Whenever 
you are dropped in combat or killed, you 
may cast any one spell you have in 
response which resolves as though it has 
just been cast (this spell counts as its 
own source).  Call “ Triggered” in 
addition to any normal calls for the 
spell. 
8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Storm): If 
you have Lightning Ray OR Ice Ball 
you get 1 additional packet of like kind 
and can multicast like spells. 
9) Reflect Magic (Invoke – Aura):  
Cost: 1 Mana.  Call “Reflect Magic, 
(name of spell)” to reflect any spell in 
your vicinity, back on the caster instead 
of its intended target. 
10) Effects Resistance:  Skills have no 
effect on you.  You resist things such as 
Battle Cry Aura, Duel, Snare, Jumpstart 
Heal, and Disable Packet. [R] 

1) 
Identify:  

Can 
determine 
if a 
particular 

item is 
magic and 
what it 
does if its 

abilities 
are level 
X or less.  
X= you 
level in 

Storm.  
(Stacks 

with 
Historian) 

2) Icy Terrain:  Cost 1 mana.  Can 
perform a ritual to create temporary 
terrain or weather effects such as ice 
bridges, fog, or slippery floors.  These 
features last until the caster leaves the 
area or until the end of the day, 
whichever is first. 
3) Teleport: Cost: 1 mana.  Can 
transport a player from one spot to 
another (general area) that you have 
studied within X miles.  X = 2 times 
mage levels. 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Elder Sorcery Words: 1 week.  Can 
make spells with Elder Sorcery of this 
mage type. You can learn up to X  
words from the Elder Sorcery Word 
Tree (OP 1 only!).  X=½ your level in 
this class. 
6) Guild Member: See Guild Privilege. 
7) Elder Sorcery Delivery: Gives your 
Elder Sorcery of this mage type a form 
of delivery- Touch,  packet,  ball, aura, 
multi-cast, detonate, field, sphere. 
8) Combat Discipline: See Disciplines. 
9) Elder Sorcery OP: Increases the OP 
of words you can learn to 1/2 your level 
in this class (i.e. a 9th level mage could 
use OP 4 words). 
10) Guild Master: See Guild Privilege.
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LIFE SPELLS 
RESTRICITONS: (mage only). 

1) Healing Touch 
(Touch): Call "Healing 
Touch I cleanse you in you 
ROR." and tag a player. 
That player is healed of 4 
damage and all 
poison/venom, in their 
ROR. 
2) Medicine Ball (ball- 
UB): Call “Medicine Ball I 
heal 4 damage.”  To heal 
anyone hit instantly for 4 
HP!   
3) Light Ray (packet- 
AV=0):  Call “Light Ray 
you deal 0 damage for you 
ROR.”  and throw a white 
packet.  Anyone hit deals 
no damage for their ROR. 
4) Ward (IC) (Invoke): 
Call “Ward, this item ignores resistance” And 
tag an item. For the next use in this battle that 
item is ignores resistances. (i.e. if I ward a 
fireball it will go through a Spell turning 
Shield).   
5) Light Ray Aura (Invoke - aura): Cost: 1 
Mana. Call “Light Ray Aura, You deal no 
damage for your ROR.”  All players within 
your vicinity (10’ ) deal no damage for their 
ROR. 
6) Rebirth (Invoke): Cost: 1 Mana. Call 
“Rebirth, rise and live again!” and place both 
hands on the body of a dead player.  That 
player is INSTANTLY resurrected and 
conscious. [S] 
7) Energy Shield (passive spell): You take -1 
damage fro m all attack and mana drains. 
8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Life): If you have 
Light Ray OR Medicine Ball you get 1 
additional packet of like kind and can 
multicast like spells. 
9) Transcend (Invoke, you are at -1/-0 for the 
day- BC): Call “ Transcend“  to instantly 
restore all your mana. 
10) Sheltering Spirit (resistance)   You cap 
all damage and mana drains at 1.  You may 
call “Sheltering Spirit Sustained Aura” to 
transfer this protection to all allies who stay 
within 10 feet as long as you remain stationary 
and Invoking.[SR] Note: You loose the ability 
and they gain it. 

1) 
Resurrect:   

Brings any 
dead player 
back to life 
if they are 
level X or 
less.  X= 3+ 
3 times you 
level in Life. 
[S] 
2) Imprint:  
Cost: 1 
mana. Any 
player may 
pay 1 mana 
to transfer a 
Rank 1 (up 
to 5th in a 
class) spell 

or skill to another person in the party 
for the next encounter (one loses the 
skill/spell but the other gains it).  
This skill is free to recast if you used 
it in the previous encounter.   
3) Enchant Items: 5 Days Prep Per 
Tier. Can craft magic items lvl X or 
less.   X= you level in Life. 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Elder Sorcery Words: 1 week.  
Can make spells with Elder Sorcery 
of this mage type. You can learn up 
to X  words from the Elder Sorcery 
Word Tree (OP 1 only!).  X=½ your 
level in this class. 
6) Guild Member: See Guild 
Privilege. 
7) Elder Sorcery Delivery: Gives 
your Elder Sorcery of this mage type 
a form o f delivery- Touch,  packet,  
ball, aura, multi-cast, detonate, field, 
sphere. 
8) Combat Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
9) Elder Sorcery OP: Increases the 
OP of words you can learn to 1/2 
your level in this class (i.e. a 9th 
level mage could use OP 4 words). 
10) Guild Master: See Guild 
Privilege.
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NECROMANCY SPELLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (mage only)  

1) Fear Touch (Touch):  Call “ Fear Touch, I 
scare you for your ROR” and tag 
a player (they run away from you 
until they are away from battle) 
for their ROR. [Me.]   
2) Bury (Invoke): Cost 1 mana.  
Call "Bury: players cannot leave 
their body.”  Players who die in 
that encounter are Buried (cannot 
choose to have their spirit leave 
their body) until they are no 
longer in an encounter with you.  
[S] 
3) Terror (ball- UB):  Call 
“Terror Ball I deal 4 damage 
(resist healing for ROR in 
minutes).”  And throw a black 
sock ball to deal 4 damage to 
anyone hit who is resistant to 
healing for their ROR in minutes.   
4) Death Ray (packet – AV=0): Call “Death 
Ray, I kill you!” and throw a black packet to 
render anyone hit dead. 
5) Zombify Touch (Invoke): Tag a dead ally 
in you party whose spirit is present.  They 
may become a Zombie for the next encounter 
only (see Zombies). You may create as many 
Zombies as you wish. [S] 
6) Fear Aura (Invoke – Sustained Aura): 
Cost: 1 mana..  Call “Sustained Fear Aura:  
Run in fear!”  to cast Fear (as the spell) on all 
players within 10 feet as long as you remain 
Stationary and Invoking. 
7) Necromatic Control (passive): You are 
resistant to Necromancy and can be hurt by 
healing as if you were an undead.  You also 
have Adrenaline (see monster section). 
8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Necro): If you 
have Death Ray OR Terror Ball you get 1 
additional packet of like kind and can 
multicast like spells. 
9) Soul Drain (passive) (Invoke- Strike): 
Can Invoke and strike to deal 1 AV/0 mana 
drain. Any time you drop someone due to 
mana draining them, you may call “Soul 
Drain” to gain 1 mana in you ROR. 
10) Pact with Spirit Word: (Choose an 
Outsider type: Elemental, Undead, Celestial, 
Other.  You gain an abilities based on your 
pact. Rules of the pact must be followed. 
Similar to Divine Gift. [S] 

1) Summon the Dead: Summons the 
body of 
a spirit 
who is 
in your 
presence 
if they 
are level 
X or 
less  X= 

you 
level in 

Necro.[S] 
2) Spirit Guide: Can see, speak to, 
carry and hear ethereal spirits.[S] 
3) Ethereal Travel: Cost: 1 mana.  
Can go into spirit form (as a dead 
player).  You can speak to other 
players.  To return you must manifest 
yourself in the real world (takes your 
ROR).  Any items that are glued to you 
go with you.[S] 
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Elder Sorcery Words: 1 week.  
Can make spells with Elder Sorcery of 
this mage type. You can learn up to X  
words from the Elder Sorcery Word 
Tree (OP 1 only!).  X=½ your level in 
this class. 
6) Guild Member: See Guild 
Privilege. 
7) Elder Sorcery Delivery: Gives 
your Elder Sorcery of this mage type a 
form o f delivery- Touch,  packet,  ball, 
aura, multi-cast, detonate, field, sphere. 
8) Combat Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
9) Elder Sorcery OP:  Increases the 
OP of words you can learn to 1/2 your 
level in this class (i.e. a 9th level mage 
could use OP 4 words). 
10) Guild Master: See Guild Privilege
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NATURE SPELLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (mage only)

1) Mobile Brace: Cost: 
Invoke  Call “Mobile Brace” 
(BC) to prevent the next 4 
damage to you. 
2) Brute Form:  Gain Martial 
Arts and plus base HP equal 
to your level in Nature. 
3) Empathic Ray (packet 
AV=0):  Cost: pay 1 HP.  Call 
“Empathic Ray I heal/deal 4 
damage fro m/to you.”  And 
throw a green packet at a 
player to instantly heal OR 
deal them 4 damage. 
4) Tree Form (Ball):.  Call 
“With Tree Form Ball I 
change (you) into a tree 
(change back for 1 mana).”  Throw a green 
sock ball to change any player hit into a tree.  
They may pay 1 mana or anyone may tag them 
and pay 1 mana to Revert them.  Can Revert 
yourself from any Tree Form for free and use 
the Ball to revert others at no cost. 
5) Feralborn: Gives you an Animal ability of 
up to 2 Build Points (with GM approval). You 
are always healing 1 HP in your ROR.  Choose 
one terrain type in which this amount is double. 
6) Earthbind:  (Strike and Aura):  Call 
“Earthbind Strike UB: I immobilize you.  
Loose flying.”  If you hit a player with that 
strike they cannot move their feet and looses 
flying for their ROR.  You can Call this spell as 
an Aura by spending 1 Mana. 
7) Regeneration Touch (Touch): Cost: 
Invoke,.  Call “ Regeneration Touch: You gain 
Regenerating for 4X you ROR” and tag a 
player who gains the Regenerating ability for 4 
X their ROR.  Note:  Can be used on Dead 
players  (see Regenerating). 
8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Nature): If you 
have Empathic Ray OR Treefrom Ball you get 
1 additional packet of like kind and can 
multicast like spells. 
9) Unforge: (Invoke - Touch). Cost 1 mana 
Call “Unforge” and tag an item to destroy it 
(Magic/normal items). 
10) Wildborn: Deal +1 damage with all 
Natural/Animal attacks (even if Polymorphed), 
and you gain an Animal ability of up to 2 Build 
Points (with GM approval).  Can speak to 
plants/animals. 

1) Oracle 
/Familiar:  

Ask a 
question of 
the universe 
and receive 
an answer.  
Accuracy = 
7% per level 
in Nature.  
Choose an 
animal type 
as a 

familiar.* 
[S] 

2) 
Wilderness 

Aspect: 
Cost: 1 mana, - Invoke: all party 
members gain Hide and Stealth for 1 
terrain type for the rest of the 
encounter.  This skill is free to recast if 
you used it in the previous encounter.   
3) Polymorph:  You can change into 5 
different types of common animals 
(large or small).  P ick the animals 
when you learn this skill (write down 
all their stats).  You have no skills or 
abilities while in this form.  You stay 
this creature until you are call Revert.   
4) Scholarly Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
5) Elder Sorcery Words: 1 week.  
Can make spells with Elder Sorcery of 
this mage type. You can learn up to X  
words from the Elder Sorcery Word 
Tree (OP 1 only!).  X=½ your level in 
this class. 
6) Guild Member: See Guild 
Privilege. 
7) Elder Sorcery Delivery: Gives 
your Elder Sorcery of this mage type a 
form o f delivery- Touch,  packet,  ball, 
aura, multi-cast, detonate, field, sphere. 
8) Combat Discipline: See 
Disciplines. 
9) Elder Sorcery OP:  Increases the 
OP of words you can learn to 1/2 your 
level in this class (i.e. a 9th level mage 
could use OP 4 words). 
10) Guild Master: See Guild Privilege
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Play Explanations and Definitions: 
Disciplines of the Classes:  Each class has the OUT skill Scholarly Discipline 
and Combat Discipline.  The effects of each skill is listed below: 
4) Scholarly Discipline: Reduces the cost of all OUT skills in this class by 4 exp. 
8) Combat Discipline: As Scholarly Discipline but for Combat Skills. 
Missile Spells: There are two kinds of missile spells, packet and ball. Both types 
of spells take there affect ONLY IF THEY HIT.  However, the packet must strike 
a player on the body (AV=0) whereas the more powerful ball takes effect even i f 
it hits a shield or weapon of a player (UB).  A classic spell is “Fireball” which can 
be thrown and i f it strikes a player anywhere, delivers its assigned damage! To 
facilitate game play, a wizard is required to call out the name of the spell and its 
effect when it is thrown or it has no effect.  This is called “ Forced Incants.”  For 
example, a wizard must say “ With Fire Ball I deal 4 damage!” and then throw the 
ball and hope it hits.  A spell is a spell and it needs a trigger phrase to be effective. 
Unlike many 
fantasy game 
wizards who can 
conjure another 
fireball at will, 
you must retrieve 
your fireball to 
cast it again. In 
the world of 
Fantasy Warplay, 
wizards craft  
Spell Stones to 
store the mana 
necessary to cast  
their missile 
spells.  Each stone 
is enchanted with 
enough mana to 
cast the spell an indefinite amount of times but each stone can only be used for a 
single type of spell, which it has been keyed to (i.e. a Spell Stone of Fireball, a 
spell stone of Lightning Ray).  When a wizard casts the spell they are throwing a 
Spell Stone and calling out the trigger phrase to transform the stone into a spell.  
After the spell has its effect the spell becomes a stone again and falls to the ground 
and the wizard must retrieve it to cast the spell again.  No one other than the 
wizard who crafted the stone can pick it up or interfere with it in any way, as all 
wizards are careful to protect their spell stones with self-destructive magic. 
Once again, it is the responsibility of the person hit to know that they have been 
hit and what the results are (thus everyone needs to be familiar with the spells and 
skills that might take effect on them).  
Called Spells/Skills: Called spells (and skills) are abilities that take effect  when 
the user "calls" the ability out loud. If they have not called the ability then the 
ability is not "on." These sorts of spells/skills are sometimes accompanied by a 
gesture (such as raising one hand in the air, or touching someone).  
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There are two kinds of Called Spells/Skills, ones that must be used Before 
Combat (BC) and ones that can be used In Combat (IC). These terms are fairly  
self-explanatory but in order to be clear, Before Combat (BC) spells or skills must 
be called when you are NOT currently engaging in melee with an opponent. Yes, 
you can run away from your opponent, call your spell/skill and then hit them with 
it, but then you have to get away from them long enough to call it first! The 
second type of Called Spell/Skill is the In Combat Spell/Skill and these may be 
called while engaging with an opponent, in mid melee (though i f they are attack 
type they must be called before the actual swing is made, not mid swing or as you 
make contact!). 
Passive Spells/Skills: A passive spell or skill never has to be turned on it is 
always "running" and has it's effects regardless of weather the user wants it to be 
on or not. A good example of this kind of a spell/skill is "Flying." A person with 
the flying skill can move over moats and barriers that are usually impassible by 
normal players. They do not need to say that they are choosing to fly, they can 
simply move over the barrier at will. 
Out of Combat Skills (OUT): Out of Combat Spells/Skills are different from all 
the rest  in that they take much longer to perform and often require role-playing.  
Out of Combat Spells/Skills usually take at least 10 minutes (but some take 
longer) and should be role-played (i f you are making armor, don’t just stand 
around telling people that is what your character is doing, go to the Smith and get 
a hammer and make the thing!). These types of skills are matters of trade and 
allow characters to be hired Out of Combat for services as well as craft goods to 
be sold to each-other or to the town.  Each class has a speci fic area of expertise 
that provides them a place in the world of trade and commerce.  All of a 
characters skills can be used Out of Combat (and some commonly are, such as 
many healing spells) but because of the length of time required by most of these 
Spell/Skills they are most often performed in the (relative) safety of a Town.  
Furthermore, sometimes, material goods are required, such as metal  and tools to 
make a sword, which can only be found at a smithy. 
There are several Out of Combat abilities whose success or failure depends on the 
level of the character they are being used on (see Pick Pocket, Track, Informant, 
Resolve Conflict etc.).  It is important to note that you do not automatically know 
the level or the person you wish to use your Out of Combat ability on.  As your 
character you may role play and ask other characters about that character (i.e.  
“This Dark Wizard, have you ever seen him Raise the Dead.”  OR “ Hey Utrik, is 
it true that you are no longer wounded by Magic Arrows?”).  It is technically 
illegal to read someone else’s Character Sheet without their permission  (and 
during a game you should never read a character sheet, you must talk to the player 
as your character i f you wish to learn about them, that is the point of role 
playing!).  You may attempt to use your ability on a player whose level  you are 
unsure of and hope that it will work.  However, if it turns out they are higher level 
than you are in your specific class, your attempt fails AND they are now aware 
that you have attempted to use your skill on them and can take whatever action 
they see fit (i.e. turn on the Thief, leave town immediately etc.). 
Some Out of Combat abilities state that they “ stack with other players.”  What that 
means is that four players can get together and use there ability together as if they 
were one character (i.e. four 1st level assassins could each use their Informant  
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ability and attempt to find a player they think is 4th level.  If the man they are 
looking for is indeed fourth level or less they will all be paying him a visit, if he is 
higher they will fail to locate him and he will know all of them are looking for 
him). 
Mage Lore: These items are the spell casters tools of the trade (Staffs, Rods. 
Wands). In Fantasy Warplay some spells require you to do something with your 
Staff/Rod/Wand. Thus, if you do not have one you can't cast the spell! The major 
differences 
between the 
Staff, Rod 
and Wand 
are as 
follows. The 
Wand is only 
a prop, as a 
weapon it is 
useless, you 
cannot block 
or attack 
with it (if 
you have 
Staff Touch 
however that  
might 
change). The Rod is the next step up and it is a weapon that you can only block 
with. Finally we have the staff, which is a fully functional attack and block 
weapon as well as being Mage Lore. Thus a wizard must choose their style. If 
they are going to use a shield they had best get a wand for easy carrying and quick 
access (though staff touch will be much weaker). Other mages may prefer the staff 
for range purposes. In any case, the mage needs their lore once they get up to 
higher levels so be prepared. 
As an added bonus, Mage Lore Items have the benefit of being able to store mana.  
As an Out of Combat ability a mage may store one of their mana in their 
staff/rod/wand for the next adventure (i f they have the Read Magic).  Wands can 
store 1, Rods 2, and Staffs 3 (note: Weapons that have been made into mage lore 
usually store 1 mana i f they cost 4 or less, 2 i f they cost over 4 and are one 
handed, and 3 i f they are two handed).  The user must Invoke and in order to use 
the mana in the Mage Lore (i.e. raise the staff/rod/wand above your head and call 
“ Invoke!” to use the mana stored in the Rod)..  Finally, Mage Lore items are not  
limited to Mages.  A paladin can carry around a Rod in order to have two extra 
mana at hand and any player can use the mana stored in a staff/ rod/wand provided 
they are the one activating the item for that purpose (and have Read Magic). 
Mage Lore can be charged only by a any player who usually asks to be 
compensated 10 gold per mana to be loaded which takes 10 min per mana put in 
as any Out of Combat ability.  
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Notes on Role Playing:  Role Playing is the art of drama improvisation.  To be a 
good role player you must be able to fall into your character, think like your 
character, feel like your character and thus act like your character at all times.  If 
you have a question about the rules or something outside the game while you are 
playing, don’t just 
start talking about  
it in the middle of 
play (players will  
think your 
character is talking 
about very strange 
things indeed!),  
pause and begin 
your sentence with 
“ Out Of Game…” 
OR do what they 
do in NERO and put your hand over your head to indicate you are not playing 
your character right now.  This helps to keep people acting and responding 
realistically to situations that arise. 
Role Playing is about playing a character, acting as someone else.  Ideally, your 
character should be unique and should have interesting character qui rks (perhaps 
you limp a bit, maybe you always speak with a low growling voice), which adds 
to the flavor of the game. Having a little background or history to your character 
always helps.  The events of your characters  life give them a unique outlook on 
life and will color the way your character sees the world.  There is an excellent 
analogy used in psychology that is perfect for helping you play your character 
well.  We all look out on the world through our own private window.  The events 
of our life color that window making it into a stained glass work of art.  
Depending on the events that have colored our glass we will see the world 
differently because we are looking at it through our experiences.  One man will 
look at a tree and feel comforted because he is seeing it through an experience in 
on his window in which he felt safe sleeping under his trees at home.  Another 
man might look at the same tree at the same time and be horri fied because he is 
seeing it through an event on his window in which he was almost killed falling out 
of a tree.  If you keep this in mind when you play your character and imagine just 
what sort of events have colored your characters window, you will make an 
excellent role player. 
Furthermore, it helps to know a bit about your character’s class in order to get a 
feeling for how he or she would act  in a given situation.  If your thief is always 
running headlong into battle and your Barbarian is always hiding behind the 
Wizard you are not really playing your characters well.  Sure your thief might 
charge into battle (i f she has chasing a bunch of goblins who have a full treasure 
chest) but you should have a reason for you actions.  All too often, player begin to 
do what is right for them, rather than do what is right for their character.  Players  
have no problem role playing their Ork character in battle (as it provides them 
with an extra HP and a lower ROR, who doesn’t want that!) but as soon as the 
battle is over, suddenly they are strategizing with the Elves and running away 
from the horde of monsters that have recovered from their wounds (something no 
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Ork would every conceive of doing!).  We must remember to take the good with 
the bad and more often than not, do the wrong thing for us (the player) and the 
right thing for our character.  Some of best moments in Role Playing are when 
your arrogant el f, stands tall, pulls out his long bow, counts the eight Orks 
blocking the road and says “ I believe you are outnumbered!” Or your Ork 
Barbarian looks at the Magic Stone of Kings, sniffs it and says, “ I don’t want a 
rock, you take it.” 
The higher level you are in a given class, the more these class trends should affect  
you.  A 10th level Samurai is going to be extremely honor bound and honest, while 
a first level Samurai will likely just tend to be truthful and consider honor as a 
factor in her decisions. 
It is important to note that in the world of Fantasy Warplay characters are not only 
one class but usually at least two.  It may be that your two (or more) classes are at  
odds with each other (i.e. you are a Life Mage Necromancer).  This will put you in 
a rather conflicted state in which you will shi ft back and forth between the 
characteristics of each of those classes.  However, whichever is the highest class 
will always dominate the others (i.e. a 6th level Life Mage, 5th level Necromancer 
will be more helpful than dangerous and more healing than hurting). 
Another factor to consider when playing your character is their species.  Often 
more of ones character comes from being a Dwarf than any class what so ever.  
Every species has a style of play, a world-view that colors its window on the 
world as well.  However, most people are familiar enough with Elves, Dwarves 
Hobbits etc. to be able to utilize the character traits of those species in their role-
play and so I will not go into it here. 
Potions, Scrolls, and Herbs OUT of combat:  While Potions, Scrolls and Herbs 
add quite a bit to the game, they also gum up combat and are hard to enforce.  For 
this reason we stopped using them in Combat and now use them only in out of 
combat situations.  We also do not have any Scrolls, Potions, or Herbs that 
speci fically mimic a skill or spell. This is to ensure that players who learn skills 
and spells are valued for the experience they have invested to get that ability and 
are not trumped by players with lots of scrolls, etc. 
Scrolls give the user a one-time use of a speci fi c spell or ability.  The advantage 
to a scroll is that anyone with Read Magic can use i t.  For example a Warrior 
with a scroll of Water Breathing can use the Scroll one time only, at which point it 
is rendered useless. 
 Potions are also one shot deals but usually heal, restore lost Mana or HP or give 
pluses to certain attributes.  A potion of healing when imbibed heals the player 
drinking it once they finish counting to their ROR.  Healing Potions also wake up 
players as does any healing but only once they complete their ROR.  Potions are 
the territory of the Paladins Guild.  See the price list for descriptions of Potions 
and what they do. It is in no way a complete list, feel free to experiment. (Boom!  
Ooops) 
Herbs are used mostly as an OUT skill and usually require 10 min to administer.  
As such they are less useful in an emergency situation but  are of a much higher 
potency then most alchemical concoctions.  Furthermore, while an Alchemist 
must purchase their supplies, an Herbalist can forage for what they need and pay 
no supply fees (10% of finding what they need per lvl in Herbalist).  A list of 
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many of the known Herbal Remedies and Tinctures follows though there are 
certainly many more recipes still to be discovered. 
Furthermore, you may only have one continuous effect in use at a time.  If 
you attempt to use a second continuous effect while already under the influence of 
one, the second one supersedes the first.  Furthermore, you may be subject to 
flaws and side effects as the GM sees fit. 
Immunities and Resistance:  There is a di fference between an Immunity and a 
Resistance in FanWar.  An Immunity simply means that that particular type of 
effect fails when used on you.  The spell or skill itself does not work on you for 
whatever reason.  There is usually no way around an Immunity.  Resistance on the 
other hand means that something is protecting you from the speci fi c effect (see 
Magic Resistance, Effects Resistance, 
etc.).  Resistance can be defeated by a 
Ward spell which will cut through the 
Resistance and take effect.  As a 
general rule Immunities are innate 
abilities given to a character by their 
species etc. whereas resistance is a 
protection granted by a particular skill 
or ability.  Class based skills never 
grant Immunities, only resistance. 
If you wish to Ward a speci fic skill or 
ability you will tag the item with which 
you will cast the spell of skill (i.e. in 
order to use Warded Jumpstart Heal  
you would need to tag the hand of the 
person about to use Jumpstart Heal).  
For spell of skill that require Invoking, 
the mage lore should be Warded.  For 
skills/spells that have no Invoke cost 
or delivery type (such as Righteous Aura, or Mind Control) you will need an item 
to cast the spell/skill through to take the Ward.  If you use a Mage Lore item to 
draw the mana to use the spell or skill, you can make these spells/skills Warded.  
If the skill costs no mana, is still requires a Warded mage lore item to channel it 
through in order for it to be a warded use of that skill/spell. 
Summoning and Resurrection:  Players do not have to be Summoned or 
Resurrected unless they want to be.  A spirit still has free will and does not have to 
be resurrected by someone just to be murdered again or have their body 
summoned to that it can be Buried.  It is  up to the player to decide i f they wish 
these spells to work on them if attempted. 
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Undead and Regeneration:  If you are made into an Undead and you die, 
you do not gain another death, you are already dead.  Regeneration also works this 
way.  If you bring a creature with Regenerating to -4 it is considered dead by all  
effective means but it still lives, and will heal itself back together and thus only 
dies if it’s Regenerating is stopped. 

Aging: As your character gets older they will begin to loose HP.  This 
happens when your character has reached 2/3rd their li fe span.  To compute the HP 
loss you must take the total HP of your character and divide it by their remaining 
years.  Thus a human at age 66 who has 8 HP will begin to loose 1 HP every 4 
years (32/8=4).  Age is also a factor in determining if Death is coming for them.  
Once your character reaches 2/3rds of thei r li fe span, white stones begin to come 
out of the death bag, computed exactly the same as HP (33 white stones divided by 
remaining years).  Soon there are no more white stones to draw and when a white 
stone must come out and none can, Death will come for you. 

The Ethereal World: Players that are in the ethereal world as spirits can 
still see the living world so long as they are living players that have entered the 
spirit world.  Players who are dead and are spirits returning to town etc. have no 
abilities and cannot see the living.  Players with spirit guide can see, hear, carry and 
speak to spirits.  However, simply because they are “ carrying” a spirit does not  
mean that they are “ in” the spirit world.  They are merely interacting with it.  They 
cannot cast spells onto a spirit or use abilities on spirits from the land of the living.  
This is due to the barrier between the worlds- the spells/skills and effects will not 
pass the barrier and Spirit Guide simply allows a player to interact  with the spirit  
world, not pass into it in any way nor enter it as Ethereal Travel does. 
  If you are killed while a spirit you get a Death and must fall to 
the ground and reform (count to your ROR) before you begin to travel again.  Keep 
in mind that you CAN defend yoursel f though you have no skills or abilities or 
items (usually) so that may be di ffi cult and you can only walk no matter how fast  
that Vampire is running after you!!! 
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Hack, Impale and Critically Wounded Damage:  When you take 
damage from a type of attack that has an additional effect on your character such as 
Hack (making a limb useless) or Impale (Immobilizes), or reach -2 HP (Critically  
Wounded)  each of these effects is considered a wound in and of itsel f.  What this 
means is that you cannot heal a hack simply by healing your damage, you must also 
heal the hack as a separate wound (like an additional HP of damage).  Thus, if I am 
hit for 2 damage and a Hack in the arm, I will need a total of 3 HP of healing to be 
fully healed, healing the 2 damage does not heal the hack as well.  Potions and 
Herbs will not suffice to heal these types of wounds as they need class based 
healing to mend them. 

As a second note, there are two types of Hack, Barbarians style which is  
for limbs, and Assassin style which i f for other body parts.  These sorts of attacks 
are done by calling a “ Vitals Hack: (body part).”  For example I might call “ Vitals 
Hack: Eye” and then strike you in the torso at which point, if you took the damage, 
you have also lost the use of one of your eye until such a time as you can heal it.  
Vitals hacks can be any appendage or body feature but not vital organs like the 
heart or brain which would make it effectively a Slay.  Targets such as, eye, ear, 
hair, nose, lips, throat, and if the person is speaking perhaps even the tongue are 
legal. 

Effect of Size and Strength on Game Play: Size is an often overlooked 
aspect of FanWar because players don’t actually look different sizes.  In most cases 
your Strength score equals your Size, but since some abilities effect your strength, 
we use two words to di fferentiate between the two.  There are very real  
consequences in the game for being smaller than size 3 (human size).  The first  
issue is speed and mobility, and the second is Strength.  Players always move at a 
speed equal to their Size.  Big creatures are going to cover a lot more ground on the 
map than smaller ones.  Flying creatures are also going to move much faster 
(usually by double the listed size).  Beyond the simple speed rating, there are other 
disadvantages. 

Size -1:  Can only used items custom made for them.  cannot move 
more than 1 foot per step 
Size  0:  Can only use items 1 foot in length, or two foot items in both 
hands.  Cannot run. 
Size 1:  Cannot use any two handed weapons over 2 feet long. 
Size 2:  Cannot use any two handed weapons over 3 feet long. 
If you are larger than human size the benefit is mostly in your Strength 
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which effects carrying capacity which is equal  to your size.  Effects like Giant  
Strength add damage to your attacks based on your size which can mean quite a bit.  
Remember that you can only carry a total of items whose size is equal to your 
Carry Capacity.  Thus a Centaur can carry two Dwarves (one in each hand) or four 
Hobbits, but a human cannot carry a Centaur. 

Sleep and Food:  Everyone must rest and eat from time to time and 
FanWar is no di fferent.  Obviously i f you don’t get enough rest or don’t eat on a 
game day the effects  are obvious, but between events your character must sustain 
hersel f or suffer the consequences.  Characters that do not sleep will regain no 
mana and will be at -1/-1 for each day beyond the first that they do not sleep (thus 
you may skip one day of sleep with only the penalty of no regained mana, but after 
that you begin to loose stats).  Also, players who do not eat will suffer a similar -1/-
1 to there stats for each week of not eating that they undergo.  These losses cannot  
be recovered instantly but require the same amount of time to regain as they did to 
loose. 

Illness, Disease, and Pain:  Characters that become ill or sick will be at -
1/-1 while the symptoms last.  Some illnesses are more severe and can reduce a 
players stats a great deal.  Illness is usually temporary and will pass once it has run 
its course though Death does not remove Illness (only a remedy or time can cure 
it).  A Disease on the other hand is usually permanent and once contracted cannot  
be removed by most herbs.  Diseases can do anything from cripple (as hack) to 
create mental effects (Insanity) or simply pain. 

Pain is an often overlooked aspect of role-play games because it does not  
really effect the player of the character.  But pain is very real and can have 
devastating effects on characters.  Damage or Disease that causes “Pain” will begin 
to wear away a players Mana (metal strength).  Pain has levels and i f the level of 
the pain is in excess of a player’s level they will loose one mana.  Pain over time 
can have the same effect.  Level 1 pain infli cted to a level 15 character for 15 
successive encounters will also cause the loss of one mana. 

Weapon Modifications:  Weapons can be modified and customized to all 
shapes and sizes as can armor.  The GM  must ultimately decide if a custom 
weapon is permissible but players  are free to explore with weapons designs.  
Weapons can also be made to have class type skills built into their design.  For 
example, one might want to make a Hand-and-a-Hal f Sword which has Two-
Handed Proficiency built into it (thus allowing the user to deal 1 damage with it in 
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one hand or 2 damage when it is in both hands).  There are an unlimited number of 
skills that could be worked into a custom weapon.  However, i f a weapon is going 
to have a natural ability the weapon must meet the following criteria:   (a) it must 
historically have had that ability- do some research on the item and see what it 
could do, and (b) it must look the part- the item should be constructed in such a 
way that the ability it has is believable.  Thus, a segmented chain on the end of a 
Kasari-Gama would likely have Snare, Disarm, or even Shatter, but it isn’t going to 
have Slay, or Impale!  Use common sense and justi fy your ideas with evidence and 
fair play.  A basic cost for such modi fication is usually at least double the effective 
level of the skill (thus Two Handed Proficiency is lvl 6 total, so it would cost  an 
additional 12 gold for a Hand-and-a-Hal f Sword).  

Familiars:  Certain characters can acquire a Familiar (usually Nature 
Mages).  A Familiar is an animal that is magically connected to the character.  The 
animal usually gains a connection to the character and is able to communicate with 
their master though the communication will be more in images and feelings.  A 
Familiar will obey any and all commands that  their master gives them, even unto 
death!  Familiars grant their masters their instincts and sense as long as they are 
with their master.  Thus, someone with a Hawk Familiar on their shoulder will have 
Scouting since the Familiar has Scouting.   Ask your GM what skills or abilities 
your Familiar will grant you.  You may be able to choose your familiar but your 
GM may decide they wish to choose it for you.  Familiars are not pets, they are 
friends and should be treated as such.  If you Familiar dies permanently you cannot  
replace your lost familiar, they are gone! 

Here is a chart to roll on for determining your Familiar (GM approval): 
1 Wolf 11 Squirrel 21 Wol verine 31 Falcon 41 Scorpion 
2 Turtle 12 Leopard 22 Monkey 32 Flamingo 42 Spider 
3 Badger 13 Lion 23 Raccoon 33 Hawk 43 Dolphin 
4 Bear 14 Mongoose 24 Crocodile 34 Owl 44 Cat 
5 Boar 15 Ocelot 25 Lizard 35 Raven 45 Dog 
6 Cheetah 16 Otter 26 Serpent 36 Bee 46 Mouse 
7 Coyote 17 Puma 27 Bird 37 Beetl e 47 Bull 
8 Fox 18 Rat 28 Frog 38 Pig 48 Rhino 
9 Gorilla 19 Tiger 29 Condor 39 Dragonfly 49 Fish 
10 Horse 20 Weasel 30 Eagle 40 Mantis 50 Other 

Mounts:  Very rare in FanWar, mounts are occasionally used in battle and 
to make travel faster.  We denote mounts by a animal print sash hanging from the 
belt and while wearing one you are considered mounted.  What you can do will be 
determined by what type of mount you are on.  On the whole, any traverse type 
abilities that your mount has you are considered to be able to do as long as you are 
mounted.  Thus, if your mount has Flying, so do you and you will travel at a rate 
based on the size of your mount as well as gaining increase carrying capacity while 
mounted.  A list of the more common mounts and their in game effects follow. 

Pack Horse size 3:  Endurance, Increase Carrying Capacity  (lvl 4) 
Horse size 4:  Endurance, Speed, Increased Carrying Capacity (lvl 8) 
War Horse size 4:  add Attack Formation.  (lvl 16) 
Destrier. Size 4.  as above and a Fortified Area.  (lvl 32) 
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Camel size 5:  Slow, Endurance, Desert Native. (lvl 8) 
It is worth noting that some mounts have combat abilities that outclass 

their riders.  In this case, the system is reversed, and the player plays the mount but 
gains some of the attacks and sense of it’s rider.  Thus, an Armored Beast being 
ridden by a Urukai Archer, would be played just like an Armored beast but with the 
intelligence and arrogance of an Urukai as well as the ability to shoot arrows with 
all the usual Archer skills.  In extreme situations two players can work together, 
one playing the mount and another the rider for the full effect, but as players are 
limited this is usually to involved to do consistently. 

Charms, Bindings, Command, Allure, and Undead Behavior:  
 There are many forms of 
control that effect you in the game.  
I will start with the fi rst and most 
common type of control Charms 
and Bindings.  
Standard Charm, or Binding: 
"You will not allow your master to 
come to harm through action or 
inaction. You will treat your 
master’s allies as your allies (thus 
you will not attack them unless 
provoked)."  Note that your 
Alignment has not changed, your 
personality is unaffected, but you 
must protect and keep your master 
alive (that is all).  These sorts of 
spells and abilities are commonly 
used by Paladins to sway enemies 
in combat as well as by 
Necromancers to Bind an undead 
to his control.  Charm is a Mental  
Effect, where as Binding is not. 
The rest of these types of control  are rarely seen in combat.  They are special  
types of control usually reserved for role play situations but occasionally seen in 
battle but will usually require a hold when they are used for player to understand 
the situation. 
Charm Elite:  "You will not allow your master to come to harm through action or 
inaction. You will treat your master’s allies as your allies (thus you will not attack 
them unless provoked). You also must obey any orders given to you unless they 
conflict with the first law."  Note that with Charm Elite you must obey orders given 
to you not unlike a robot.  If you are told to do something you must do it, you have 
no control over this. 
Command Spells: "You must protect your own life and items. You also must obey 
all direct order given to you unless they conflict with the first law (protecting 
yoursel f- thus you will not take your own life, or give your things away)."  Note 
that you do not have to protect you master, unless told to.  These types of 
spells/abilities are rare as they are dangerous to you user, but also very powerful. 
Command Elite: "You must obey all orders given to you (even i f these orders  
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would cause you to kill yourself, etc.)."  As above, you do not have to protect your 
master, only obey them.  A very tricky situation, and often dangerous for the 
master, but also often lethal for the Commanded player. 
Allure:  "You want to do whatever your master tells you to do. You are "in love" 
with you master and will not allow them to come to harm through action or 
inaction. You will do whatever they ask you, not due to command but because you 
are so desperately "in love" with your master you will do anything to please them 
(the magic does not force you to take action, you want to take the action)."  This is 
the more like an intense attraction, blurring reality and reshaping it.  This type of 
control is usually employed by Nymphs, Vampires, and other seductive creatures. 
Note that in most Charms and Commands you are aware you are under the control  
of the other person and can attempt to thwart them within the confines of their 
control over you, much as an animal on a leash will attempt to yank or bite the 
tether. With Allure you are not aware, it is more akin to being insane. For game 
purposes, Remove Charm will work on ANY of these type of control unless the 
spell specifically states Remove Charm will not work. 

Character Income:  During an event your character is on their own to 
generate any funds they can with any skills or trades that they have.  Usually, you 
can spend some time 
working at one of your 
OUT skills and make 
an amount of silver 
equal to that skills 
level.  You can also 
work at the your OUT 
skill for gold but will 
usually have to spend a 
larger amount of game 
time.  You are paid 
when you attend an 
event, and will only be 
paid if you show up to 
receive your pay.  The 
pay per game day is an 
amount of gold equal to your level in your highest Trade/Craft as well as silver 
equal to all your Trade/Crafts combined.  You may also choose to work as your 
class (i.e. work as a Barbarian doing Gladiator fights, or as an Archer being a 
Watchmen…).  If you work as your class you will be paid an amount of gold equal  
to double you level in that skill for the standard 6 hour game day.  You can never 
be paid more than the @ of the town you are working in, and thus, if the most 
expensive items the town has are 16 gold, 16 gold will be your max pay per game 
day. 

Making Goods: All characters  may elect  to work for themselves instead 
of the town to get themselves items or services.  A character who does this must 
invest the needed gold (usually equal to their lvl) to get the raw materials they 
need.  Per game day then attend they make a number of items whose total cost is  
equal to 2X their lvl in that Trade/Craft.  For example, a lvl 5 Blacksmith could 
spend 5 gold and 1 game day  to make 1 short sword (4 gold cost) and 1 
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broadsword (6 gold cost) = 10 gold total).  In this way, characters that have money 
to invest in their Trade/Craft can make items for thei r party or sell the items to 
make more money if they can find a buyer In Game. 

 1)  Sleeping on the Road:  Costs 1 gold a week.  You are subject to 
weather and must suffer any GM rolled Weather Conditions for your area.  You 
must begin any events out of town and may encounter monsters on the way in etc.  
There is a 25% chance per month of a Happening in which case the GM rolls on the 
Happening Chart indicating that something has happened to your character.  

2) Inn or Tavern:  Costs 5 (X Inn Stars) gold a week.   You need not 
worry about the weather.  Furthermore, you do not have to worry about Random 
Encounters either as you are under guard of the town.  However, there is an added 
chance (50% - 5% per Inn Star) of rolling on the Happenings Chart, as you are in 
contact with many more people and can be located etc. 

3)  Guildmaster Quarters or Castle Guest Rooms:  Cost 25 gold a 
week.  Here you have the added security of only a 10% (per month) of rolling on 
the Happenings Chart. 

Equipment Maintenance:  As well as paying for Room and Board 
players must also pay to upkeep their equipment (i.e. Sharpen swords, fix armor 
etc).  The cost of maintaining your equipment is usually 1 gold per game day that  
you play at.  Thus if you don’t use your equipment, it won’t require much 
maintenance, but if you use it a lot, it requires more.  You also must pay 1 gold per 
AV you have, to maintain your armor, per game day.  A game day is usually 6 
hours of game time, so i f you are playing a hal f day set, you only need to 
maintenance your equipment every two weeks.  If you don’t maintenance your 
equipment is will slowly degrade and has a 25% per event of breaking on you per 
game day you play. 

Houses, Holdings, and Land:  Having holdings can be a big asset to 
players as individual pieces of land and buildings can generate income, give players  
skills between events, and improve the quality of living for everyone.  Holdings are 
handled just like players.  They have a level, and skills that they have as well.  
Their income is computed the same as a player except that a Holding can generate 
income from all of its skills each week as opposed to only one like a player.  
Holdings have fees and wages to handle and this is the amount that it costs a player 
to maintain a holding.  Most Holdings break even or make money for a player, but 
some, like Libraries, actually cost the player money to maintain.  Just like a player, 
the most a Holding can generate per skill it has is always the @ of the area, so even 
if you have a Farm that is lvl 20 Farming, it can only generate 16 gold per week i f 
the area is @16.  Holdings also stack their skills with yours if you are at the 
Holding.  Thus, if you are at your Library, you can stack it’s levels in Historian, 
Reading and Writing, and any other abilities it has with yours for use of your skills 
that week.  Some Holdings have prerequisites usually having to do with ones Social 
Status or Honor (in the East).  If you do not meet the requirements of a Holding 
you cannot purchase it, and if you own a Holding and suddenly no longer meet the 
requirements, the Holding will revolt, and produce nothing for you. 
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Here is a Sample of a Holding: 

Name:  North Amir Farm  
Holding Type:  Farm 
Notes and Abilities:  At the base of  the 
Watch Peak outside of  Amir Ford, this 
farm is run by humans who are use to 
having to defend their homes f rom raiding 
Orks, Urukai and Goblin.  They mostly 
grow tubers, as the soil it fair.  They also 
do a fair bit of  B lacksmithing and even 
some patrol and sentry work. 

Abilities 
Lvl 6 Farming (root vegetable) 
Lvl 2 B lacksmith 
Lvl 2 Tracking 
Lvl 1 Enforcer 
 
 
COSTS 
Freeholder 
6 per week 
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FanWar Etiquette: Three Rule of Life 
  
Take Care of the People:  

Kindness Always Wins: We are here to play and have fun.  If someone is  
hurt or frustrated by the game, stop what you are doing, put your fist over your head 
and ask them, “What do you need?”  Look them in the eyes and be friendly.  If you 
have injured or angered them, apologize and wait until they are ready to join the 
game again before you do.  If you need help, get a marshal or a referee to help you.   
If we remember that being kind and helpful to each other is always more important  
than winning, we will have a safe, fun, and exciting game for all! 
Take Care of the Things: 
 The weapons are fragile.  The FanWar equipment is expensive to make and 
if damaged can be dangerous.  Do not be rough with the weapons or yank, smack or 
step on the equipment.  I spend hours of my time just making one sword.  Take care 
of the things so that everyone can enjoy them. 
Make it Work:  Follow the Procedures 

Fair Play = Good Gaming.  In order for a LARP to work, everyone has to 
play fairly and honestly even i f it means their character is going to die!  If you play 
the game by the rules, and accept when you are tagged you will do the best at  
FanWar.  You need to trust the Game Master and the game world to work.  If you 
get wounded, it is not the end of the world, you can get healed by another player 
very quickly.  But if you deny you were hit or argue about it, it wastes everyone time 
and spoils the game.  You may have to admit that you were wrong, but that is part of 
life.  Play fairly no matter what the cost, for everyone’s sake.   

FanWar Event Guidelines: 
Always remember to be respect ful, take care of the park and each other, and be 
responsible for the equipment and time of others.  We are guests in these parks and 
as such must remember to be kind and considerate to others who come through our 
space.  We must remember that the game is not just about us but about everyone 
having fun and we should strive to help make it fun for all players.  This means 
working to keep things flowing well. 

(1) Three Before Me:  If you have a question, ask three people before you 
ask me (the GM).  I have to run the game and i f I have players asking 
me questions all the time, we waste a lot of time we could be out  
playing. 

(2) Quiet Please:  When I am talking, pay attention, save your questions 
for the end, and don’t talk.  I need everyone to understand what is  
going on.  If even one person doesn’t know what is happening in the 
story, they could make a very bad mistake.  Thus, it is critical that  
everyone be quiet so everyone learns the critical storyline information. 

(3) Down in Front:  When we are discussing missions get down low if 
you are close to me and stay standing up if you are far away.  This 
way, everyone can see and be seen. 

 

How to be a FanWar Marshal/Referee: 
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Being a Marshal or Referee for FanWar is quite simple really and i f done right,  
makes the game safer, calmer and much more fun.  Your job is simple, watch 
players and make sure they are not breaking the rules.  If they do, it is your job to 
step in and tell them the rule they broke and instruct  them to follow the rule.  The 
game rules are actually very few, so don’t get worried.  But if you don’t have a clear 
grasp of them, it can make your job hard, so let me go over the basics. 

1) The game is basically freeze tag.  We tag with the weapons instead o f 
hands.  If a child is tagged, they are frozen (we call it wounded).  This is the 
most important rule to enforce. 

2) Players heal each other by tagging each other and counting to a number. 
3) Listen to the rules.  I will tell the players  what  speci fi c rules they need to 

know (like if the Trolls need to be hit 10 times etc.) and if you are listening 
to those rules too then you can enforce them more effectively 

4) Everyone must play gently and in a friendly way.  It is tag, not beat people 
with sticks.  If anyone hits too hard, ask them to sit out, immediately. If 
anyone hurts another person, on accident or purpose, that person must sit 
out until the hurt player is feeling better. 

5) You are the boss!  It is your job to keep everyone safe.  If something seems 
unsafe, stop it right away.  If anyone is not listening to you, tell me and 
they will sit out immediately. 

There are other rules but they are not critical to being a Marshal.  The most 
important thing is to watch what is going on and try to intercede i f you see players  
having an argument or disagreement.  Even i f you don’t know what the solution to 
the problem is, don’t hesitate to intercede in the problem just to let the players know 
that they have a mediator who is listening.  You may just need to have each player 
stop for a moment and explain what they are and can do and then the players may 
realize what went wrong on their own. 
 

How to be a FanWar Monster: 
 
Being a Monster is a great deal  of fun and sometimes a great challenge.   

However, you must remember certain rules for being a Monster i f you are going to 
play one.  Monsters are sometimes very powerful and i f not played correctly can 
ruin the game for the Hero’s and everyone else.  Thus, I am going to state some very 
clear and direct rules for being a Monster that must be followed. 

1. Monsters are Helpers.  Your job is to help the Game Master (that’s 
me!).  You need to get out weapons, sort equipment, explain rules to 
other players and get players what they need.  If another player gets  
hurt or frustrated, stop what you are doing and help them. 

2. Don’t be too powerful.  It is not your job to try your hardest to win the 
battle.  It is your job to be the monster I need you to be. If I tell you to 
be a low level goblin, don’t kill all the Hero’s just because you can.   
You need to play your monster and give them a chance.  The Monsters 
are not trying to “ beat” the Hero’s, the Monsters are being things the 
Hero’s meet. 

3. Keep your cool.  Playing a Monster can be stressful.  Tons of kids are 
attacking you and you get overwhelmed.  You need to stay calm and 
remember that they are suppose to win.  You might need to remind 
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them of your special powers so they don’t think you are cheating, and 
if you are really frustrated, just put your fist over your head and be 
OUT of game until you are ready again. 

4. Pay close attention.  Monsters have to be lots of di fferent things one 
right after the other.  Sometimes you are evil, sometimes good, 
sometimes neutral.  Your Hit Points change and armor.  There is a lot  
to keep track of and i f you don’t listen carefully when I give out the 
information it can effect the entire game.  When it is time to be a 
monster, give all of your attention to the GM (that’s me!) and focus on 
the information I am giving you.  Save your questions for the end, as I 
usually answer most questions in the course of my explanation or on 
the way out to a mission. 

There are other procedures for being a Monster but you can learn them as you go.   
Most important are the four rules stated above.  Remember them and above all,  
remember to be kind, friendly and helpful to everyone, so everyone feels safe and 
comfortable. 
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Introduction to the Game Masters Guide: 
What follows is a 

compendium of charts and reference 
for the express use of the Game Master 
only!  These tables and examples are 
meant to help a GM to run an event 
well, to make play better and to bring a 
fantasy world to life.  The GM is never 
bound by such charts or rules and is 
free to create there own.  But these 
charts are a basic by which the novice 
Game Master can steer her course.   
The GM should not allow players to 
roll on these charts on their own.  For 
the best game, the charts that are 
contained herein should be rolled on 
ONLY by the GM and in secrecy to 
ensure maximum game play.  All of 
this information has been compiled in 
this book because it requires GM 
supervision and involvement.  This is 
not to say that  players should not read 
this book,  certainly a lot is to be 
gained by players learning more of the 
details of game play.  However, I 
recommend that the GM keep thei r 
own personal copy of this book, with 
their changes and adjustments, strictly confidential so that players can stay surprised 
by the game instead of becoming jaded.  If players do use this book, it will only be 
as a reference for looking up information, not as a tool for doing anything on thei r 
own. 
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Religion and the Celestials of FanWar: 

 The world of FanWar has goddesses and 
religions just like most fantasy worlds.  We use a 
system adapted from many fantasy role-playing 
games which incorporates all the mythos of Earth 
and many others that have been invented.  The 
premise is that each Pantheon of Gods and 
Goddesses is vying for power in a given universe.   
The way gods usually gain power in the world is  
by acquiring worshipers and having temples to 
them built and tended in order that they may gain 
more of a foothold in the world.  Thus, not only 
will you have the classic rivalries between gods 
such as Zeus and Hera of the Greek Myths, but 
one might discover they are involved in a feud 
between the Egyptian god Set and the Nordic 
Goddess Freya, each using their influence to 
sway the world more in their direction. 
 This system influences game play in that  
characters often worship gods and goddesses and 
are thus steered towards certain quests by thei r 
deities.  For characters such as the Paladin this is  
a particularly critical aspect of their class and will  
determine the nature of their Divine Gift skill.  To 
include an exhaustive list of all the gods and 
mythos in this book would be impractical.  

Instead I recommend that readers pick up a copy of Deities and Demi-Gods: the 
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Advanced Dungeons and Dragons Aid.  The mythos have already been translated 
into a Fantasy Role-playing System and the use in LARP is intuitive form that point.  
However I do wish to expand a bit on how to implement the advantages and 
disadvantages of certain religions in game play. 
 One of the best ways to make a mythos come to li fe in your game world is  
by creating a class requirement and restriction list for the given worshiper.  For 
example,  in Roekron there is  a deity known as “ The Elder Goddess.”  Those who 
worship the Elder Goddess must attain certain skills in order to be initiated as a 
Priestess.  The requirement is that they cannot be of an Evil Alignment and they 
must attain first level in all five mage classes.  Once they have met this requirement  
they are not only a member of the Priestesses of the Elder Goddess (which is not 
unlike its own Guild) but also are granted certain powers, namely the ability to count 
all their levels as their level in each mage class! 

 The Priestesses of 
the Elder Goddess are just 
an example of one way that  
you can make the FanWar 
class system a means to 
deepen and expand your 
game world.  You might 
make a group known as the 
Dark Samurai who worship 
a Japanese Spider god and 
require all initiates to 
become 3rd lvl Assassins 
and 3rd lvl Samurai at 
which point they gain Clan 
Fealty with all Assassins!  
This system creates a 
myriad of new micro-
classes, simply by creating 
requirements across classes 
and modifying effects. 
 Players also 

sometimes can receive blessings from their deities.  These are usually short term 
effects that can be maintained through actions or sacri fice to the deity.  Every deity 
will likely bless its followers in ways that make sense for that particular pantheon 
and deity as well as  the power level  of that deity in that region.  Thus, there is  no 
way to list the plethora of ways in which players  may receive the favor of thei r 
divinity.  Most often, deities do nothing that is obvious, often influencing the world 
in ways that mortals would find meaningless.  Thus, just because a player receives 
no blessing does not mean they are having no effect on the world.  A possible simple 
blessing chart follows.  I recommend GM’s modify and/or make their own. 
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BASIC BLESSING CHART (GM REFERENCE) 
# Lesser Blessing Standard Blessing Greater Blessing 
1 Limited Class Ski ll Limited Class Ski ll Guardian 
2 Increased Class Skill Increased Class Skill Roll on Different 

Chart 
3 +1-2 Lvls in a Known 

Trade 
+2-4 Lvls in a Known 

Trade 
+5-6 Lvls in a Known 

Trade 
4 +1-2 Effective Lvl in 

Known Class 
+2-4 Effective Lvl in 

Known Class 
+5-6 Effective Lvl in 

Known Class 
5 +1-2 Effective Lvl in 

Unknown Class 
+2-4 Effective Lvl in 

Unknown Class 
+5 Effective Lvl in 

Unknown Class 
6-10 +1-2 in a Trade Craft +2-4 in a Trade Craft +5-6 in a Trade Craft 
10-15 Warrior Skill lvl 1-3 Warrior Skill lvl 4-6 W arrior Skill lvl 7-10 
16-20 Semi Skill lvl 1-3 Semi Skill lvl 4-6 Semi Skill lvl 7-10 
21-25 Mage Skil l lvl 1-3 Mage Skil l lvl 4-6 Mage Skil l lvl 7-10 
26-30 Natural Ability Costing 1 

Build 
Natural Ability Costing 2 

Build 
Natural Ability 

Costing 3+ Build 
31-35 Jump Start Heal Cap Missile Weapons Resistant to Missile 

Weapons 
36-40 Glide Flying Flying Aura 
41-45 Scouting Cat Sense True Sight 
46-50 Activated Skill  Skil l Tag (Give Someone 

Skil l) 
Increased Delivery 

51-55 Tracking 1-2 Tracking 2-4 Tracking 5-6 
56-60 Blacksmith 1-2 Blacksmith 2-4 Blacksmith 5-6 
61-65 Throw The Bones Magic Resistance (Missile) Magic Resistance 

Elite 
66-70 Spirit Guide Medicine Ball Rebirth 
71-75 Healing Touch +1 Tier +2 Tier 
76-80 Limited Hunter +1 Limited Hunter +2-3 Hunter +4 
81-85 +1-2 HP +2-3 HP +4-5 HP 
86-90 +1 Mana +2 Mana +3-4 Mana 
91-95 + or – 5-10 RoR + or – 10-15 RoR + or – 5-10 RoR 
96-97 Increase Skill a lready 

known 
Class Ski ll Resistance Class Ski ll Immune 

98 Exaggerate Lesser Blessing Exaggerate Standard 
Blessing 

Exaggerate Greater 
Blessing 

99 Roll Twice on this chart 
ignoring other multiples 

Roll Twice on this chart 
ignoring other multiples 

Roll Twice on this 
chart ignoring other 

multiples 
100 Roll on Normal Blessing 

Chart 
Roll on Greater Blessing 

Chart 
Have an Ability of 

your Diety 
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Making New Classes: 
Experienced players are allowed to 

create new classes for FanWar that can be 
approved for play by their individual GM’s.  
There are some basic rules for creating a new 
class so follow these rules carefully if you want  
your classes to be approved and don’t waste your 
GM’s time! 

Rule (1) Basic Skills: New classes are 
usually mostly based on existing skills, just 
reorganized and compressed into a new class.  
These new classes are called hybrid classes.  
They should be made up of skills that are 
basically the same as existing ones, just at a 
different level or slightly modified. When 
making hybrid classes you basically take an 
existing class and either, (a) create a new skill 
modifying an existing skill at certain levels  
instead of the original to replace the skill the new 
class wouldn't use, or (b) grab something from 
another class of equal or lower lvl and put it in 
there for the new class.  

Rule (2):  In’s for In’s, Outs of Outs.  
When making your changes and swapping skills, 
you must swap like types of skills (you must 
have 10 In’s and 10 outs). 

Rule (3):  All modifications must be 
“invisible.”   What this means is that any new 
skills or modifications to skills that are created for your new class must be 
modifications that do not effect anyone but yourself and are virtually invisible to the 
other players.  For example, a new skill like “Stationary Flight” in which you can 
give yoursel f flying but only if you stay still, would be a great modification because 
it effects no-one but yoursel f and no-one else has to learn the mechanics of that skill, 
to them it is just flying.  However, a spell like “Switch Damage” a skill that switches 
the damage dealt by players in a 10’ radius is a very bad modification.  Not only 
does it not resemble any existing skill, it effects lots of other players requiring them 
to know what it does. 

 Why do I have these rules for new classes? Because unlike a table top RPG 
where anyone can look up what a skill does, in a LARP everyone has to know what  
things do and we already have over 300 basic skills in the game! We don't need 
more! So, when making a class stick to what already exists as much as possible and 
your class will work well. 

 Furthermore, make sure that you are actually making a new class when you 
write up your idea and not reinventing the wheel.  One could very easily create a 
new “ class” without needing to go through all the trouble of approval simply by 
implementing the guidelines included in the Religion section for classes.  For 
example, if you want to make a Pirate Class, rather than write up a whole new class 
consider that you could simply say that “ Pirates” must be attain 3rd lvl Amazon, 3rd 
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lvl Assassin and 4th lvl Thief at  which point they gain additional abilities when on 
board ship.   Very simple conditions like this should be used before you resort to 
making a whole new class. 

SAMPLE: 
MARTIAL ARTIST 

RESTRICTIONS: (can wear no armor) 
 1) Weapon 

Dedication: (hands 

only). 

2) Acrobatics:   

3) Martial Arts:   

4) Disarm: (hands 

only) 

5) Adrenaline:  

6) Slay: (hands only) 

7) Combat 

Shimmering:   

8) Advanced 

Martial Arts:   

9) Crit Elite:  (hands 

only) 

10) Avoid:  

1) Track:   

2) Scouting:   

3) Throw the 

Bones:  

4) Scholarly 

Discipline:  

5) Wilderness 

Healing:  

6) Guild 

Member:  

7) 

Enlightenment: 

8) Combat 

Discipline:  

9): Barbarian 

Tracking  

10) Guild Master: 

 
Notes:  The modifications used here are very simple.  Certain attacks have 
been limited to use of the hands.  This makes them weaker by comparison to 
the original skills to compensate for the fact that this new class has access to 
so many different skills.  Furthermore, note that this class is a semi but cannot 
wear any armor.  This gives it a huge penalty, once again, to keep it in 
balance.  Most of the skills are weaker than their originals, even if they are at 
the same level of the original.  This emphasizes that this class is a 
specialization.  No actual skills have been modi fied in how they work other 
than how the player is limited in their use.  There are certainly many other 
versions of the Martial Artist that could be made.  I could have picked 
Improved Strength and Giant Strength and gone for a much more brute force 
type of fighter or I could have added more Samurai and created more of a 
Monk character.  The possibilities are limitless as long as you are careful and 
use common sense.  Making new classes is not a system for taking all the best 
abilities from all the classes and making them into one SUPER class.  The 
goal is to make it easier for players to combo certain skills and create more 
unique types of characters. 
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Construction of Magic Items:  
“Mana Activated” or Enchanted Items:  “ Mana 

Activated” items are only magic when “ turned on” by paying 
a mana to activate thei r ability.  For example, with a “ Mana 
Activated” Short Sword of Fireball, I could pay one mana,  
and then cast a Fireball (with all the normal restrictions).  If I 
want to cast Fireball again another mana is required.  These 
sorts of items cannot wound undead like true Magic Item 
(unless the ability given to the item could already do so, such 
as Might Strike).  Flame and Li fe Mages construct “Mana 
Activated” items first by finding an item to enchant and then 
someone who has the spell or skill the mage wishes to put  
into the item (maybe the mage hersel f!). 

Passive Magic Items:  True Magic Items MUST 
BE Passive, in that they do not require any mana to active 
them, they are always magic.  Passive Magic Items can 
wound undead as stated in the Species Section.  Passive or 
“True” Magic Items are more di ffi cult to construct in that the 
item to be enchanted must be master-crafted (made especially for the Mage at twice 
the listed price by a quali fied smith- one with Magic Armor/Weapon Smith).  Once 
the item is made a Spirit of suffi cient lvl must be summoned to inhabit the item,  the 
Spirit must be Animated and trained to wield the magic required.  Obviously this 
requires a great deal of mana and gold.  The gold cost is roughly the lvl of the 
skill/spell being put in the item times itself (i.e.50 gold + lvl2) and the mana cost is 
equal to the lvl of the spell/skill (Cost in gold is Lvl X 10).  The mana must be put 
in all at the same time (no drinking potions in between) However, if you are putting 
several di fferent abilities into an item you CAN put each one in over time, though 
the item is considered non-functional until ALL the abilities you intend to put in 
have been at which point it become locked and cannot have spells added to it. 

Flaws and Level Restrictions:  Unfortunately, magic items are more 
often than not, imperfect.  There are many theories as to why this is- the soul 
residing in them is unhappy or tainted, the metal used was impure etc. but 
regardless of the reason the results are very evident.  Every magic item created has 
a base 5% chance of having a flaw (+5% per lvl of ability it has + 50% if it is a 
Passive Magic item).  These flaws are permanent problems with the item that are 
unknown to the creator until the item is first used at which point they usually 
become evident.  When an item is detected it will be evident i f there are flaws, but 
the nature of those flaws is masked until the item is used at which point the effects 
of the flaws usually take effect on the user though sometimes the effects may be 
delayed for an unknown amount of time.  I recommend that GM make up their own 
Flaw Chart, but I have included one here to give you ideas.  Magic Items also 
usually have level restrictions.  Level Restri ctions are based in Tiers of 5 levels 
each (i.e. Tier 1 = 1-5th lvl, Tier 2 = 6th-10th lvl etc.).  To figure out what Tier an 
item has you use the level of the highest lvl ability it has, plus 1 for each other 
ability it has.  Thus a broadsword of Fireball, Shocktouch and Healing Touch would 
be Tier 2 (Fireball-8th + 1 Shocktouch + 1 Healing Touch = 10th lvl and thus Tier 2).  
Note that if even one more ability was added to the item it would push it up into 
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Tier 3.  Purely Mana Activated items have ½ the normal Tier however and ½ the 
cost. 

Equation- Lvl2 + Lvl x 10 + 50 = Cost  (Silver/Runic/Mage Lore is hard to enchant 
and thus +1 each to lvl of magic for crafting.) 

Level 1 2 3 4 5 
Price 61 74 89 106 125 

Level 6 7 8 9 10 
Price 146 169 194 221 250 

Level 11 12 13 14 15 
Price 281 314 349 386 425 

You must then add the Master Crafted Item Cost (item cost doubled).  For 
mana activated Items it is half the listed price and no Master Crafted Cost. 

Sample Flaw/Curse Chart (most GM’s make their own) 
1 Improves item (Passive if Activated, etc. see GM) 

2 Reverse effect (if possible, otherwise modified effect) 

3 has a random different ability instead 

4 Insane Spirit:  influences abilities of the item (see GM) 

5 Triggered Flaw:  auto activates on certain conditions (death, unc., etc) 

6-10 Requirement: only useable by specific [species, class, stats, etc.] 

11-15 Enfeeblement:  -1/-1 if not a specific [species, class, stats, etc.] 

16-20 Armor Restrictions:  Not usable unless under 1d4 AV 

21-25 Inept Trade:  minus 1d10+4 to specific Trade/Craft 

26-30 Tier: +1 to Item Tier 

31-35 Low Powered:  reduces effectiveness of item (less damage, effect, etc.) 

36-40 Nervous System:  reduces [agil, dex, voice, looks, etc.] one step. 

41-45 Equipment Req.: only usable if also using random item type 

46-50 Ritual:  must perform specific ritual per [week, day, hour] to activate 

51-55 Muddled Intent:  works a different way (item has "Hide" not user…) 

56-60 Devout Item:  only works to full extent for follows of pantheon, etc. 

61-65 Mental:  GM choice, or roll on Insanity Table. 

66-70 All clothing/belongings disappear permanently! 

71-75 Item is unfoged if is comes in contact with specific item type. 

76-80 Banes:  Certain item type, spell, monster deals extra damage to you. 

81-85 Increased Flaw:  roll again and increase the severity of the effect. 

86-90 CURSED - roll again 

91-95 CURSED - roll again - +1 death each time it curses someone. 

96 CURSED (personal) - item cast random curse on user. 

97 Roll again - effects all party members. 

98 Extra Flaw - Roll twice again. 

99 Kills the user. 

100 Dishonors: max damage user could deal with item/minimum 1 deaths. 
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Insanity Charts 

 INSANITY TABLES 
1 Basic Disorders 
2 Affective Disorders 
3 Neurosis 
4 Obsessive 
5 Phobia 
6 Psychosis 
7 Affective Disorder 
8 Frenzy 
9 Power by Association 
10 Multiple Personalities:  
11 Hallucinations 
12 New Insanity (GM created) 

 
 BASIC DISORDERS 
1 Speech problems.  Stutter, rhyming, word patterns. 
2 Warped Perception:  see everything as a sign, portent! 
3 Something is Missing: part of personality has changed, gone 
4 Alternate Personality:  Believe you are someone else 
5 Compulsive Gambler: cannot pass up a bet. 
6 Mad Professor:  Identify, Read/Write + 5, -1 AV, No IN Skills. 
 AFFECTIVE DISORDERS 
1 Frightened by combat to the point of cowering 
2 Disgusted by anything wet, go to any length to avoid. 
3 Obsessed with food, must eat/feed people all the time 
4 Outraged by criminal acts: Go Berserk (as the skill) 
5 Hates arguments, wil l try to stop them. 
6 Intimidated by conversation, speak one word at a time only. 
 NUROSIS 
1 Fear of the Dark (total collapse while in dark) 
2 Fear of Animals (run in terror of small furry things) 
3 Compulsive Liar 
4 Paranoid/Xenophobic: there all out to get me! 
5 Fear of Heights (visible heights) 
6 Fear of Success (will sabotage self at critical moment) 
 PSYCHOSIS 
1 Hysterical Blindness when under pressure 
2 Paranoid Type: everyone is trying to get you! 
3 Manic Depressive:  one moment HIGH next moment LOW! 
4 Schizophrenia:  passive, easily frightened, hear voices telling 

you things! 
5 Mindless Aggression: Semi-Functional, if upset go Berserk. 
6 Psychiatrist: everyone has problems, trying to fix them! 
 PHOBIAS 
1 Insects 
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2 Reptiles 
3 Boats 
4 Opposite Sex 
5 Dogs 
6 Darkness 
7 Confined Enclosures 
8 Abandoned Buildings 
9 Contamination 
10 Other Species 
11 Heights 
12 Magic 
13 Monsters 
14 Water 
15 Herbs and Potions 
16 Golems 
17 Flying 
18 Law Enforcement 
19 Money 
20 Strangers 
22 Cats 
23 Open Spaces 
 OBSESSIONS 
1 Loves/Desires Timeliness. 
2 Loves/Desires Magic. 
3 Loves/Desires Opposite Sex. 
4 Hates/Destroys Secrecy. 
5 Loves/Desires a specific person (see GM). 
6 Hates/Destroys Specific item (see GM) 
7 Loves/Desires Appearance. 
8 Hates/Destroys Danger. 
9 Hates/Destroys Food. 
10 Loves/Desires Alcohol. 
11 Hates/Destroys Gambling. 
12 Loves/Desires Solitude. 
13 Hates/Destroys Heroism. 
 FRENZY 
1 Frenzy: Frustration, Anger, or Other. 
 POWER BY ASSOCIATION 
1 Daytime Complex 
2 Nighttime Complex 
3 Popeye Syndrome  
4 Magic Object 
5 Power Word 
6 Solar Syndrome 
 MULTIPLE PERSONALITIES 
1 NG lvl.6- Despondent:  Withdrawn, takes no action. 
2 NG lvl.11- Coward: Afraid of everything. 
3 NG lvl.2- Pacifist:  Gentle, merciful and compassionate. 
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4 TC lvl.21- Arrogant Warrior:  Cold, aloof, snob, over 
confidant. 

5 MG lvl.4- Righteous Indignation:  Black and White world! 
6 NG lvl.1- Peasant:  very mundane everyday person. 
7 TC lvl.20- The Wildman:  Overzealous, gregarious and 

hyperactive! 
8 MG lvl.1- Hypochondriac:  A personality totally obsessed 

with cleanliness. 
9 MG lvl.2- The Opposite Sex:  as if the character grew up that 

way. 
10 MG lvl.5- Anti-Hero:  hates the idea of heroics, will not go 

adventuring. 
11 NE lvl.2- Jack the Ripper:  A twisted personality that preys 

on the weak. 
12 LE lvl.4- Traitor:  Always does what is best for self! 
13 TN lvl.1- Greedy:  Craves wealth and fame. 
14 CE lvl.28- Kleptomaniac:  compulsive thief, loves it. 
15 CE lvl.3- Blood Thirsty:  loves battle, hurting and torture. 
16 LE lvl.17- Megalomaniac:  Arrogant, feels far superior to all 

others, calculating. 
17 TN lvl.14- The Psychopath:  wild, daring, deadly and thrives 

on danger. 
18 CE lvl.8- Antagonist:  obsessed with bating and bother 

others party members. 
19 TN lvl.5- Spy: working for the “other” side, gather info... 
20 AS is, lvl as is - Duplicate by another name:  a copy of your 

character but who goes by another name and has not 
memory of the other version! 

   
Explanations of Insanities:  

Affective Disorders are fairly straight forward.  The list is not an exhaustive one 
but give the GM an example of the range of possibilities.  Affective Disorders 
usually center around a feeling- Hates, Disgusted etc.  Neurosis is more 
connected with fear.  The insane character is deeply compelled by fear in their 
mind that drives them to the action.  Once again the explanations are fairly 
straightforward and the 
GM can add on as they 
like.  Psychosis has to do 
with the player’s 
personality.  It ranges a 
great deal but has less to 
do with fear and more to 
do with perception of the 
world and an inability to 
integrate it.  Mindless 
Aggression which results 
in Berserk behavior is not 
always non-functional.  
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Semi-functional and is more of a Hulk personality in which when angered the 
character goes Berserk.  Phobias are just what they say, a deep, overriding fear 
of the said thing.  This fear is without reason.  No amount of justification will 
overcome the fear.  Players with a Phobia will go to all lengths to avoid and 
escape from the source of their fear.  A save against their level is applicable if the 
GM deems it appropriate and may keep them from recklessly running from their 
phobia off a nearby cli ff or into the ocean etc.  Obsessions are either an intense, 
often irrational love/desire or hatred/loathing of something.  If a character 
Obsession is the love of something, it will drive them to obtain the source of 
their obsession without regard for reason, while an Obsession with the hate of 
something will drive the character to kill or destroy their obsession in the same 
fashion.  This insanity will drive a character to absurd and out rageous actions to 
satisfy their obsession. 
 Fren zy is a state of mind that a character enters under certain ci rcumstances, 
usually intense Frustration is the cause, but Anger, Pain, or Tension can all cause 
the character to break into a Frenzy.  In a Frenzy a character is Berserk (as the 
skill) for the duration of the Frenzy.  They become Dense for all game purposes 
as well as Amoral!  The cause of the frenzy (Frustration, Anger, etc) will be 
destroyed fi rst and after that anything and everything around the character until 
there are no more “ enemies” to be killed (in a Frenzy everyone is an enemy!). 
 Power by Association is the belief that one actually has no real powers to be a 
hero except under certain conditions.  A character afflicted with Power by 
Association will be lvl 0 and act as a Peasant from that point forward.  Only 
when they create the stated Association do they “ transform” into thei r character 
with class skills and magical abilities.  Daytime/Nighttime complex means that a 
character only has their abilities during that time of the day.  It does not matter if 
the sun is actually out, if the sun is still up where they are, it is still Day etc.  
Popeye syndrome is the belief that a rare food is what gives the player their 
abilities (and usually only for a short time, such as ten minutes or one encounter).  
Magical Object is the belief that some object that character possess is what gives 
them their powers and without it they are useless.  Power Word is the classic 
“Shazam!” syndrome in which a strange word must be SHOUTED in order for 
the character to gain their powers.  Finally,  Solar Syndrome is the belief that the 
sun itself powers the character and only in direct sunlight will the character have 
their skills/spells. 
 Multiple Personalities surface whenever the character goes unconscious and 
awakens again, but can surface during any traumatic event.  These personalities 
may be able to use the characters skill and abilities (i f they are high enough lvl) 
and may outperform the character in some areas.  The personalities may even 
have skills the character does not (see GM).  The personalities will have a pattern 
to their control determined by the GM and not necessarily consistent.  
Character Quirks, Minor Insanities, and Backstory Elements: 
Sometimes a character has personality traits that are not exactly insane, but 
strange and/or misguided and can be interpreted as insanity.  Advanced 
Dungeons and Dragons has some great charts and elements that spice up the role 
play and are easy to convert to LARP.  Some GM may choose to use these minor 
character quirks for Insanities i f the insanity is deemed to be minor and will add 
more color and playability to a character without debilitating them too much. 
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Elder Sorcery:  The construction of custom spells is the study of Elder Sorcery, 
the magic that existed 
before the standardization of 
magic and the creation of 
cheap, prefab spells.  Elder 
Sorcery is the art of naming 
the world and using the true 
words of things to alter 
reality.  This art was fi rst 
mastered by the dragons and 
taught to the mortals in the 
elder days.  As it is the 
meddling with the raw 
“stuff” of the world, Elder 
Sorcery requires a great deal more preparation and mana to create and 
successfully cast.  The first step is to learn Elder Sorcery Words, which are the 
ancient first names for things given by the dragons as the world was created.  
These words can then be used to make sentences to create an effect.  The 
sentences must always have a particular format 
 “With the Elder Sorcery of Flame, I use a ray to deal 10 damage!” 
 “With the Elder Sorcery of Nature, I use my touch to increase my strength!” 
 “With the Elder Sorcery of Storm, I use an Aura to control your mind !” 
There are two basic types of Elder Sorcery, Celestial and Elemental.  Celestial is 
a universal form of Elder Sorcery that all Elder Sorcerers use and comprises the 
basics of the language; articles, adjectives, pronouns and such, as well as a large 
assortment of universal nouns.  Anyone who learns Elder Sorcery may use 
Celestial Words regardless of the type of Elder Sorcery that they have learned.  
The second type of Elder Sorcery, Elemental, is based on the five types of magic, 
Flame, Storm, Life, Necromancy, and Nature.  The Elemental forms must each 
be learned separately and provide the body of verbs and nouns that are speci fic to 
a give style of magic.  Elder Sorcerers may attempt to read words of an 
Elemental type they do not know, but the risks are great (see below). 
Elder Sorcery also has more types of Delivery than normal spells.  With Elder 
Sorcery players can incorporate abilities like “ Detonate” into their spells which 
allows the spell to cast as an aura once it hits someone!  Other type of delivery 
like Field are more simple and are basically ways of creating Passive skills.  The 
Sphere is perhaps the most bizarre in that it can be cast with any part of the body 
(kicked, thrown etc.) and is always active as long as it is in motion, continuing to 
effect everyone it touches no matter i f it bounces off of several objects in the 
process!  There are many more types of delivery in Elder Sorcery but none that 
are available to the aspiring mage, all others must be learned In game with GM’s 
discretion. 
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Elder Sorcery Delivery Types 
Ty pe Takes Effect On… Cost 

Ritual Object(s) within the Ritual Space.  As an OUT. Low 

Ray  Any one struck by the packet (AV=0) Low 

Touch The tagged play er (UB).  Count my be needed. Medium 
Ball Any one struck by the sock ball (UB) High 
Aura Ev eryone within 10 feet. High 

Detonate Any one hit by the spell AND all within 10 f eet Very 
High 

Field A giv en area.  Caster or set target. Varies 

Sphere Any one stuck by the sphere (UB) in motion! Very 
High 

Cascade Anyone struck AND travels 10' repeating 
effect! Extreme 

Fork Anyone struck AND next 2 people in 10' 
repeating! 

Extreme 

In order to make an Elder Sorcery spell you must perform a ritual to formalize 
the spell and make it permanent.  To do this you need four things (1) the 
appropriate words for the effect, (2) an intention of what you want the spell to 
do, (3) a way of casting the spell- either as a ritual or with Elder Sorcery 
Delivery, and  (4) mana, the fuel for the spell to feed on so that it will do what 
you want.  If all these factors are not carefully managed the spell will fail or 
worse, fumble on the creator with horri fic effects.  Because Elder Sorcery is a 
language being used by mostly non-native speakers, the potential for mistakes is 
great and success is never guaranteed (unless you are an ancient dragon who 
happens to be fluent in Elder Sorcery that is…).  What follows is a brief example 
of how a GM might determine whether the spell works and does what you 
intended or i f it fails.  This is just an example and I encourage GM’s to come up 
with their own system of determination. 
The basic success chance for a mage using Elder Sorcery is their mage level as a 
percentage.  So i f you are a lvl 5 Storm mage you have a 5% success rate with 
any given spell.  The chance that a mage will fumble with a given spell is 10% 
minus 1/10th their mage level (so a level 20 mage would have an 8% fumble 
chance).  Mana is the fuel  that makes the spell and a mage must spend AT 
LEAST as much mana on the creation of the spell as the intended mana cost of 
the spell they are making (thus i f you want your new spell to cost 2 mana, you 
need to spend at least 2 mana on making it).  Any additional mana spent beyond 
the base cost is added on top of the mages level for success chance.  Thus, a level 
5 Storm mage with only a 5% success chance could spend 20 extra mana 
(beyond whatever the intended casting cost is) in the making of the spell and 
increase her success chance by 20% because the spell has more fuel to work with 
to do what it wants.  However, the amount of mana also determines the power 
level of the spell and should the spell fumble it will have a large amount of fuel 
to fumble with, so players must use caution here.  The same is true of higher OP 
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spells.  The higher the OP of the word the more power potential is in it, for good 
or ill. 
Next, the GM must consider how well the words selected for the spell match the 
stated intention of the spell, the intended mana cost and delivery.  The GM must 
consider whether the spell as intended seems fai r for it’s OP, mana cost and 
delivery.  If all factors are in order the GM will add to the percentage of success 
by the amount they deem appropriate (usually not more than double the mages 
level).  Conversely, if the intention seems off from the words, the delivery is not 
accurate for the intention or the target  mana cost is inappropriate the GM 
subtracts from the success chance and adds to the fumble chance of the spell.  
Once these percentages have been determined, the GM secretly rolls to see if the 
spell works in each of the four areas: words, intention,  delivery, and mana cost.  
If the GM rolls under the mages success chance (without any bonus from added 
mana used) that  part of the spell works as intended.  If the GM rolls above the 
success chance but within the range of success added by extra mana spent, then 
the spell works but perhaps not as effectively as desired or with added 
complications, but it still works.  Any roll that is out of the range of the mages 
success chance plus mana bonuses means that that part of the spell has failed 
completely and will not work as intended.  If, for example, the delivery roll is a 
failure, then the spell may fail to cast or cast at the wrong time etc.  Finally, 
should our unfortunate mage happen to roll within the fumble range for a given 
area this means that the particular part of the spell has been grievously bungled 
and the spell will operate in negative ways, anything from casting on the wrong 
target to folding the mage in a interplanar singularity at which point the mage 
and everything around them ceases to exist!  (“ I use to be an Elder Sorcerer until 
the day I tried to use the words Cast All Magic.  Problem is I didn’t realize that if 
you mispronounce All in Elder Sorcery it sounds just like No…”). 
You may use Celestial and any 
Elemental words you wish from 
one or all the Elemental forms 
you have learned in the same 
spell.  Thus, if you have learned 
both Flame and Storm 
Elemental words, you may 
create a spell using Celestial, 
Flame and Storm words.  You 
are allowed some freedom to 
pluralize a word you have 
learned or even use it in a way 
not intended (such as using a 
noun as a verb etc) but this is  
dangerous.  Reckless mages 
have even been known to attempt to use words in a spell that they themselves 
have not learned but that are written in spell book they have acquired.  They may 
even go so far as to use words in a book that are not even of their Elemental type 
(someone with Elder Sorcery of Li fe training attempting to use Nature words for 
example).  This is a very risky venture and not only subtracts from the success 
chance but adds to the fumble chance of the spell.  If a mage uses a word that 
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they themselves do not know but is within their own Elemental type and is an OP 
they could learn then simply subtract the OP of that word from the success 
chance and add it to the fumble chance.  If the word is higher OP than the mage 
can know then the success drop and fumble plus is double that words OP.  If the 
mage uses a word outside their Element then the success drop and fumble plus is 
four times the OP of the word used.  Furthermore, the use of any Elder Sorcery 
beyond the capacity of the mage is known to have an aging effect on the caster, 
draining away their li fe energy instead of mana due to the user novice skill.  You 
have been warned! 
Once you have created your spell it must be written into your Spell Book (a prop 
that you must carry around if you plan to use elder sorcery).  The book must have 
the full spell written out in it, as well as the words required to make the spell and 
its effect (as described by your GM).  Any mage with the same Elder Sorcery 
Words can learn your spell by studying it in your book (if you let them) and does 
not need to spend the initial mana to create the spell as you did.  Furthermore, 
spells may be cast directly out of your book by those who can read Elder Sorcery 
(though perhaps with dangerous results stated above).  Thus, spell books are 
jealously guarded.  Any spells you know or create MUST be cleared with your 
GM before beginning an event.  Spells may change what they do from one world 
to another as a GM may interpret the words differently.   
A list of the known Elder Sorcery words and delivery types available at most 
guilds follows though it is in no way a complete list.  If there are some words 
you would like to learn that do not appear here I recommend you go directly to 
your local dragon and ask (can you leave all your worldly goods with me for safe 
keeping in the mean time…). 
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Celestial Elder Sorcery Words 
 Nouns Verbs Adj Adverbs Pron Prep Conj Art 
1 chair am good now I at  and a 
1 color are bad then me  on or the 
1 cup use this here my  in but one 
1 dagger did little today  y ou f or so an 

1 f oot be big as y our to as   
1 hand begin long caref ully  that of     
1 hat may  short there this by     
1 skin might bright pretty   off    

1 torch stand clean       

1 wand  tend small           
2 hands was better rarely  her after bef ore two 
2 f eet were worse once him near since   
2 f lesh had f arther v ery he with unless   

2 sword been less not she from until   
2 damage would more how what about after   
2 cloak could much f irst each out    
2 ey e made some soon which down    

2 ear f ix down quite these up    
2 rod draw hard really  who     

2 rope  put sof t slowly          
3 torso cause best alway s it between because three 
3 weapon is f arthest nev er we bef ore although   

3 clothing do least tonight them across if    
3 belt can most usually  our during while   
3 arm make worst up ours into when   
3 leg like many  then y ours abov e than   

3 staff go f ar no theirs below    
3 f ood will* well tomorrow their ov er    
3 rune hav e all later others     

3 mirror Invoke other sometime         
4 head open alert quickly    against   f our 

4 shield close broken still  around    
4 sound repair colorf ul y et  behind    
4 container eat curios away   between    

4 coin drink circular f ast         
5 potion dance dense any where   bey ond   f ive 

5 scroll sing dull back  except    
5 herb act light alone  like    
5 window drop blunt quickly   until    
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5 orb  f ill sharp immediately without     
6 heart  giv e ugly  nowhere   inside   six 
6 armor get pretty  again  outside    
6 door jump dark       

6 ritual kick slippery       

6 someone  let stiff           
7 structure  look stupid together   through   sev en 
7 body  must elegant       
7 friend need huge       

7 missile pull smart       

7 tunnel push  brittle           
8 building  say   mine regularly       eight 
8 wall shall        
8 street         

8 touch         

8 item               
9 brain    new absolutely       nine 
9 f ortress         
9 f oe         

9 ship         

9 bridge              
10 city    y oung ev ery where     ten 
10 energy   old y esterday    zero 
10 castle  age       

10 spell         

10 object               
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 Flame     

  Verbs Nouns    
1 deal anger 5 cleav e f ire 
1 warm warmth 5 scald ruin 
1 damage light 5 char smoke 

1 temper f lame 5 wreck pillage 

1 illuminate spark 5 combust pandemonium 
1 kindle ash 6 incinerate incendiary  
1 dry  cinder 6 disintegrate sandstorm 
1 crack ember 6 explode war  

1 rush tinder 6 ambush disaster 

1 glow howl 6 raze wildf ire 
2 heat rock 7 corrode destruction 
2 injure hate 7 smash stone 
2 hack frustration 7 boil bolt 

2 hurt brightness 7 scorch jet 

2 craze f lash 7 implode desert 
2 inf lame coal 8 destroy  inf erno 
2 parch f ever 8 erupt f lare 
2 rust blaze 8 collapse cliff  

2 fracture f lare 8 pulv erize f allout 

2 ignite py re 8 ruin mania 
3 burn insanity  9 seethe tremor 
3 maim berserk 9 cremate hill 
3 crush f urnace 9 immolate chasm 

3 break rage 9 demolish chaos 

3 blast battle 9 inf uriate anarchy  
3 desiccate assault 10 annihilate mountain 
3 rupture hostility 10 obliterate earthquake 
3 attack disorder 10 exterminate lav a 

3 torch combat 10 dissolv e magma 

3 blister f ight 10 sunder v olcano 
4 rend f ervor    
4 melt steam    
4 shatter hysteria    
4 burst f ury    
4 outrage roar    
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 Storm     

  Verbs Nouns    
1 shock emotion 5 control f light 
1 cool study  5 f ly storm 
1 slow vision 5 mov e wisdom 

1 read mist 5 disrupt sage 

1 look cloud 5 switch logic 
1 speed mind 6 electrify water 
1 stun sand 6 change thoughts 
1 distract drop 6 v anish wav e 

1 identify  breeze 6 command air 

1 f loat attention 6 charge displacement 
2 chill idea 7 counter blizzard 
2 write wings 7 trick illusion 
2 learn knowledge 7 rev eal riv er 

2 entrance shower 7 warp distance 

2 daze v eil 7 teleport glacier 
2 swim trance 8 discov er wind 
2 sort f og 8 dispel sky  
2 deny  spray  8 shif t passions 

2 f low arc 8 return group 

2 glide intent 8 stop moral 
3 ice conf usion 9 steal will 
3 see memory  9 av oid duration 
3 hear sight 9 escape lake 

3 thaw lightning 9 distance disappear 

3 charm thunder 9 mimic reality  
3 shimmer desire 10 manipulate ocean 
3 conf ound hail 10 ref lect ethics 
3 immobilize snow 10 ref orm population 

3 know tide 10 gain moon 

3 assert rain 10 remain time 
4 freeze alignment    
4 obscure dreams    
4 interchange intelligence    
4 delay  betray al    
4 bend sense    
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 Life     

  Verbs Nouns    
1 heal joy  5 v anquish resistance 
1 mend health 5 rebirth martyr 
1 prev ent v alor 5 honor div inity  

1 detect wounds 5 defy diplomacy  

1 def end hurt 5 contain curse 
1 calm illness 6 reduce justice 
1 shelter burn 6 gain peace 
1 restrain amulet 6 enlighten grace 

1 soothe talisman 6 erase righteous 

1 repel symbol 6 dismiss progress 
2 protect lif e 7 inf use essence 
2 resurrect blood 7 abolish sanctuary 
2 restore boundary  7 excise emissary 

2 return courage 7 sacrif ice exorcism 

2 renew rest 7 rescue wrath 
2 replenish light 8 craf t hope 
2 cease cairn 8 build f aith 
2 guide artif act 8 raise enlightenment 

2 numb glory  8 banish religion 

2 inspire friendship 8 imbue temple 
3 guard belief  9 transcend immune 
3 purify sleep 9 bless truth 
3 cleanse barrier 9 enchant pacif ism 

3 judge guardian 9 sanctify dawn 

3 condemn mind 9 f orgive being 

3 sustain relic 10 create plains 
3 disenchant zealot 10 shelter spirit 
3 disempower medicine 10 rev erse soul 

3 pacify  discipline 10 outsider sun 

3 turn celebration 10 embody  society 
4 ward lov e    
4 absorb f ortify    
4 gather agreement    
4 shield shrine    
4 unify ancestor    
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 Necromancy     

  Verbs Nouns    
1 scare f ear 5 drain carnage 
1 summon grav e 5 die doom 
1 sicken pain 5 exhume bog 

1 spoil woe 5 sev er dread 

1 taint darkness 5 wither f law 
1 wrench seizure 6 f ester undead 
1 intimidate stench 6 kill dead 
1 twist tears 6 rend despair 

1 shame f ilth 6 inf ect bane 

1 f orce blemish 6 cripple crime 
2 rot spirit 7 f lay f amine 
2 reanimate bones 7 corrupt cry pt 
2 bury  terror 7 dev our disease 

2 darken v engeance 7 abandon moor 

2 torment wail 7 demise shade 
2 f amish scream 8 murder plague 
2 graft greed 8 slay  death 
2 extract coff in 8 blackmail barrow 

2 cut cruelty  8 haunt cry pt 

2 leach wrath 8 distort ancestor 
3 putrefy  corpse 9 curse night 
3 poison carrion 9 exterminate tendril 
3 raise horror 9 enslav e umbra 

3 exhaust sadism 9 torment dusk 

3 def ile pit 9 warp shadow 
3 torture wickedness 10 eradicate swamp 
3 siphon gloom 10 massacre v oid 
3 sacrif ice misery 10 slaughter atrocity 

3 paraly ze contagion 10 outsider degeneration 

3 agonize ghost 10 betray  end 
4 decay  ethereal    
4 weaken nightmare    
4 corrupt shade    
4 madden virus    
4 shred agony     
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 Nature     

  Verbs Nouns    
1 increase toughness 5 predict f erocity 
1 touch reach 5 entwine terrain 
1 grow size 5 weav e soil 

1 nourish path 5 stomp herd 

1 bloom leaf  5 cultiv ate f auna 
1 lull twig 6 transf orm species 
1 lure vine 6 polymorph canopy  
1 augment fruit 6 transmute v egetation 

1 ripen dirt 6 magnify  hush 

1 shrink grass 6 mature instinct 
2 conjure armor 7 trample symbiosis 
2 div ine strength 7 harv est tranquility  
2 snare shape 7 regenerate woods 

2 blend web 7 ref resh primal 

2 ref orm bite 7 amplify  f lourish 
2 f ind root 8 recov er f orest 
2 ask f ur 8 ov errun momentum 
2 climb f eathers 8 unf orge crops 

2 leap scales 8 inv igorate wings 

2 commune f oliage 8 regrow cy cle 
3 renew tree 9 repopulate breed 
3 animate plants 9 rejuv enate paradise 
3 improv e f ertile 9 wander cartography 

3 call might 9 decompose land 

3 thriv e garden 9 ov erflow balance 
3 hide claws 10 populate nature 
3 locate f lower 10 generate utopia 
3 snag endure 10 ev olve earth 

3 scry senses 10 metamorph seasons 

3 change f lora 10 harmonize age 
4 vitalize f orm    
4 birth animal    
4 become seeds    
4 scout thicket    
4 hunt root    
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Creatures of the Realm:  Creatures of the Realm:  Creatures of the Realm:  Creatures of the Realm:      
    
ANGELS  
Angels are creatures from another plane of existence and as such are not 
affected by non-magic weapons (see Undead for more information).  
Angels are Outsiders, and thus are not governed by the rules of any world 
they are in, and may have many other abilities not listed here.   
Angels 
ROR: 20  HP: 20*  Mana: 4   SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 22  INT: 
Extreme 
Description:  Humanoid, by species, with wings. 
Abilities: Outsider, Regenerating, Flying; Shattering Armor, Giant 
Strength,  Jumpstart Heal, Spellturning Shield(Elite), Miraculous Recovery 
(other), Rebirth, Transcend, Ethereal Travel (Instantaneous), and Divine 
Gift.  Angels are always 5th level in two classes and may have other skills 
as well. 
Archangels 
ROR: 10  HP: 30*  Mana: 6  
SIZE: 4  AV:  0  RARITY: 44  
INT: Extreme 
Description:  Humanoid, by 
species, with wings. 
Abilities: As above, but also 
with Dispel Magic/Reflect 
Magic (passive).  Archangels 
are always Tri-Class and are 10th 
level in three areas. 
Notes:  Often wear magical full 
plate armor, which does not 
impede there ability to cast 
spells if they are a mage (nor does any armor they wear). 
 
ANIMAL (Common)  
It is uncommon that you will run into common animals as part of your 
opposition in a battle but as there are spells that can transform you into 
various animals it is necessary to delineate their characteristics for game 
play.  Many animals that are very small such as insects will obviously have 
Hide and Stealth. 
Small Animals (birds, rodents, fish, lizards etc.): 
ROR: 10 HP: 0  Mana: 0 SIZE: 0 RARITY: 0  INT: Anim al. 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, Hands and Bipedal as animal type.   
Abilities:  Night Vision (by type).  These small creatures always have 
abilities that correspond to their nature.  If you are a bird, you have Flying, 
if a fish, Water Native, a snake, bite with poison etc.  Ask a GM for more 
speci fics. 
Large Animal (Tigers, Bears, Hippos etc.) 
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ROR:  5 + (size X5)  HP:size  Mana: 0  SIZE: 1-10 RARITY: 1  INT: 
Animal. 
These are your more formidable creatures that might kill an unarmed man 
or even surprise attack someone.  As above, and they usually have Martial 
arts as many of them have claws or horns. 
 
BAROOSH 
ROR 50:  HP 5 Mana 0 SIZE 1 AV 0 RARITY 1  INT: Dense 
Description:  Partial Humanoid, Baroosh look like a hobbit with a dwarf’s 
build and a pig like nose. 
Abilities: Not too bright (can’t flee battle etc.- skills cost + 1 exp to learn)  
They have Improved Strength, Climb and never take fall damage and are 
rather Dense (pun intended). 
 
BEASTS 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, with Partial Hands and Partial Bipedal 
Stance.  They have no speech. 
Abilities: Beasts are dangerous wildlife and all have Martial Arts, Bite and 
Devour, and Night Vision. 
Common Beasts 
ROR: 20  HP:  4  Mana: 0  SIZE: 5  AV:  1  RARITY: 1  INT: Animal. 
Abilities: 
Notes:  Usually solitary and territorial. 
Swamp Beasts 
ROR: 20  HP:  4  Mana: 0  SIZE: 5  AV:  2  RARITY: 2 INT: Animal.  
Poison. 
Sea Beasts 
ROR: 20  HP:  4  Mana: 0  SIZE: 5  AV:  3  RARITY: 2  INT: Animal.  
Water Native. 
Armored Beasts 
ROR: 20  HP:  4  Mana: 0  SIZE: 5  AV:  3  RARITY: 5 INT: Animal.  
Giant Strength, Shattering Armor. 
Sky Beasts 
ROR: 20  HP:  4  Mana: 0  SIZE: 2  AV:  1  RARITY: 2 INT: Animal.  
Flying, 
Mountain Beasts 
ROR: 20  HP:  4  Mana: 0  SIZE: 4  AV:  3  RARITY: 2 INT: Animal.  
Charge, Trample. 
Vroats 
ROR: 20  HP:  4  Mana: 0  SIZE: 5  AV:  2  RARITY: 2 INT: Animal. 
Description: Like a cross between a Crocodile and a Toad. 
Abilities: Leap. 
Rourges 
ROR: 6  HP:  4*  Mana: 6  SIZE: 5  AV:  2  RARITY: 6 INT: Animal.  
Description:  Purplish long jawed and clawed beasts with horns. 
Abilities: Martial Arts (Elite with Weapon Mastery), Leap, all Magical 
Attacks cannot wound Rourges and actually restore a Mana and Instantly 
Heal (or Resurrect) them if used on them when they are Dead, or 
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Wounded. 
Serpent Beasts 
ROR: 40  HP:  5  Mana: 0  SIZE: 5  AV:  3  RARITY: 3  INT: Animal. 
Description: Very large snakes. 
Abilities: Bite only (Poison?) 

 
BRITTLEMEN 
ROR: 20  HP: 5  Mana: 0 SIZE: 3  AV:  0 RARITY: 2  INT: Stupid 
Description:  Partial Humanoid, Brittlemen look like very elongated 
carniverous men, almost as though they were on stilts. 
Abilities:  Adrenaline, All attacks are Endured (passive), Bite, Limited 
Martial Arts (attack only, no blocking).  
Notes:  The origins of Brittlemen is unknown though they are thought to 
be a more prevalent form of Drakespawn, some believe them a failed 
species creation attempt.  They tend to attack in hordes, eating whatever 
they can find.  They use weapons if they can find them. 
 
COBBEN 
ROR: 24  HP: 2  Mana: 1  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 RARITY: 1  INT: Average 
Description:  Partial Humanoid, Cobben look like humans with horse 
heads and horns. 
Abilities:  All Cobben get a Spirit Item (magic) that cannot be Looted from 
them but must pay a Mana for every 30 min. they wish to use it.  This item 
is determined randomly and gets one magic ability every 6 levels (as HP 
and Mana Bonus) also determined randomly.  Cobben can never have 
more than 2 magic items. 
Notes:  They are matriarchs with only women in positions of power.   
 
DOLYNX 
ROR 16 HP 1 Mana 2 SIZE 2 AV 0 RARITY 1  INT: Average 
Description:  Partial Humanoid.  Look like larger hobbits with doglike 
heads 
Abilities: They have Innate Elder Sorcery (Random Verb and Noun, 
increasing articles and delivery every 3 lvls).  Cost 1 mana to use this skill. 
Notes: Friendly creatures on the whole, they have a hobbit like way of life. 
 
DRAGONS 
ROR: 16  HP: 30  Mana: 10  SIZE: 10  AV:  4  RARITY: 10  INT: 
Extreme 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, Partial 
Bipedal. 
Abilities: Dragons have Flying, Bite, 
Devour, Martial Arts, Giant Strength, 
Hind Claws, Night Vision, Battle Roar 
and Shattering Armor and Dragon 
Scales (Armor Wound and all body 
armor counts as a Shield!). Dragons 
have Improved Healing Factor  for both 
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Mana and HP when they are in the vicinity of their lair.  Dragons have a 
breath weapon (by type) that costs 1 Mana and takes its effect on anyone 
within 30 feet in the direction the dragon is facing.  All Dragons have 
innate Elder Sorcery. 

Dragon Types 
Red Dragons are 10th level Flame Mages with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Red Dragon Breath:” Deals damage = to ½ dragons max 
HP. 
Blue Dragons are 10th level Storm Mages with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Blue Dragon Breath:” Freezes all for dragons max HP in 
minutes. 
White Dragons are 10th level Life Mages with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "White Dragon Breath:” Puts to sleep all players for dragons 
max HP in hours!  
Black Dragons are 10th level Necromancy Mages with all skills thereof. 
Breath Weapon: call "Black Dragon Breath:”  Deals damage = to ½ 
dragons max HP (resist healing no time limit!). 
Green Dragons are 10th level Nature Mages with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Green Dragon Breath:” Unforges all magic items. 
Iron Dragons are 10th level Barbarians with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Iron Dragon Breath:” Hacks all limbs. 
Golden Dragons are 10th level Samurai with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Golden Dragon Breath:” Dishonors all players = to ½ 
dragons max HP. 
Mithril Dragons  are 10th level Veterans with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Mithril Dragon Breath:” Prevents the next X damage dealt 
by players hit where X = dragons max HP. 
Steel Dragons are 10th level Knights with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Steel Dragon Breath:” Reduces all armor to AV=0. 
Platinum Dragons are 10th level Paladins with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Platinum Dragon Breath:” Divine Gift Breath (usually kills 
all undead and Exorcises at lvl = to dragons max HP). 
Shadow Dragons are 10th level Assassins with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: Call "Shadow Dragon Breath:” Kills all players hit. 
Sea Dragons are 10th level Amazons with all skills thereof and are Water 
Native. Breath Weapon: call "Sea Dragon Breath:” Impales and deals 
vitals damage = dragons max HP to all hit. 
Needle Dragons are 10th level Archers with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Needle Dragon Breath:” Missile Disarms all hit. 
Copper Dragons are 10th level Thieves with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Copper Dragon Breath:” Knocks Unconscious all hit. 
Leather Dragons are 10th level Rangers with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Leather Dragon Breath:” Shatter all items hit. 
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DRAKES 
ROR:  32  HP 15 Mana 5 SIZE 5 AV 2 RARITY 5  INT: Animal. 
Abilities:  Flying, Bite, Devour, Martial Arts, Improved Strength,  Night 
Vision Battle Cry.  Notes:  These half 
Dragons are a hybrid of Dragons made by 
Elder Sorcery.  Dragons hate these beasts 
who posses little intelligence beyond the 
desire to kill.  Drakes breed at a frantic 
pace and each clutch of six eggs always 
has three Drakes and three other random 
creatures (a remnant of the Elder Sorcery 
they had as Dragons).  These beasts can 
be ridden and are often found as mounts 
for imperial guards etc.  They posses all the basic skills of dragons by type 
but only up to 5th lvl in a class. 
 
DRAKESPAWN 
Common Drakespawn 
ROR 1-100 HP 0-30 Mana 0-10 SIZE 1-10 AV 0-4 RARITY 5  INT: 
Animal. 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, Partial to Full hands, Partial to Full Bipedal.  
usually look like a cross between two normal animals though they can look 
like anything.   
Abilities:  Aggressive.  They will have 1d10 random abilities (50% Natural 
Abilities 40% Spells and Skills, 10% New Ability).   
Notes: Drakespawn are the offspring of Drakes.  They can breed on their 
own and are very aggressive. 
Spawnmen 
ROR 5-50 HP 0-10 Mana 0-5 SIZE 1-5 AV 0-4 RARITY 6  INT: 
Stupid. 
Description:  Partial-Humanoid, Partial to Full hands, Partial to Full 
Bipedal.  usually look like a cross between a normal animal and a 
huminoid though they can look like anything.   
Abilities:  Aggressive (Amoral/Sociopathic).  They will have 1d5 random 
abilities (50% Natural Abilities 40% Spells and Skills, 10% New Ability).   
Notes: Drakespawn are the offspring of Drakes.  They can breed on their 
own and are very aggressive.  They tend to be sociopathic killers and 
Amoral, living alone, or in very small groups of their type only.  They treat 
all species not their own as thigns to be killed/destroyed. 
 
ELEMENTALS 
ROR:  16  HP:1-10  Mana: 1-10  SIZE: 1-10 AV:  0   RARITY: 8  INT: 
High 
Description: Non-Humanoid, they look like a mass of element (Fire, Rock, 
Water, etc.)  Elementals can also take a humanoid form (resembling 
humans with odd skin pigmentation). 
Abilities:  Outsider.  Dark Vision.  There are 5 types of elemental, Fire, 
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Water, Air,  Shadow, and Earth.  They have the innate abilities of Flame, 
Storm, Life, Necromancer and Nature Mages respectively and are totally 
immune to all magic of their elemental type (even elder sorcery).  They 
will have 1st to 10th level spells of their type based on their size.  
Elementals can only be damaged by Magic weapons and spells but are 
NOT undead and thus silver and healing do not damage them.  If they take 
on Humanoid form they retain their immunities though cannot use their 
innate spells while in humanoid form (they can revert at will) and take 
damage normally.  
 
FARIE FOLK 
Description:  Humanoid, sometimes with wings, and small size. 
Fairies 
ROR: 30  HP: 0  Mana:  10*  SIZE: 0  AV:  0  RARITY: 6  INT:  
Average 
Abilities: Flying. *Mana Regenerating 
Notes: Night Vision.  The great mages of their species, Fairies are 
dangerous spell casters as well as warriors.   
Pixies     
ROR: 30  HP:  1*  Mana: 0  SIZE: 0  AV:  0  RARITY: 4  INT:  
Average 
Abilities: Flying; Regenerating.  1 Warrior Ability innately. 
Notes:  Night Vision, Pixies are the warriors of their race. 
Nymphs 
ROR: 30  HP:  1*  Mana: 1*  SIZE: 3   RARITY: 7  INT:  Average 
Description:  Very attractive el f like beings. 
Abilities: Night Vision, Regenerating, Tree Form, Charm, Mage Lore Ball, 
and 
Adrenaline.  *Mana 
Regenerating, (Cannot wear 
armor). 
Notes:  Seductive and 
dangerous creatures Nymphs 
lure their prey into an 
intoxicating dream world 
forever.  Nymphs never wear 
armor (or much else for that 
matter). 
Madwings     
ROR: 20  HP:  2*  Mana: 2* 
SIZE: 2  AV:  0  RARITY: 8  
INT:  Average 
Description:  Larger farrie that have a double set of dragonfly wings. 
Abilities: Flying;  Night Vision.  They always have 1 Innate Warrior Skill 
(ANY) and 1 Innate Mage Spell (ANY).  Regenerating for BOTH HP and 
Mana. 
Notes:   Madwings are very rare elite forces of the farrie. 
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Brownies     
ROR: 0  HP:  1*  Mana: 10 SIZE: 0  AV:  0  RARITY: 9  INT:  
Average 
Description: Brownies appear like el fin gnomes, always in hats and nicely 
made clothes.   
Abilities: Regenerating.  Night Vision.  They have an innate Instant 
Teleport (IC) and true Invisibility at will! 
Notes:  They love magic items as well as bartering and trading, often not 
taking no for an answer!   
 
FIRETROLLS 
ROR:  5  HP:  2*  Mana: 1  SIZE: 1  AV: 0  RARITY: 5  INT:  High 
Description:  Like Goblins but with a more sinister glint to the eye. 
Abilities:  Night Vision, Regenerating, Rebirth, Immune to Fire. 
Notes:  Firetrolls are not true trolls but a strange crossbreeding of Hobbits 
with Elementals and Trolls.  They are known for their cunning and are 
always evil. 
 
GARGYOSLITHERON 
ROR 40 HP 2 Mana 1 SIZE 2 AV 0 RARITY 1  INT: Average 
Description:  Partial-Humanoid.  Odd bat-winged humanoids with hawk 
like feet and feline features. 
Abilities:  They have Glide (though not for more than 10 min at a time) 
and can pick any one class which will have all it’s experience costs halved, 
as well as one skill in that class which cost no experience points to learn. 
 
GIANTS 
Description:  Humanoid, though of great size and build. 
Abilities: Arrogant, Solitary.  Improved and Giant Strength. 
Notes:  Giants are solitary, only fighting alone (thought they do come to 
each-others aid for healing). They are arrogant and will only attack (unless 
attacked themselves) if they see a large group worth to battle.  
Lesser Giants 
Hill Giants:  
ROR 40, HP 10, 
MANA 3  SIZE: 6  
AV:  0  RARITY: 6  
INT:  Low 
Notes:  The major 
warriors of their race, 
Hill Giants are 
straightforward and are 
always warriors. 
Stone Giants:  
ROR 35, HP 15, 
MANA 4  SIZE: 7  
AV:  0  RARITY: 7  
INT: Average 
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Notes:  These are the craftsmen of the Giant Clans and tend to specialize in 
one area and Master it.  They can be warriors or mages. 
Greater Giants  
ROR 30, HP 20 MANA 5  SIZE: 8  AV:  0  RARITY: 8  INT: Average 
Flame Giants:  Innate 1st-5th lvl Flame Mage Spells 
Storm Giants:  Innate 1st-5th lvl Storm Mage Spells 
Life Giants:  Innate 1st-5th lvl Life Mage Spells 
Death Giants:  Innate 1st-5th lvl Death Mage Spells 
Nature Giants:  Innate 1st-5th lvl Nature Mage Spells 
 
GNOME 
ROR 5 HP 0 Mana 4 Size 0, AV 0 RARITY:1 INT: Average 
Description:  Humanoid. 
Abilities:  Paranoid, Greedy, Evasive Shimmering (+2 AV while avoiding 
combat) 
Notes:  Gnomes resemble very tiny dwarves.  They are very paranoid and 
avoid most other races.  Super greedy! 
 
GOBLINS 
Description:  Partial Humanoid. 
Abilities: All Goblins have Digging, Tunneling, and Partial Speech. 
Notes:  They breed at a phenomenal pace and live only about 5 years.   
Common Goblins  
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana:  1  SIZE: 1  AV:  0    RARITY: ½ INT:  
Stupid. 
Wood Goblins 
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana:  1  SIZE: 1  AV:  0    RARITY: 2  INT:  
Stupid 
Abilities: This strange crossbreed is fearless (immune to Fear) and has the 
innate ability to go Berserk (gives Limited Adrenaline and Aggressive for 
the rest of the encounter).  Very dangerous though not intelligent Wood 
Goblins will attack large groups, alone.  
Cliff Goblins 
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana:  1  SIZE: 1  AV:  0  RARITY: 2  INT:  Stupid  
Abilities: This breed is has developed the Leap skill as well as Charge. 
Swamp Goblins 
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana:  1  SIZE: 1  AV:  0  RARITY: 2   INT:  Stupid 
Abilities: This bizarre breed has developed the ability to Bury its prey! 
Sand Goblins 
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana:  1  SIZE: 1  AV:  0  RARITY: 2  INT:  Stupid 
Abilities: This annoying breed of goblins has the innate ability to Dispel 
Magic!  
Prairie Goblins 
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana:  1  SIZE: 1  AV:  0  RARITY: 2  INT:  Stupid  
Abilities: They have the innate ability to cast Swift Sleep!  
 
GOLEMS  
Description:  Humanoid, but a statue, made of various materials. 
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Abilities: Golems are impervious to all normal attacks (as greater undead, 
except healing doesn’t hurt them) Golems are Impervious to Spells and 
have Armor Wound, Adrenaline, Giant Strength and Shattering Armor. 
Notes:   Golems are sentries that guard particular spots or items and have a 
trigger system that activates them.  Golems must spend a Mana to activate.   
Flesh Golem 
ROR:  6 HP: 3  Mana:  1  SIZE: 4  AV:  0  RARITY: 5  INT:  Dense 
Abilities:  4th level in One Class. 
Wood Golem 
ROR:  5 HP: 5  Mana:  2  SIZE: 5  AV:  1  RARITY: 6  INT:  Low 
Abilities:  5th level in One Class 
Stone Golem 
ROR:  4 HP: 10  Mana:  3  SIZE: 6  AV:  2  RARITY: 7  INT:  
Average 
Abilities:  6th level in One Class 
Iron Golem  
ROR:  3 HP: 15  Mana:  4  SIZE: 7  AV:  3  RARITY: 10  INT:  High 
Abilities:  5th level in Two Classes, 2 Fireballs. 
Silver Golem  
ROR:  2 HP: 20  Mana:  5  SIZE: 8  AV:  4  RARITY: 13  INT:  Very 
High 
Abilities:  6th level in Two Classes, 6 Lightning Rays, Penetrate. 
Mithril Golem   
ROR:  1 HP: 25  Mana:  6  SIZE: 9  AV:  4  RARITY: 16  INT:  
Extreme 
Abilities:  10th level in One Class, all attacks will Shatter and Unforge. All 
attacks are Warded (passive). 
 
GRIFFINS  
ROR: 30 HP: 4 Mana:  3  SIZE: 5  AV:  1  RARITY: 3  INT:  Low.  
Description:  Non-
Humanoid, like a across 
between an Eagle and a Lion. 
Abilities: Night Vision, 
Flying; Bite, Devour, Hind 
Claws, Martial Arts. 
 
HARPYS 
ROR: 30  HP: 3*  Mana:  0  
SIZE: 2  AV:  1  RARITY: 
2 INT: Low  
Description:  Partial-
Humanoid, Partial Hands, 
Partial Bipedal.  A bird with 
slight human features. 
Abilities: Flying; Healing 
Factor/Improved.  
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HIGH ELF 
ROR: 16  HP: 2  Mana: 2  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 RARITY: 1  INT:  Average 
Description:  As Elves. 
Abilities:  Immune to Mental Effects, Life Span (Immortal), Prefer 
Longsword (see below).  Only wear master crafted armor. 
Notes High Elves are technically elves but have a different li festyle being 
the descendents of a particular noble house which affects them in game 
play.  Those of higher Social Status have received special training from 
very young and have been trained such that they are considered in a 
Fortified Area when wielding a Longsword (+1 HP, +1 AV, and deal +1 
damage with all Longswords!). They are not as wild as normal elves and 
are more comfortable in cities. 
 
HOBGOBLINS 
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana:  1  SIZE: 1  AV:  0    RARITY: 2  INT: Dense 
Description:  Partial Humanoid. 
Abilities:  Like Goblins they have Digging, Tunneling, and Partial Speech.  
They breed at a phenomenal pace and live only about 5 years.  These 
creatures are slightly more intelligent (often Goblin leaders) and will fight 
alone as well as large groups.  Goblins are Fearless in the presence of a 
Hobgoblin and also gain Adrenaline! 
 
HYDRAS 
Description: Non-Humanoid, like a lizard with multiple snake-like heads. 
Heads: ROR:  10  HP:  4* Mana: 0  SIZE:  2  AV:  2  RARITY: 8  
INT: Animal.  
Abilities:  Use Bite and Devour.  They have Regenerating, Acidic Blood 
and Carry (just a reminder). 
Body:  ROR:  40 HP:  1+6 per head!  Mana:(4 per head) SIZE: 5-7  
AV:  3 
Abilities:  Acidic Blood, Martial Arts, Elite & Weapon Mastery etc.. 
Notes: Hydra’s are odd to play in that several people are playing one 
creature.  There are the heads and then there is the Body.  The body cannot 
be killed unless all the heads have been killed.  To kill a head it must be 
taken down to –3 HP and then burned with something. 
Greater Hydra:  (size 8-10) These much larger version are player more 
like Kraken, due to their size, and have the Giant Strength and effective 
flying “ heads” (see below). 
 
KOBOLDS  
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana:  0  SIZE: 1  AV:  2    RARITY: 2  INT:  Low 
Description:  Partial-Humanoid.  Kobolds look like small lizard men. 
Abilities:  Aggressive, Skilled in battle (fight at +5 lvls). 
Notes: They usually attack in large numbers.  Their innate scale armor 
makes them very dangerous as they only need to put on some leather 
armor to have an AV of 3!  Only semi intelligent they are aggressive and 
territorial. 
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KRAKEN  
Description: Non-Humanoid, like a lizard with multiple snake-like heads. 
Arms: ROR:  5  HP:  2  Mana: 0  SIZE:  4  AV:  1  RARITY: 10  INT: 
Animal.  
Use a long flail as their tentacle.  They are considered Flying.  They have 
Snare, Endure, Improved, Giant Strength and Carry (just a reminder). 
Body:  ROR: 100  HP: 10 +(6 per arm) Mana: (6 per arm) SIZE:10 
AV:  4 
Water Native, Shattering Armor, Martial Arts, Elite & Weapon Mastery 
etc., Bite, Devour.  Improved, Giant Strength 
Abilities: Krakens are odd to play in that several people are playing one 
creature.  If the body is killed, so are all the arms. 
 
MERFOLK 
ROR: as species  HP: as species  Mana:  as species  SIZE: as species  
AV:  as species    RARITY: as species.  INT:  as species 
Description:  Humanoid, with gills, and fins perhaps. 
Abilities:  Merfolk are just Water Native versions of all the land species.  
Thus there are human, hobbit, elven, dwarven and centaur merfolk as well 
as many others. 
 
MUTANTS 
ROR: base 20  HP: base 2 Mana: base 2 SIZE: base 3 AV: base 0. 
RARITY: 1  INT: varies. 
Description:  varies, partial to full hands, partial to full bipedal. 
Abilities:  Mutants look like humanoid versions of animals.  They may 
have any or all the abilities of their animal counterparts.  See the Monster 
Creation Chart to build a Mutant. 
 
OCNEXIS 
ROR 40 HP 2 Mana 1 Size 4 AV 0 RARITY 1 INT:  Average 
Description: : Partial-Humanoid.  Ocnexis have the torso of a purple 
skinned elf with no hair and the legs of an octopus, though they walk like 
spiders.    Abilities:  They have Hide when wearing no armor and Stealth 
(when they reach lvl 6) and Snare with their feet (though if they snare they 
cannot leave the players vicinity).  All armor must be custom made for 
them (as Centaur). 
 
OGRES 
Description:  Humanoid, but of great 
size and build and with sharp teeth. 
Common Ogres 
ROR: 30  HP: 5  Mana:  2  SIZE: 5 
AV:  0  RARITY: 3 INT: Low  
Description:  Ugly, muscular partial 
humanoids with sharp teeth. 
Abilities:  Improved Strength. 
Grey Ogres 
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ROR: 30  HP: 6  Mana:  2  SIZE: 5  AV:  0  RARITY: 3 INT: Low  
Description:  Ugly, muscular partial humanoids, grayish skin, and sharp 
teeth. 
Abilities:  Improved Strength. 
Notes:  Terrified by Magic, will run if any is used on them. 
Dark Ogres  
ROR: 26  HP: 6  Mana:  2  SIZE: 5 AV:  1  RARITY: 4  INT:  
Average  
Description:  Ugly, muscular partial humanoids, blue/green skin, and 
sharp teeth. 
Abilities:  Night Vision, Improved Strength. 
Notes:  Dark Ogres are a cross between Death and Common Ogres. 
Somewhat smarter and solitary.  They tend to be cruel and dangerous.  
Death Ogres  
ROR: 26  HP: 7  Mana:  3  SIZE: 6 AV:  1  RARITY: 5  INT: High  
Description:  Ugly, muscular partial humanoids, olive skin, and sharp 
teeth. 
Abilities: Dark Vision, Improved Strength. 
Notes:  Very smart and solitary.  Cruel and always evil. 

 
ORKS 
Common Orks 
ROR: 18  HP: 3  Mana: 1  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 RARITY: 1  INT:  Dense 
Description:  Partial Humanoid, like very ugly humanoids. 
Abilities: Night Vision, Dense. 
Notes:  Good fighters and resilient they are rarely mages. 
Turuk Orks  
ROR: 22  HP: 3  Mana: 0  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 RARITY: 2  INT:  Low  
Description:  Partial-Humanoid, muscular tall Orks. 
Abilities: Fearless, Berserk. 
Notes:  Turuk Orks are a cross bread between Ork and Urukai.  They tend 
to be very combat oriented, and are rarely mages.  Know for their wild yet 
effective battle tactics, Turuks are sometime very deadly. 
Urukai Orks  
ROR: 26  HP: 4  Mana: 0  SIZE: 4  AV:  0 RARITY: 1  INT:  Average 
Description:  Partial-Humanoid, heavily muscular tall Orks. 
Abilities: Arrogant. 
Notes:  Urukai are very smart and are good fighters and mages.  
Furthermore, being arrogant, they fight alone unless with Urukai or Orks. 
Ogrekai Orks 
ROR: 28  HP: 4  Mana: 1  SIZE: 4  AV:  0 RARITY: 4  INT:  Average 
Description:  Partial-Humanoid, very heavily muscular tall Orks. 
Abilities: Two Handed Proficiency, Armor Piercing.  Increased Carrying 
Capacity. 
Notes:  Ogrekai Orks are a cross bread between Ork and Ogres.  They are 
very rare and tend not to breed well.  They are more Ork then Ogre, though 
some abilties that effect Ogres might work on them.. 
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PHEONIX 
ROR 16:  HP 20* Mana 10 SIZE 5-10 AV 3 RARITY 8.  INT:  
Animal. 
Description:  A huge red/orange bird with feathers made of fire. 
Abilities:  Outsider, Flying, Bite 
Devour, Martial Arts, Inferno (no 
mana cost). Regenerating.  Immune to 
Fire. 
 
PHRAINTS 
ROR: 24  HP: 2  Mana: 1  SIZE: 3  
AV:  2  RARITY: 1  INT:  Average 
Description: Partial-Humanoid.  
Phraints look like giant Praying 
Mantises with only two arms and two legs.    
Abilities:  Leap.  They are totally without feeling (immune to Fear etc.).  
They have an exoskeleton (equivalent chain armor) and thus cannot wear 
any other armor. 
Notes:  Phraints are never mages (unless the GM says you can be a Red 
Phraint).   
 
POTRANG 
ROR 40 HP 2 Mana 1 SIZE 3 AV 0 RARITY 1  INT:  Average 
Description: Partial Humanoid.   Potrangs look like tall aliens with 
tentacles for hair and an extra set of miniature arms just below the first set. 
Abilities:    Prehensile Appendage.  Since they have an extra set of hands 
they can cast without invoking, use short bows in one hand,  and have a +1 
AV in combat. 
Notes:  They are very intelligent and tend to be arrogant (only fighting 
alone).  They need special armor as Centaurs. 
 
SAURAGES  
ROR: 50  HP: 1  Mana: 0  SIZE: 3  AV:  2 RARITY: 1  INT:  
Average-Dense. 
Description:  Partial Humanoid, like lizard men. 
Abilities:  These lizard men come in three varieties; Desert,  Swamp, and 
Imperial   Swamp have tales and are tougher (+1 HP) and Imperial have 
tales as well and are larger (+1 HP and SIZE) and tend to be Dense, while 
the Desert variety is fast (-10 ROR) and quick-witted (+1 Mana).  Need 
custom armor. 
 
SEA SERPENTS 
ROR: 16  HP: 20  Mana: 4  SIZE: 9 AV:  4  RARITY: 8  INT:  Animal 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, like a giant snake.   
Abilities: Sea Serpents have Water Native, Bite, Devour, Martial Arts, 
Giant Strength, Battle Roar and Dragon Scales. Sea Serpents have Healing 
Factor (Improved) for both Mana and HP when they are in the vicinity of 
their lair. 
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Wyrm – as Sea Serpent but Land Native 
 
SLIMES 
ROR: 1 HP 1-10 Mana 1-10 SIZE 1-10  AV:  0-4  RARITY: 7  INT:  
Animal 
Description:  Like a pool of opaque liquid, the color of their mage type. 
Abilities:  Dark Vision, They take ½ damage from all attacks (rounded 
down) and have Acidic Blood, Devour and usually can cast spells based on 
their color (corresponds to Mage Types) up to 10th level (roll 1d10). 
Notes:  Slimes are basically a conglomeration of sentient ooze.   
 
SPIDER (LARGE) 
Large Spider 
ROR: 15  HP:  5  Mana: 2  SIZE: 4  AV:  2  RARITY: 4  INT:  Animal 
Description:  Non-Humanoid.  Like spiders the size of a small horse. 
Abilities: Dark Vision, Acidic Blood , Vitals Protection,  Unbreachability, 
Improved Strength, Snare, Poison (bite only). 
Notes:  To play spiders, use a flail in each hand, which count as your arms. 
Giant Spider 
ROR: 30  HP:  10  Mana: 5  SIZE: 8  AV:  3  RARITY: 6  INT:  
Animal 
Description:  Non-Humanoid.  Like spiders the size of a giants. 
Abilities: Dark Vision, Acidic Blood , Vitals Protection,  Unbreachability, 
Improved Strength and Giant Strength, Snare, Poison (bite only). 
Notes:  To play spiders, use a flail in each hand, which count as your arms. 
Spiga 
ROR:  40  HP:  18  Mana:  8  SIZE:  10  AV:  4  RARITY: 10  INT:  
Very High 
Description:  Gun metal metallic grey spiders the size of Dragons. 
Abilities:  Outsider.  As above but immune to all normal attacks (only 
magic can harm them).  They also always a 5th lvl mage of one type or 
another.  Their Snare takes size 10 to break free and players Snared have 
their Strength halved.  Spigas can use all the Poison and Venom types of 
their choice.  The venom will be up to their total HP in potency. 
 
SPINEMEN 
ROR: 14  HP:  6  Mana: 1  SIZE: 4  AV:  2  RARITY: 2  INT:  Stupid 
Description:  Non-Humanoid.  Partial Bipedal, No-Hands, 
Abilities: Unbreachability, Improved Strength. 
Notes:  To play Spinemen, use Specialy Swords or other curved weapon in 
each hand pointing backwards up the forearm, which count as your arms. 
 
TOIROAR 
ROR 60 HP 6 Mana 0 SIZE 5 AV 0 RARITY 1  INT:  Dense 
Description: Partial-Humanoid.  These huge creatures look like wolves 
standing on their hind legs which are cloven. 
 Abilities:    Improved Strength, Endurance, Dense. 
Notes:  They can never learn above 5th lvl in a Class. 
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TREE  ENT 
Common Ent 
ROR: 30  HP:  8*  Mana: 0  SIZE: 8  AV:  4  RARITY: 7  INT:  
Average 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, Trees with a rough face and Partial-Hands 
and root like feet. 
Abilities: Giant Strength, Night Vision, Martial Arts, Healing Touch,  
Armor Wound,  Improved Healing Factor, and Rebirth (in their forest 
only), Treeform. 
Notes:  To play a Tree Ent, use Flails for arms.  They attack anyone with 
an Axe, friend or foe. If unprovoked they will heal anyone in need. 
Ironwood Ent 
ROR: 50  HP:  8*  Mana: 0  SIZE: 8  AV:  4  RARITY: 8  INT:  Low 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, Trees with a rough face and No Hands and 
root like feet. 
Abilities: Unbreachable, Giant Strength, Dark Vision, Martial Arts, Armor 
Wound,  Improved Healing Factor, Tree Form. 
Notes:  To play a Ironnwood Ent, use any weapons for arms.  They attack 
anyone with an Axe, friend or foe.  Attack anything that does not seem like 
nature to them! 
Elder Ent 
ROR: 100  HP:  20*  Mana: 10*  SIZE: 10  AV:  4  RARITY: 11  INT:  
High 
Description:  Huge, Hon-Humanoid, Trees with a rough face and Partial-
Hands and root like feet. 
Abilities: Innate Elder Sorcery of Nature (at double proficiency), Ward, 
Wilderness Energy, Giant Strength, Dark Vision, Martial Arts, Armor 
Wound,  Improved Healing Factor, and Rebirth (in their forest only), Tree 
Form,  
Notes:  Elder Ents are very rare, thought to be the true shepards of the 
forests, they are thought to be only one per forest.  To play an Elder Ent, 
use a Flails for one arm only, the other being for spell casting.  They attack 
anyone with an Axe, friend or foe. Elder Ents tend to be very reculsive and 
more often then not are dormant (in Tree Form). 
 
TROLLS 
Description:  Lanky, leathery skinned, Partial-Humanoids, with no hair, 
sharp teeth, and very coarse features. 
Wood Trolls 
ROR: 40  HP:  6*  Mana 1  SIZE: 2  AV:  0  RARITY: 5  INT:  Dense 
Description:  Dwarf-sized, ugly hunched Partial-Humanoids with lanky 
build and chameleon like skin. 
Abilities: Night Vision, Regenerating, Martial Arts and Hide and Stealth! 
Notes:  Wood Trolls are very wild, not much smarter than Cave Trolls. 
Cave Trolls 
ROR: 40  HP:  20*  Mana: 0  SIZE: 8  AV:  2 RARITY: 7  INT: Dense 
Description:  Huge, ugly, hunched Partial-Humanoids with muscular build 
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and thick, rock-like skin, and claws. 
Abilities: Dark Vision, Regenerating, Armor Wound, Giant Strength etc, 
Adrenaline, and Martial Arts.  
Notes:  Cave Trolls are not very smart but extremely resilient.  They are 
rarely mages. 
War Trolls  
ROR: 40  HP:  10*  Mana: 2  SIZE: 
4  AV:  1  RARITY: 4  INT:  
Average-Low 
Description:  Ugly, hunched Partial-
Humanoids with lanky build and 
thick, leathery skin. 
Abilities:  Night Vision, Regenerating. 
Notes:  War Trolls are much smarter 
than Cave Trolls and are commonly 
found in evil armies as front running troops. 
Dark Trolls 
ROR: 20  HP:  10*  Mana: 4  SIZE: 5  AV:  1  RARITY: 7  INT:  High  
Description:  Ugly, hunched Partial-Humanoids with lanky build and dark, 
thick, leathery skin, long, razor sharp claws and huge yellow cat like eyes. 
Abilities: Regenerating, Dark Vision, Martial Arts (Elite with Weapon 
Mastery)Adrenaline and Acidic Blood. 
Notes:  Dark Trolls are nocturnal and wilder than War Trolls.  They are 
often deadly mages.  
Rift Trolls (Flame, Storm, “Dune”-Air, Shadow, Rock) 
ROR: 20  HP: 15*  Mana: 6  SIZE: 7  AV:  1  RARITY: 12  INT:  
High  
Description:  Ugly, hunched Partial-Humanoids with lanky build and 
colored, thick, leathery skin, long, razor sharp claws and huge yellow cat 
like eyes. 
Abilities: Outsider.  Giant Strength, Regenerating, Dark Vision, Martial 
Arts (Elite with Weapon Mastery), Adrenaline and Acidic Blood.  Immune 
to single type of Magic (i.e by type, see below).  Element Shaping (by 
type, see below) 
Notes:  Rift Trolls are Elemental trolls that have come to this plane.   They 
are partial Elementals and have the same Immunity of Elementals.  They 
also have an ability to shape their element, and do so at will (GM 
descretion).  Their control range is usually 1 foot per lvl they are. 
 
WERE-CREATURES 
ROR: as animal  HP:  as animal + 1 per lvl*  Mana: 4  SIZE: as 
animal + 1  AV:  as animal.  RARITY: 8  INT:  varies-animal 
Description:  a cross between an animal and another species type. 
Abilities:  Were-Creatures have Improved Strength, Bite and any abilities 
their animal counterpart would have. 
Notes:  Anyone bitten by a were-creature will become a Lycanthrope of 
the same type.  Lycanthropes change by the full moon into a Chaotic half 
beast of themselves and begin attacking randomly.  They can only be 
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killed by Silver or Magic (all other damaged heals as Regenerating)  The 
rest of the time they appear as a normal humanoid (but still Regenerate 
etc).  Were-Creatures are NOT undead. 
 
WINDRUNNERS  
ROR: 10  HP: 1  Mana:  1  SIZE: 2  AV:  1    RARITY: 5  INT:  Low 
Description:  Non-Humanoid.  Partial Bipedal, Windrunner look like 
skinny, very lite cats with full hands. 
Abilities: Flying (no wings!), Speed, Martial Arts, Hind Claws, 
Aggressive, Usually have battle training in groups.  Considered in a 
Fortified Area i f there is more that one of them.. 
Notes: They usually attack in large numbers.  These creatures are 
fercocious protectors of their territory, and often use weapons to excellent 
effect.  There lack of a Bipedal Stance means that they cannot run while 
holding weapons so they tend to wear baldrics and sheaths for this. 
 
WYRM 
ROR: 16  HP: 20  Mana: 4  SIZE: 9 AV:  4  RARITY: 8  INT:  Animal 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, like dragon without wings.   
Abilities: Wyrms have, Bite, Devour, Martial Arts, Giant Strength, Battle 
Roar and Dragon Scales. Wyrms have Healing Factor (Improved) for both 
Mana and HP when they are in the vicinity of their lair. 
Sea Serpent – Water Native Wyrm 

 
OTHER MONSTERS: 
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OTHERWORLDLY BEINGS : 
 In FanWar we have distinctions between the type of otherworldly beings 
you might run into.  They break down into three groups.  The first is  the 
more traditional Zombie or Skeleton.  We call these Constructed Undead.  
They are like robots in that they follow orders and are not usually sentient.  
They are created by trapping a spirit in a body and using it like a battery to 
power the dead body (a very evil thing to do).  The second type of 
otherworldly beings are Natural Undead, which are naturally occurring 
creatures of the Ethereal  or Spirit Realm.  Some of them have been 
summoned by Necromancers but most are free willed and are sentient and 
can be good.  The last type of otherworldly beings are called Outsiders 
because they don’t belong in this world or are from another dimension etc.   
These are things like Demons, Angels, or Elementals.  They don’t follow 
any of the rules of normal Undead unless they have Undead as part of their 
subtype. 
If a creature is undead it can be one of three power levels of undead:  
Minor, Full and Greater.  All undead regardless of power level are 
Immune to Mental Effects and Unconsciousness.  All undead also 
effectively have Spirit Guide and Night Vision. 
Minor Undead are just animated dead bodies and as such can be cut down 
like any other body.  They have no innate special abilities beyond 
Adrenaline and Spirit Guide. 
Full Undead  � cannot be 
hurt by normal weapons. A 
full undead, i f hit by a 
normal weapon will simply 
ignore that damage.  To  kill 
a full undead they must be… 
a) damaged with Silver 
b) damaged with magic. 
c) healed – healing spells 
damage them on a point per 
point basis. 
Greater Undead (Ω) are 
unaffected by silver and healing attacks must be warded to affect them.  
Magic spells and Magic items still work fine. 
Mana Draining Attacks:  All full undead can drain mana from things that 
they attack.  These attacks must always be done with the hands and are UB.  
Full undead can only drain one mana at a time and must count to their 
ROR while touching you to drain you.  But Greater Undead can drain a 
mana simply by touching you (and some more than one each time!).  As 
describe in the mechanics section, loss of mana can kill just as easily as 
loss of HP.  Note that Silver is Immune to mana draining attacks. 
 Benefits of Mana Draining:  Undead can restore their energy by mana 
draining living beings (usually only sentient ones).  This makes the very 
dangerous as the non-natural undead do not recover mana any other way.   
If an undead Mana Drains someone to death the standard way (a 10 minute 
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Ritual) they will have their mana fully restored.  If a player is mana drained 
to death in combat there is less mana gain due to the rushed method, and 
thus the undead will only gain 1 mana from mana draining that player to 
death. 
Controlling Created Undead: If an undead is created by another person,  
they must follow three basic rules based on Asimov’s three laws of 
Robotics: 
(1) Never allow your master to come to harm, through action or inaction. 
(2) You must obey all orders given to you by your master, except when 

they conflict with the first law. 
(3) You must protect your own existence as long as it does not conflict  

with the first or second law. 
These rules apply to Constructed Undead but not for Natural Undead or 
Outsiders, who are summoned to this world, not merely constructed out of 
dead beings.  Undead that a player Constructs will follow the rules for 
Controlling, but undead that are summoned will be governed by the spell  
that summoned them, and may or may note be Bound to serve.   
Feeding:  Some undead must feed.  They sustain themselves by draining 
mana from living beings.  Feeding Undead must spend mana in order to 
survive whenever they are active, usually an amount or mana equal to their 
rarity per week of activity.  Thus, Minor undead only need to mana drain 
something every week or two.  But Vampires and the like will need to 
drain 8 people to death every week they are active just to keep from 
starving.  The effects of not feeding are the same as for living beings (see 
the Sleep and Food Section).  Keep in mind, that unlike living beings,  
undead can become dormant, and “ hibernate” using little or no mana at all 
as long as they are not disturbed.  They can usually only hibernate if at full  
mana and when done hibernating will be empty and very hungry! 
Haunts:  A haunt is an undead that is tied to a speci fi c object, place, deed 
or person.  Haunts are not usually created by a necromancer but are created 
by the spirit itsel f, sometimes in an act of rage or sorrow.  Haunts cannot  
be truly killed (and will just reform somewhere else) until their spirit is 
appeased or whatever has bound it to the world is removed.  Haunts can be 
any type of undead and are always free willed and often have Ethereal  
Travel (instantaneous) and many immunities in addition to their undead 
type skills. 

MINOR UNDEAD  
Mana Drain in Ritual OUT only.  Any type of attack damages them. 

 
ASHEN CRUSHER 
ROR 40 HP: 10  Mana:  3  SIZE: 5-8  AV:  0  RARITY: 5  INT:  
Dense 
Description: Pale white and sometimes rotting giants humanoids, these 
beasts are made from pieced together Giant and Ogre bits.  They usually 
have three arms instead of two making their strength even more terrifying. 
Abilities: Giant Strength, Martial Arts. Prehensile Appendage (ext ra arm). 
Notes:  Used mostly as heavy hitters in Undead armies, these beasts are a 
menace and known for crushing through tough defenses. 
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BONE WARRIORS 
ROR: 30  HP:  3  Mana: 3  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 4  INT:  
Average 
Description: Mutated bodies, with bones grafted out and sharpened to be 
used as weapons! (often with axe or sword like bones for hands). 
Abilities: No Hands, Smarter in combat. 
Notes: All of their items, from weapons, to shields, to armor are part of 
them and thus if shattered can be healed etc.  These items cannot be 
Looted normally.  They have Low Intelligence outside of combat. 
 
PHANTOM   
ROR: 20  HP:  1  Mana: 1  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 4  INT:  Low  
Description: Phantoms appear to be transparent humanoids. 
Abilities: They have Ethereal Travel (in their ROR). 
Notes: Often mistaken for Ghosts these far more dangerous undead are a 
common form that Haunts will take. Some believe them to be minor 
haunts. 
 
GHOST 
ROR: 26  HP:  2  Mana: 2  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 4  INT:  Low  
Description: Transparent people. 
Abilities: Ghosts have Flying and Fear Touch but cannot deal any damage. 
Notes: Ghosts tend to rely on scaring away their opponent and knocking 
them out for mana draining later. If this method does not work, they tend 
to retreat. 
 
GRAVE GHOUL (minor ghoul)  
ROR: 26  HP:  2  Mana: 2  SIZE: 3  AV:  1  RARITY: 3  INT:  Low  
Description:  Partial-Humanoid .  Hunched over pale raggedy people with 
sharp claws and lots of very sharp teeth. 
Abilities: Ghouls have Martial arts and Bite, and Devour.  Feeding.  They 
are insatiable cannibals. 
Notes: Minor Ghouls have no limit to the amount of things they can 
devour.  Devoured items are simply gone! 
 
GUARDIAN SPIRT-  
ROR: as character  HP: as character  Mana: as character  SIZE: as 
character  AV:  as character  RARITY: 2  INT: as character 
Description: Like a transparent version of whatever the creature was in life 
when it died, with the same items, etc. 
Abilities: species type abilities only, no class skills.  Cannot Mana Drain. 
Notes: Guardian Spirits are a manifestation of Ethereal Spirit on the 
material plane.  They are usually created by Necromancers during battle 
when a party member dies, or are made out of enemies (though then they 
are usually Bound to the Necro for safety reasons).  They retain all their 
personality, though none of their class spells/skills. 
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ZOMBIES 
Zombie by Species 
ROR: as species  HP:  as species  Mana: 0  SIZE: as species type  AV:  
as species  RARITY: 2  INT:  Dense 
Description: They look somewhat like the original species though with 
none of the abilities or stats of that creature. 
Abilities: Dense, Slow. 
Notes: Species type zombies are much smarter and more dangerous than 
their standard counterparts.  Feeding 
 
Humanoid Zombie 
ROR: 20  HP:  2  Mana: 2  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 1  INT:  Stupid  
Description: Partial-Humanoid.  A humanoid conglomeration of parts. 
Abilities: Stupid, Slow. 
Notes: Very common creatures found being used by necromancers 
everywhere, these creatures are one of the easiest undead to create and as 
such are a large part of undead armies.  Feeding 
 

FULL UNDEAD � 
Mana Drain in ROR.  Only Silver or Healing  damages them.  

APARITION ����    
ROR: 10  HP:  2  Mana: 4  SIZE: 2  AV:  0  RARITY: 10  INT:  
Average   
Description:  Transparent people or beings with sharp looking claws and 
hollow empty looking eyes like voids. 
Abilities: Flying, Martial Arts (Elite with Weapon Mastery), Battle Cry, 
Shock Touch, Slay and Ethereal Travel (Instantaneous!). 
Notes:  Apparitions never have armor (though it may appear that they do, 
if they are a haunt etc.) 
 

BANSHEE � 
ROR:  20  HP: 1  Mana:  5  SIZE:  3  AV:  0  RARITY: 5  INT:  Low 
Description:  Transparent shifting outline, usually female, with claws and 
what looks like transparent cloth 
blowing around them as if in a wind 
storm. 
Abilities: Battle Cry (no mana cost), 
and Shock Touch, Martial Arts.  Hide 
and Stealth, Cowardly (if pressed in 
combat). They are immune to Flame 
and Storm Spells as well as all 
Bindings or Control Spells.  Ethereal 
Travel (OUT of combat). 
Notes: Banshee’s are terri fying i f not very dangerous, fleeing if anyone 
stands up to them.   
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BATTLE BONES � 
ROR: 16  HP:  5*  Mana: 1  SIZE: 4  AV:  0  RARITY: 8  INT:  
Average 
Description: Partial-Humanoid.  Larger complete sets of bones (various 
troll sizes). 
Abilities: Immune to missiles weapons, Missile Spells, Vitals attacks, and 
have Regenerating! 
Notes: Made from fallen Trolls, these Skeletons are far more dangerous 
than the common Skeletons that lurk marshes. 
 

CRYPT HULK � 
ROR: 10  HP:  5  Mana: 3  SIZE: 4  AV:  1 RARITY: 7  INT:  
Low/Animal 
Description: Partial Bipedal, Gorillas with no heads and empty helmets 
instead. 
Abilities: Improved Strength, Martial Arts, Jumpstart Animate Dead (allies 
only). 
Notes: Very protective and healing oriented, these beings seem to be 
created from protective mother gorillas who have been twisted to view 
allies as their babies.  They are very healing focused, and will even first aid 
other living troops. 
 

CRYPT SENTINEL� 
ROR: 10  HP:  1  Mana: 1  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 7  INT:  High 
Description: Transparent skeletons. 
Abilities: Unbreachability, Healing Factor. They have Ethereal Travel (in 
their ROR). 
Notes: Dangerous guardians of tombs and relics, these creatures are 
sometimes recruited as deadly warriors for undead armies. 
 

DEATH GUARD� 
ROR: 30  HP:  3  Mana: 3  SIZE: 4  AV:  3-4  RARITY: 7  INT:  
Average 
Description: Complete suits of plate mail armor with helm, walking 
around, with a skeleton fused to the metal.  A large colored gem glows 
faintly in the forehead of the helm. 
Abilities: They have the innate abilities of a 5th lvl Veteran and 5th lvl 
Mage of corresponding type keyed to their gem color with all skills and 
abilities thereof. Vitals Hacks to the Eye acts as slay to them! 
Notes:  Used as Elite Guards or as key units in wars, these rare creatures 
are simple yet effective. 
 

GHOUL (full ghoul) � 
ROR: 26  HP:  2  Mana: 2  SIZE: 3  AV:  1  RARITY: 7  INT:  Low  
Description: Partial-Humanoid.  Hunched over pale raggedy people with 
sharp claws and lots of very sharp teeth. 
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Abilities: Ghouls have Martial Arts and Bite (which can have a variety of 
Poisons or Diseases), and Devour.  Feeding.  They are insatiable cannibals. 
Notes: Minor Ghouls have no limit to the amount of things they can 
devour.  Devoured items are simply gone! 
 

MUMMY � 
ROR: 24 HP:  4  Mana: 2  SIZE: 1-4  AV:  2  RARITY: 8  INT:  Low 
Description: Partial-Humanoid.  Bodies wrapped in cloth ceremonially for 
burial. 
Abilities: Martial Arts, Giant Strength.  They are immune to Control of any 
type (Binding Spells, Control Spells, etc.) Vitals Protection Elite. 
Notes: Mummies are very tough and usually focus on protecting a specifi c 
area, not unlike Golems. 
 

SKELETONS  � 
ROR: 20  HP:  1  Mana: 1  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 5  INT:  High  
Description:  Partial-Humanoid.  Complete sets of bones, usually 
humanoid.  
Abilities: Immune to arrows and Vitals attacks. 
Notes: Skeletons are known for their inhuman intelligence, and are often 
used for complex tasks which they can perform with single minded 
efficiency. 
 

SKULL WARRIORS � 
ROR: 16  HP:  5*  Mana: 5  SIZE: 4 AV:  0 RARITY: 10 INT: Very 
High  
Description:  Partial-Humanoid.  Complete Skeletons dress in Ninja garb.  
Usually have a Ninja-to sword.. 
Abilities: Innate ability to cast 4 flame rays and a fireball (which take the 
form of Shuriken’s).  Immune to missiles weapons, Missile Spells, Vitals 
attacks, and have Improved Healing Factor. 
Notes: They are infamous and exceedingly intelligent. 
 

SPECTERS  � 
ROR: 10  HP:  1  Mana: 1  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 RARITY: 5  INT:  
Average 
Description: Specters appear to be transparent humanoids, sometimes with 
claws. 
Abilities: Flying; Martial Arts, Ethereal Travel (instant).  
Notes: They never wear armor. 
 

WHISP GUARD� 
ROR: 10  HP:  1 Mana: 1  SIZE: -1  AV:  0  RARITY: 10  INT:  
Average 
Description: Floating lights of various mage type colors. 
Abilities: Flying.  Animate Dead, Ethereal Travel in their ROR.  They 
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have the innate abilities of a 5th lvl Mage of corresponding type keyed to 
their color with all skills and abilities thereof.   
Notes:  These lights are used to keep undead armies up and running.  They 
have no other attacks except spells, but are extremely diffi cult to deal with. 
 

WRAITH (common) ���� 
Common Wraith 
ROR: 10  HP:  8  Mana: 6  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 12  INT:  
Average 
Description: Transparent humanoids with red glowing eyes, long claws, 
and black strands of darkness blowing around them. 
Abilities: Flying; Martial Arts (Elite with Weapon Mastery). They have 
Animate Dead, Charm, Slay and Ethereal Travel (Instantaneous!) 
Notes: never have armor.   
 

GREATER UNDEAD Ω 
Mana Drain Instantly UB by touch.  Only Warded Healing and Magic 

damage will hurt them. 
 
CEMERI Ω 
ROR: 30  HP:  3  Mana: 3  SIZE: 4  AV:  3-4  RARITY: 8  INT:  
Average 
Description: Complete suits of full samurai armor with full helm, walking 
around, with an empty black void where a face should be. 
Abilities: They have the innate abilities of a 5th level Samurai.  Animate 
Dead (sel f only) i f killed in a Duel.   
Notes: Usually used as military commanders or guardians, these dangerous 
creatures are believed to be a form of haunt, (or haunted armor actually) 
that is created when a Samurai is killed in a particular way. 
 
DEATH  KNIGHTS Ω 
ROR: 30  HP:  3  Mana: 3  SIZE: 4  AV:  3-4  RARITY: 9  INT:  
Average 
Description: Complete suits of full plate mail armor with full helm, 
walking around, with an empty black void where a face should be. 
Abilities: They have the innate abilities of a 5th level Knight and 5th level 
Necromancer with all skills and abilities thereof.  
Notes: Usually used as military generals or guardians, these very 
dangerous creatures are believed to be a form of haunt, (or haunted armor 
actually) that is created when a Knight is killed in a particular way. 
 
DEMONS Ω 

Lesser Demons 
ROR: 20  HP:  20*  Mana: 4  SIZE: 4  AV:  3  RARITY: 18  INT:  
Very High  
Description: Massively muscled and terrifying Partial-Humanoids, usually 
with bat-like wings, horns, tail, and claws.   
Abilities: Outsider-Undead, Flying, Shattering Armor, Giant Strength, 
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Hack and Staff Touch with all melee weapons, Martial Arts (Elite with 
Weapon Mastery), Slay, Regenerating, and Transcend, Mana Drain +1. 
Notes:  Demons are Outsiders and thus they may have many other abilities 
not listed here.  They are notorious for being diffi cult to control and power 
hungry, as well as sadistic and evil. 
Fire, Storm, Sun, Shadow, Earth, Demons 
Additional Abilities:  10th level Flame, Storm, Life, Necromancy, Nature 
Mages respectively. 
 

Beast Demons 
ROR: 10  HP:  20*  Mana: 4  SIZE: 1-10  AV:  1-4  RARITY: 18  INT:  
Animal/High  
Description: Partial Bipedal, Partial Hands, Demonic looking animals or 
beasts with a supernatural intelligence in the eyes and often characteristic 
demon like traits such as wings, horns, and claws.   
Abilities: Outsider-Undead, Flying, Shattering Armor, Giant Strength, 
Hack with Martial Arts (only), Martial Arts (Elite with Weapon Mastery), 
Slay, Regenerating, and Transcend, Mana Drain +1. 
Notes:  Beast Demons are Outsiders and 
thus they may have many other abilities 
not listed here.  Unlike other demons, 
Beast Demons become sidetracked more 
easily and can be distracted. 
 

Greater Demons 
ROR: 10  HP:  30*  Mana: 6  SIZE: 5  
AV:  4 RARITY: 28  INT:  Extreme 
Abilities: Outsider-Undead, Flying; 
Greater Demons have Shattering Armor, Giant Strength, Hack and Staff 
Touch with all melee weapons, Battle Roar,  Rouge/Elite, Regenerating, 
Transcend, Mana Drain +2.  10th level in three classes. 
 
DOOM GUARD Ω 
ROR: 30  HP:  3  Mana: 3  SIZE: 4  AV:  3-4  RARITY: 10  INT:  
Average 
Description: Complete suits of plate mail armor with helm, walking 
around, with a skeleton fused to the metal.  A large black gem glows 
faintly in the forehead of the helm. 
Abilities: They have the innate abilities of a 10th lvl Veteran and 5th lvl 
Mage of corresponding type keyed to their gem color with all skills and 
abilities thereof. Vitals Hacks to the Eye acts as slay to them! 
Notes:  Extremely hard to destroy, these beings are feared and hated 
throughout the world. 
 
KENSAI SHADE Ω 
ROR: 30  HP:  3  Mana: 3  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 10  INT:  
Average 
Description: Empty kimonos or samurai armor depending on their style. 
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Abilities: Up to 10th lvl Samurai, (and equivalent Assassin as long as they 
are wielding a speci fic weapon type).  They begin in a minor state 
(appearing to be a Minor undead) but every time they are killed in a duel 
they will reform and escalate up to their full power level. 
Notes:  Creatures believed to be created in another realm and coming into 
this one, these beings are not known to be outsiders, but may be. 
 
LITCH Ω 
ROR: 26  HP:  3  Mana: 3  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 11  INT:  Very 
High 
Description: Partial-Humanoid.  Complete sets of bones, usually 
humanoid, sometimes with mage like garb or items. 
Abilities: Litches are Immune to arrows. They are innately 10th lvl 
Necromancers with all abilities thereof. 
Notes:  Litches are double proficiency with Elder Sorcery Undead 
Creation and Undead Binding and Command/Control Spells (create 
undead at ½ mana cost, double control number and double control range!).  
Feeding 
 
LUPOGAUNT Ω*  
ROR: ?  HP:  30*?  Mana: 15?  SIZE: 4-10  AV:  4  RARITY: 30  
INT:  Animal/Very High? 
Description: Taking many forms, these creatures usually appear as strange 
terri fying beasts or beings, like something out of a nightmare.  More often 
then not they are animal like, though humanoid ones have been 
encountered.   
Abilities: Outsider-Undead(?), True Sight, Dark Vision, Giant Strength, 
Elite Martial Arts with Weapon Mastery, Hind Claws, Other Abilities 
Unknown (some that have been recorded follow):  Paralysis Howl (?), 
Plague Touch (?), Magic Drain (?), Morganti Attacks Innate (?), Mana 
Drain +4(?). 
Command Elite 
Breath (?), Immune to 
most attacks, but 
Silveel (elven Silver 
Steel) seems to 
damage them, as well 
as some ancient Elder 
Sorcery types of 
magic items(?). 
Notes:  Definitely 
something from 
another plane, these 
beings are some of the 
most feared of 
undead, if they are 
undead at all.  There 
abilities are uncharted, as the encounters with them are few.  Often they 
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seem to act in an animal like way, though with some very powerful 
intelligence underneath.  Lupogaunts don’t seem to be able to be Exorcised 
normally, most having been killed or stopped by some divine being and 
those that have been killed often return, thus imprisonment seems to be the 
most common form of ending for these terri fying beings. 
 
SHAMBLER Ω   
ROR: 26  HP:  3  Mana: 3  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 RARITY: 6  INT:  Dense 
Description: Like Zombies, but sometimes with strange speed in combat. 
Abilities: Slow (though full speed in battle).  
Notes: These strange creatures move with the shuffling gate of a Zombie 
and are sometime mistaken for one (fatally!).  
 
TOMB WEIGHT Ω   
ROR: 26  HP:  3  Mana: 3  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 RARITY: 12  INT:  
Average 
Description: Transparent Zombies, sometimes shifting between solid and 
transparent. 
Abilities: Flying: Martial Arts, Improved Strength.  Immune to damage 
(except for that which is caused by Healing).  
Notes: Feeding 
 
VAMPIRES Ω 
There are many types of Vampires, most are unknown.  Their abilities are 
uncharted other than the forms listed below.  Vampires are creatures that 
derive their power from rejection and hatred.  They are something like 
haunts in that their power comes from forsaking something they previously 
valued above all else.  For many this is a divine power.  For others it is 
merely their own better sel f.  In any case, all vampires are thus touched by 
Evil, the idea of a Good vampire being antithetical.  Some are merely 
trying to control that evil side of themselves.  Others have embraced it 
completely and this determines the power level and type of many 
vampires.  The more they accept the power of the Evil part of themselves, 
the more powerful they become.  Thus there are other factors that are true 
to all Vampires.  Sunlight harms them, they can die if immersed in running 
water, and any symbol of that which they previously held dear bothers 
them.  The amount that each of these forms of attack will bother a vampire 
depends on it’s type so see below. 
Type (A) Sired by a Vampire 
Description:  As species. 
Abilities:  Charm at +2 lvl. 
Notes:  Must feed on the blood of sentient 
living beings (Ritual Mana Drain).  Must 
feed on at least one a week to survive.  
Sunlight deals weather damage to them.  
Running water is painful to them.  Feeding 
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Type (B) Blooded or Beast Vampires � 
ROR: 20  HP:  4  Mana: 0  SIZE: 5  AV:  1  RARITY: 5  INT: Dense. 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, with Partial Hands and Partial Bipedal 
Stance.  They have no speech. 
Abilities: Martial Arts, Bite and Devour, and Night Vision.  Bestial 
Transformation (Bat and Wolf only). 
Notes:  These creatures are voracious killers.  They must feed on one 
sentient being per encounter that they are active!  One a day can sustain 
them if they remain dormant the rest of the time.  Sunlight deals damage as 
Warded Healing Touch per second!  Running water is the same!  Feeding 
 
Type (C) True or Noble Vampire Ω 
ROR: 24  HP:  5  Mana: 5  SIZE: as species  AV:  0  RARITY: 13   
INT:  Very High 
Description:  These creatures look exactly like their original species and 
often do not even seem undead!  They usually have pale skin and 
sometimes more pronounced fangs. 
Abilities: Night Vision, Flying; Duel, Bury/Bury Elite, Fear, Bestial 
Transformation, Animate Dead, Ethereal Travel (instantaneous!), Mana 
Drain +1, and Charm Elite (@ +10 levels).  Bite for 0 but with Infect! 
(those Infected are likely type A (50%) sire by vampires, but can be type B 
(40%) or C (10%).  Any Infected person will be loyal to the vampire that 
created them (as Allure), but Remove Charm has no effect on this, only an 
Exorcism can return them to their original state). 
Notes:  Noble Vampires must maintain there status as Nobles by feeding.  
The amount of mana that a Noble Vampires has from feeding determines 
the current power level (or Type State) of that Noble Vampire.  If they are 
at 0 mana due to a lack of feeding they will have only the Sired By 
Vampire stats.  Once they feed, if they do not reach full mana by the end of 
the encounter they will progress to a Blooded state (type B) and will 
remain thus until they reach full mana in a single encounter.  Once they are 
full they can maintain their Noble status by feeding regularly, but will 
revert if they cannot feed and loose mana due to a lack of feeding.  
Sunlight and running water deal damage to them as Warded Healing in 
their ROR.  Feeding. 
 
Type (D) Elder Vampire Ω 
ROR: 10?  HP:  10?  Mana: 10?  SIZE: as species  AV:  0  RARITY: 
28   INT:  Extreme 
Description:  These creatures look exactly like their original species and 
often do not even seem undead!  They usually have pale skin and 
sometimes more pronounced fangs. 
Abilities: As Noble Vampire plus an ability to control vast numbers of 
undead as Litches do.  There are many rumors that Elder Vampires are 
innate Necromancers much the way that Litches and Death Knights are.  
Their abilities are unknown but usually they are able create a “ shroud” or 
dark layer around their lair to protect themselves and their minions from 
harmful sunlight.  Other abilities unknown… 
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Notes:  Few of these vampire have every been recorded in history but it is 
generally agreed that they have a host of around 15-25, 25th lvl Vampires 
around them called Carakwaith, usually created from Dark Heroes.  Elder 
Vampires also usually take over entire cities and twist them to their power 
and control, using them as a feeding source and a recruitment system. 
 
WRAITH (greater) Ω 
Blue Wraith Ω 
ROR: 10  HP:  10  Mana: 8  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 13  INT:  High 
Description: Blue transparent humanoids with blue glowing eyes, long 
claws, and black strands of darkness blowing around them. 
Abilities: Flying; Martial Arts (Elite with Weapon Mastery). Ethereal 
Travel (Instantaneous!) Mana Drain + 2.  Anyone mana drained to death 
by a Blue Wraith will become one under the originals control. 
Notes: never have armor.   
 
Knight Wraith (or Black Wraith) Ω 
ROR: 10  HP:  8  Mana: 6  SIZE: 3  AV:  0 (4)  RARITY: 14  INT:  
High 
Description: Appearing black and empty in the material plane, these 
creatures are Death Knights in the Ethereal plane.. 
Abilities: 1-5th Knight and Necro Innate, with Flying; Martial Arts (Elite 
with Weapon Mastery), Animate Dead, Charm, Slay and Ethereal Travel 
(Instantaneous!) 
Notes: On the Ethereal Plane they have Full Plate with Helm (i.e. +4 AV 
and +1 HP etc.) Feeding. 
 
Demon Wraith  Ω 
ROR: 10  HP:  12  Mana: 10 SIZE: 3  AV:  0  RARITY: 16  INT:  
Very High 
 
Description: Transparent Partial-Humanoids, with Demon like traits, red 
glowing eyes, long claws, and black strands of darkness blowing around 
them. 
Abilities: Outsider-Undead, Tend to have many demon abilities as well as 
Wraith abilities.  Flying, Improved Strength,  Staff Touch (all), Universal 
Hack, Animate Dead, Charm, Slay and Ethereal Travel (Instantaneous!).   
Notes:  Demon Wraiths are demons from the ethereal plane. Feeding. 
 
Species Type Chart 
1 Human 6 Ork 11 Gnome 16 Potrang 
2 Elf 7 Urukai 12 Cobben 17 Baroosh 
3 Dwarf 8 High Elf 13 Ocnexis 18 Gargyoslitheron 
4 Hobbit 9 Phraint 14 Dolynx 19 Mutant 
5 Centaur 10 Saurage 15 Toiroar 20 Other 
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  Monster Type Chart Rarity 
1 Animal 0-1 
2 Goblin .5-2 
3 Merfolk 1 
4 Ork 1-4 
5 Beast 1-6 
6 Brittlemen 2 
7 Hobgoblin 2 
8 Kobold 2 
9 Harpy 2 

10 Spinemen 2 
11 Griffin 3 
12 Ogre 3-5 
13 Farie Folk 4-9 
14 Spider 4-10 
15 Firetroll 5 
16 Windrunner 5 
17 Drake 5 
18 Drake spawn 5-6 
19 Troll 5-12 
20 Golem 5-16 
21 Giant 6-8 
22 Slime 7 
23 Tree Ent 7-11 
24 Elemental 8 
25 Hydra 8 
26 Pheonix 8 
27 Sea Serpent/Wyrm 8 
28 Were-Creature 8 
29 Kraken 10 
30 Dragon 10 
31 Angel 22-44 
32 Other ? 

 
 
 
 

  
Undead Type 
Chart Rarity 

1 Zombie 1-2 

2 Guardian Spirit 2 
3 Grave Ghoul 3 

4 Bone Warriors 4 
5 Phantom 4 

6 Ghost 4 
7 Ashen Crusher 6 

8 Skeleton 5 
9 Banshee 5 

10 Specter 5 
11 Crypt Sentinel 7 

12 Death Guard 7 
13 Ghoul 7 

14 Crypt Hulk 7 
15 Mummy 8 

16 Battle Bones 8 
17 Skull Warrior 10 

18 Aparition 10 
19 Whisp Guard 10 

20 Wraith (common) 12 
21 Vampire 5-13 

22 Shambler 6 
23 Cemeri 9 

24 Death Knight 9 
25 Doom Guard 10 

26 Kensai Shade 10 
27 Litch 11 

28 Tomb Weight 12 
29 Wraith (Greater) 13-16 

30 Demon 18-28 
31 Lupogaunt 30+ 

32 Other ? 
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Building Species:Building Species:Building Species:Building Species:  

 
The following is a system for creating your own monsters to inhabit your world.  It  
is also a system for creating mutants and new species types for players.  Keep in 
mind all players must be rarity 1.    The maximum number of abilities available to a 
creature is 3 times their Rarity (this is also the limit of disadvantages they may have) 
and the cost of a skill to be purchased can never exceed double your Rarity (thus you 
must be Rarity 2 to purchase a skill that costs 4 Build).  To make a creature, assume 
that you are starting with a human.  They are a 2/2 with a  ROR or 20, size 3, AV 0 
and 1 available Build Point.  Then start buying and selling off your stats to get the 
Build Points and abilities you need.  All stats can be bought or sold in both 
directions meaning that you can either buy a HP for 1 Build or get a Build by 
loosing 1 HP.   Some stats have different rates for reducing vs. adding (see ROR and 
Size) so check the chart carefully when buying and selling your build points to make 
sure you are getting the correct rate.  Please note that skills that are listed as 
numerical steps under a heading are steps up or down in a given area and supersede 
each other.  Thus you cannot be BOTH Dense and Stupid, Stupid supersedes Dense 
and you only get the build for Stupid, not the combined build of both. If you are 
making a mutant, assume that the mutant has all the above conditions but with Non 
Humanoid looks (they look just like a size 3 version of the animal, with full hands,  
bipedal stance and speech etc.).  Thus they have 3 Build to work with to start.  See 
your GM about what abilities would be available to your animal type.    

Effect/Ability 
Build 
Cost 

- 1 Size -1 

- 5 ROR from 20 1 

+ 1 to AV 2 

+ 1 Mana 1 

+ 5 ROR from 20 -1/2 

+1 HP 1 

+1 Rarity lvl - Rarity 

+1 Size 2 

-1 Size from 0 5 

Acidic Blood 3 

Adv. Smell 1 

Aggressive -1 

Agility  

(1)  Partial Bipedal -1 

(2)  Quadruped -2 
Battle Roar 3 
Bite 2 

Charge 2 

Class Skil ls As Tier 

Climb 1 

Cowardly -2 
Dark Vision 2 

Deaf -1 
Devour 2 

Dexterity  
(1)  Partial Hands -1 

(2)  No Hands -2 

Digging 1 

Dive 1 

Double Track 1 

Dragon Scales 8 

Endurance 2 

Expanded Skill 1 

Evasive Shimmering 
1 per 
size 

Flying 2 
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Glide 1 
Healing Factor 2 

Hide 2 
Hind Claws 3 

Humanoid Armor 2 per AV 

Immune Mental 2 
Improv. Heal Fac. 3 

Instant Ethereal 4 

Instant Teleport 8 

Intelligence  
(1) Extreme 16 

(2) Very High 8 
(3) High 4 

(4) Average 0 

(5) Low -1 
(6) Dense -2 
(7) Stupid -3 

(8) Animal -4 
Leap 1 

Limited Skill -1/2 

Looks  
(1) Partial 
Humanoid 

-1 

(2)  Non-Humanoid -2 

 Life Span  

(1) - 25 from 100 -1 

(2) +50 to 100 1/2 

(3) Infinite (2X 
deaths) 0 
Lvl 1 Skill 1/2 

Lvl 1 Trade Craft 1/2 

Mana Drain 4 
Marital Arts 2 

Martial Arts Elite 3 

Night vision 1 

Poison 3 

Prehens. Append. 2 
Regenerating. 4 

Sense Ambush 2 
Shattering Armor 3 

Slow -2 
Snare 2 

Sonar 2 

Strength  

(1)  Increased 
Carrying Capacity 

1 

(2)  Improved 
Strength 

2 

(3)  Giant Strength 5 

Super Climbing 2 

Super Digging 3 
Swim 2 

Trample 3 
Tunneling 2 

True Invisibility 8 
True Sight 4 

Undead Type  
(1)  Undead, Minor 4 

(2)  Undead, Full 8 
(3)  Undead, Greater 16 

Voice  
(1) Partial Speech -1 

(2) No Speech -2 
Venom (per HP) 2 

Water Native 1 
OTHER ABILITIE  
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Glossary of Species Type Abilities: 
Acidic Blood:  Any weapons that damage you are shattered at the end of combat  
(thank you NERO for this one). 
Advanced Smelling:  Can smell what type of creatures are within 30’ and can 
tell the exact location of creatures within 10’. 
Aggressive:  You will attack anything that seems to be a threat to you and will 
not retreat from battle if there are opponents to fight. 
Battle Roar (IC):  As Battle Cry but no mana cost. 
Berserk (IC): Call Berserk to gain Adrenaline (fight until you die at -4) and 
Aggressive (will attack anything that seems threatening to you (see Aggressive).   
In this state you are Resistant to Fear. 
Bite (IC):  Can attack with both hands at the same time and i f they both damage 
the bite deals damage equal the creature’s size. 
Carrying (IC):   Touch both arms to a player and then that player can move with 
you as long as you are touching them. 
Climbing (IC):   Can climb up or down any cliff by counting to the number of 
feet the cli ff is (your hands must be free to climb and you cannot fight while 
climbing even if you stop mid way up or down). 
Cowardly:  You will flee from all battle and fighting, running directly away from 
the location of the fighting. 
Dark Vision:   Can see in pitch black (via Infra Red, UV, or other sense). 
Deaf:  As it says.  You cannot hear anything and must not respond to In Game 
sounds. 
Dense (Intelligence):  Dense creatures are a step up from Stupid.  They have a 
basic sense of reality but often forget what it is.  They don’t retreat even if they 
can’t win a fight (don’t realize they can’t win).  They don’t search people for 
goods, forget items are magic, attack without warning and hide things in rather 
obvious places.  If you are playing a Dense creature, be just that, dense, and have 
fun with it. 
Desert Native (passive):  Take ½ damage from Desert Weather,  run in sand, 
only walk in other environments. 
Devour (IC):  Can Bite/Dispatch, (touch, with both hands, a player’s neck who is 
on their Death Count or Unconscious and call Bite/Dispatch to Instantly Kill 
them).   You may also call Devour and commence to eat the player at which point 
their body will be gone and all their items inside you in 10 seconds per size they 
are. 
Digging:  Can dig into the ground by hand about 1 foot per second. 
Diving (IC):  While swimming you may call Diving, point your first to the 
ground and count to 6 at  which point you are considered out  of range of all  
attacks until you call surfacing and count to 6. 
Double Tracking:  Like Advance Smelling but specifi cally for tracking things.  
Doubles the effectiveness of Tracking. 
Dragon Scales:  your body armor counts as a Shield for all abilities (as Selective 
Shielding). 
Endurance:  Will not tire when running, carrying etc.  If you can get OUT of 
game while running you may elect to continue to “run” indefinitely OUT of 
game. 
Enhanced Skill:   Added cost to make a skill better than usual. 
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Evasive Shimmering:  Like Combat Shimmering but only works while in motion 
and not attacking.  This skill is easier to use the smaller you are (see Build Cost) 
and usually costs 1 build per size you are. 
Extreme (Intelligence):  The ability to think far beyond the abilities of most  
other beings.  You will know in advance the skills abilities and motives of most  
everything you meet.  You have a profound understanding of the universe that  
other beings cannot begin to fathom.  You are allowed to meta-game in order to 
role play this kind of intelligence effectively and can assume you know the 
answer to almost any question posed to you.  The GM may give you additional  
abilities in combat to simulate your level of intelligence in battle. 
Flying (IC):   You are considered to be always in flight and thus may move across 
rivers and moats at will.  You may also call "Soaring" and count to 6 at which 
point you are then out of range of all non-missile attacks. You cannot use any 
non-missile attacks or retrieve any throw spells or weapons while soaring. You 
must call "Descending" and count to 6 at which point you are within range again 
and may retrieve your items or engage in melee attacks. 
Gliding :  Flying without Souring. 
High (Intelligence):  You are much smarter then the average individual and 
anticipate the actions of others and react accordingly.  Occasionally, with GM 
permission, you are allowed to meta game to simulate this level of intelligence.   
You will learn your opponent’s weaknesses quickly and exploit them.  Crafty and 
cunning, you will always make the smart move.  The GM may give you 
additional abilities in combat to simulate your level of intelligence in battle. 
Hind Claws (passive):  May call Martial Arts and tag with your feet (GM 
discretion is advised). 
Humanoid Armor:  Any adds to AV assume that  the creature cannot  wear any 
armor to stack their effective armor level.  Humanoid Armor allows the user to 
stack armor on top of their existing AV though it may still need to be custom 
armor. 
Immune to Mental Effects:  As Elves, you cannot be Charmed, Mind 
Controlled, or put to Sleep by Spells etc.  Flash Packet and Knockout still work as 
they are concussive force attacks. 
Immunities:  The basic Immunity from a speci fic skill or ability such as Fear, 
Fireball or Charm.  This does not give protection from a whole group of skills. 
Instant Ethereal:  As Ethereal Travel the Necro. Skill but there is no time delay 
when passing in and out of the ethereal world and no mana cost to do so!  You 
can simply shift from one plane to the other at will.  All glued items will go with 
you both directions. 
Instant Teleport (IC):   The ability to suddenly vanish and then be somewhere 
else (you disappear instantly though it may take a moment to reappear- usually 
the time it takes you to get there OUT of game). Works by line of sight OR a 
memorized location. 
Leap (IC):  Can become flying for a count of 4 but cannot soar. 
Life Span:  The maximum years the creature could live before Death Comes. 
Limited Skill:   cost to reduce a skills power lvl or effectiveness. 
Low (Intelligence):  You are basically not very bright and take longer than 
normal to assess what is going on and what to do about it.  You will think of 
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things in rather simple terms, and may get confused by complex problems.  You 
tend to prefer action to strategy and do things rather then think them through.   
Mana Drain:   The ability to touch a player and drain away their mana.  Usually 
this ability takes ten minutes OUT of game to complete, but sometimes if you are 
a Greater Undead you can use this skill instantaneously and for more than one 
mana at a time. 
Night Vision:  Can see in low light. 
No Hands:  Cannot use items. 
No Speech:  As it says.  You cannot talk, but can make animal noises. 
Non-Humanoid:  Look totally alien, like an animal or a beast (though may have 
arms and legs and walk upright depending on Bipedal and Hands etc.) 
Partial Bipedal:  You cannot run with anything in your hands (because this 
creature runs on all fours). 
Partial Hands:  You do not have real opposable thumbs and thus holding things 
is difficult.  -1 damage with all items. 
Partial Humanoid:  Looks slightly human, could pass for a human or similar 
species in the dark etc. 
Partial Speech:  Can only speak in broken common and no other languages. 
Prehensile Appendage:  The use of a another part of the body like a hand (such 
as a monkey tail or an elephant trunk).  Allows the user to gain bonuses to 
Acrobatics (see GM) and other OUT skills and In Game allows the user to wield 
one (only) two handed weapon in one hand. 
Quadruped:  No movement while holding anything. 
Regenerating: Like Improved Healing Factor but works even when a creature 
hits -3 so that it will not die stay dead (see Trolls).  The only way to really kill  
something with Regenerating is to burn it while it is dead (i.e. deal its fire damage 
while it is at –3 HP regenerating at which point it is burning and will die in it’s 
ROR in minutes if not put out- as Death Count).  This does not hold true for the 
ethereal types like Demons and Angels who must be exorcised to destroy them! 
Sense Ambush:  an animal instinct that detects danger about to strike.  You are 
immune to Ambush and thus may begin an Ambush with all your equipment 
ready and eyes open! 
Shattering Armor (IC):   Call “ Shattering Armor” (IC) and be Stationary: any 
non-magic items that strike your body armor but do not wound you are rendered 
shattered. 
Slow:  You cannot move faster than a walk at any time no matter how you are 
traveling (Flying, Swimming, etc.) 
Sonar:  You can emit sonic waves that bounce off of your surroundings giving 
you a sound picture of what is around you even in pitch darkness out to 100’. 
Speed:  Characters with speed always escape if pursued and always catch players 
fleeing who do not have Speed (as an Ambush).  May elect to out distance any 
players without speed and encounter things first etc. (at GM discretion) and enter 
an encounter OUT of game until within combat range while running. 
Strength (Improved, Giant):  There are levels of Strength that creatures have.  
Each adds onto the next.  The fi rst is Improved Carrying Capacity, which just 
increased how much a character can carry and still move around.  Usually this is a 
simple +1 or being able to carry someone one handed.  Improved Strength, the 
next level up is just like the Knight Skill, as is Giant Strength, but the important 
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thing to remember is that they stack.  Thus, if you have Giant Strength you have 
all three abilities.   
Stupid (Intelligence):  Not exactly an ability (but worth mentioning anyway), 
creatures that are Stupid will basically not accurately deduce weather they are in 
danger or not.  They will also leap off cli ffs in pursuit of enemies, etc. and have a 
basic disregard for the laws of nature and their own safety.  Goblins are a prefect 
example of Stupid creatures.  Creatures of this type are required to roll to see if 
they can figure out the right thing to do in a give situation (usually with only a 
25% of getting it right). 
Super Climbing (IC):  May climb with full use of hands while doing so! 
Super Digging:  As Diving but for soft soil or sand.  Does not leave a tunnel. 
Trample (BC):  a Charge attack that is UB. 
True Invisibility (IC):   The ability to be truly invisible to both the ethereal and 
material plane.  (note:   you can still be heard, smelled, etc). 
True Sight (IC):  Spirit Guide & Scouting as well as well as the ability to see 
Invisible things and Polymorphed things are they really are.  
Tunneling:  Can dig tunnels that others your size may pass through.  OUT of 
game skill. 
Venom:  An attack like Poison (usually only usable with bite or a sting attack) 
that will deal damage equal to the level of the Venom in the victims ROR in 
seconds (thus someone who takes “ 1 Venom (lvl 5)” will take one damage 
initially and then at the end of their ROR in seconds will take another 5 damage. 
Very High (Intelligence):  The ability to think in an exceedingly advanced way,  
anticipate the actions of others and react accordingly before events begin.  You 
will fight far above your level ability and are allowed to meta-game to simulate 
this level of intelligence.  You never forget key factors in any situation and will  
always take the most strategic course of action for your aims and are allowed to 
ask the GM what the best action is.  The GM may give you additional abilities in 
combat to simulate your level of intelligence in battle. 
Water Native (passive):  You may run in the water but only walk slowly on land 
and can Dive. 
 
Other Abilities:  Effects.
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Campaigning 
A campaign is an adventure designed by a Game Master who sets the 

stage of event that are to unfold, directs the opposition and basically referee’s 
the event.  The campaign tells the story of the characters involved, and sets them 
up as players in a drama that is unfolding before them something like a choose 
your own adventure book.  Characters will find themselves in any number of 
situations and will have to discover how their character would deal with each 
new challenge and opportunity.  You may be on a quest to slay an evil Giant 
plaguing a nearby village, or you may be sent to assassinate the nearby king or 
simply discover why the three barbarians at the inn haven’t paid their bill!  
Whatever you find yoursel f doing, there are certain key elements to your 
campaign that make it run consistently and smoothly. 

Maps: The map is usually drawn up by the GM and displays the basic 
geographical features known to the players.  Towns may be displayed, as may 
locations of interest that the players know about.  Roads are usually marked by 
dotted lines and usually allow swifter traversing of the terrain.  Players move 
about the map by taking turns called Moves.  Different moves become visible on 
the map as the players move into an area or their characters hear about possible 
routs to take etc. 

Towns  ΟΟΟΟ:  Town is usually the center of the game with adventures 
occurring in the vicinity of the town.  In a town players buy and sell items and 
learn skills and spells.  Every town is modified by its cost and availability of 
items and skills.  A town can be + or – in its costs of items (i.e. in a +1 town a 
Large Shield would cost 9 not 8) which reflects  the value of items in hard to 
reach places.  Furthermore, certain towns do not have the craftsmen to make 
items or teach skill/spell above a certain cost which is denoted by the symbol @ 
(i.e. in an @ 8 town you can only buy items and learn skills/spells that cost 8 
gold or less). 

Town is an active part of the adventure and players can speak to local  
members of the town (Smith, Inn Keeper (usually the GM) to discover what  
kind of adventures are available around the town, what is the current political 
climate and even meet potential adventurers who can join there party.  Some 
folk talk freely and will give advice to the party (even when they don’t want it) 
and others seem to remember more with a silver piece placed from your money 
bag into their hand.  However you come by it, information is critical in not only 
knowing what you can do but knowing how to go about doing what you need to 
do (i.e. knowing that the Ogre army once was routed by a single Flame Ray can 
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save the li fe of your party).  In town there are several class-based skills that can 
be used to affect game play.  Barter, Scroll and Potion making are but a few that  
have been previously mentioned in the Explanations Section and can be used 
Out of Combat (see the Out of Combat Skills for more information).  Towns are 
usually the heart of the role-playing action as characters debate over the best  
way to negotiate the next mountain range or simply glorify their latest battles. 

Town usually have three main areas- (1) The Inn, (2) The Guild and (3) 
The Smith.  The Inn is where players tend to hang out looking for missions and 
discussing their next quest over a cool glass of ale.  The Guild is where players  
train to gain their new skills as well as gather information about possible quest  
they can go on or buy specialty items made by specific guild members.  The 
Smith is the general store of Fantasy Warplay world.  Anything the adventures 
might need from swords and armor to potions and scrolls can be bought at the 
Smith who also builds custom weapons and repairs damaged equipment.  Every 
town has, in the very least, these three components. 

Ocean Voyage: An 
ocean voyage takes place in a 
confined space defined by the 
GM as the boat.  All other area is 
considered to be water and is 
only traversable with Flying or 
Swimming.  Players can only 
use a boat if they have an 
Amazon to sail it and can only 
travel a number of moves equal  
to the mast the ship has in a day 
(usually 3).  Masts can be 
destroyed by dealing damage to 
them (they have 20 HP each) but any damage dealt that is less than 2 has no 
effect.  If your boat is out of sails then the boat itself can be destroyed in the 
same way (by attacking it- it has 20 HP).  The range of the ship is determined by 
how good of a Corsair the Amazon is, which effects how far from shore the ship 
can sail.  When setting out on a voyage you must first roll for wind direction 
(1d8) as a ship will only travel at full speed if traveling with the wind and travels 
at ½ if tacking in and cannot travel in the direction the wind is coming from.   

Furthermore, if anything is encountered on the voyage the time the 
move lasts will decrease by 2 minute per move Amazon can travel in Corsair.  
The players must protect the boat from attack for a speci fic amount of time 
(usually about 22 min).  When an enemy boat is attacking the players, the battle 
is extended by 2 min per level the enemy Amazon captain is (thus if your 
captain is 4th level and thei rs is 3rd the move will last 20 min instead of 16).  If 
the enemy captain is more than twice your captain’s level, you cannot escape 
and must battle indefinitely (unless the enemy captain decides to ret reat  and 
pulls her boat away from yours).    If possible the GM should also mark out two 
other boat spaces, one next to the players boat (Enemy Melee Boat) and one 
only within missile range (Enemy Missile Boat).  When an enemy boat attacks 
the players, the enemy starts in the Missile Boat for 4 minutes (plus or minus 2 
min per level the higher level captain is).  At the end of this time the enemy 
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moves to the Melee Boat and continues combat.  The attacking ship can always 
call a retreat, which ends the battle in 2 minutes (the time it takes the ship to 
move off).  If the players are not incapacitated at the end of the match then they 
win. 

Rivers and Lakes: In a move, water is always non-traversable and i f 
you go running into a “lake” you are drowning and begin to loose HP at the rate 
of 1 HP in your ROR.  If you are wearing any armor you cannot get out and 
must have someone pull you out or abandon all your armor and items to 
scramble to shore!  

Weather:  Each day of an overland adventure (or week of sleeping on 
the road) you must roll for the weather as it can play a pivotal roll.  For ships it 
is critical to roll for wind direction as a ship will only travel at full speed if with 
the wind and travels at ½ i f tacking in and cannot travel in the direction of the 
wind itself.  If it is extremely cold or wet characters may have their travel time 
drastically diminished or may find themselves taking damage from the extreme 
conditions if they are not appropriately attired! Players attempting to sleep in 
such conditions will not regain full mana i f the weather is  not good.  Consider 
the mana reduction to be roughly equivalent to damage being done.  Wind 
Direction and speed is also important, not only for boats but for wind chill.  If it 
is windy the conditions and damage from temperature will double!  A Weather 
Chart Follows: 

*Indicates that Room & Board cost is multiplied by that factor. 
Weather Chart 
01-50 = Clear and pleasant weather, no ill effects 
51-69 = Foggy (ship goes in wind direction, travelers loose their way). 
70-80 = Uncomfortably hot/cold/windy (by terrain) travel time is doubled.*X2 
81-85 = Severely hot/cold/windy (by terrain) cannot travel, immobile.*X2 
86-90 = Extremely hot/cold/windy (by terrain) (1 HP dam per encounter)*X3 
91-92 = Storm (loose 1 mast/take 1d4 dam.- blown in random direction).*X2 
94-95 = Heavy Storm (loose 2 mast/ take 2d4 dam.- as above).*X2 
96-97 = Hurricane! (loose 3 masts/ take 4d4 dam.- as above).*X3 
98-99 = Water Spout/ Tornado! (loose 4 masts/ take 8d4 dam- as above).*X4 
100 = Tidal Wave / Earthquake/Volcano! (ship sinks/1d10X10 characters 
killed). 

Random Encounters: 
 Whether a GM wants less control over what happens to the characters  
or just wants to have less planning to do, a random encounter chart is always 
useful.  I find that though the idea of a random encounter chart seems to imply 
that is it is done at the actual event, I do not recommend this.  The random 
encounters will work much better if you pre-roll them at home and then generate 
the character sheets etc. for them.  For example, if you know that characters will 
be choosing between a Road in the Woods and a Mountain Overland, pre – roll a 
random encounter for each and then write down the NPC’s you rolled so they 
are ready to go.  This way, the encounters are still totally random (i.e. you do not 
have to decide what happens) but they are ready to go at a moments notice.  
Furthermore, you can set up a percentage of encounters at all for overland 
adventures (i.e. you may set an area as having a 25% of having an encounter at  
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all, and pre –roll that). 

You can generate your own chart that suits your taste quite simply but I 
have supplied several herein for GM’s on the go.  I use a percentile (or 1d100) 
to determine the most important part, Whet is Encountered and then I use a 
simple function formula to determine level and class, outfitting cash, and wealth 
and situation of those encountered. 
 What is Encountered:  I use a series of charts to determine what is 
encountered and it is based on the Geographical location of the characters who 
are exploring: Forest, Plains, Swamp, Mountains, Water (i.e. ocean/river/shore) 
and Dungeons or Underground areas.  As a subcategory of those I have Main 
Road, Secondary Road and Overland, which modi fy the likelihood of having an 
encounter at all and just how nasty the encounter will be (Main Road is – 50 to 

your roll and 
Secondary is –25 
with any negative 
numbers equaling 
no encounter).  If 
the characters are 
in a very dangerous 
area then you can 
add +’s to the chart  
with rolls above 
100 = an extra 
experience point  
but twice as 

powerful monsters (see Level and Class of Encounter). 
Level, Alignment and Class of Encounter:  The best system for 

making realistic encounters I have found so far is a Tier system.  Roll a D 20 for 
the level of the leader of the party.  If the level roll is unrealistic for the type of 
encounter, divide it by two and make two leaders of equal level.  For each 
leader, assume there are two underlings the next Tier down (Thus if there is a lvl 
13 Troll, their would be two more Trolls somewhere between lvl 6and 10 as 
well).  Continue this process on down until you run out of players keeping all 
the remaining monsters Journeymen.   Roll a 10 sides for Alignment with 1-5 
being the basic 5 alignments and 6-10 being tertiary or even Insane.  A class 
generator follows 
Martial Types 
1 = Barbarian 
2 = Samurai 
3 = Veteran  
4 = Knight 
5 = Paladin  

Semi-Martial 
6 = Assassin 
7 = Amazon 
8 = Archer 
9 = Thief 
10 = Ranger  

Mage Types 
11 = Flame Spells 
12 = Storm Spells 
13 = Life Spells 
14 = Necro. Spells 
15 = Nature Spell 
16-20= Journeymen

Outfit Cash and Skills:  Outfit Cash = (4X level).  But a simpler 
system of random encounters is to use basic equipment sets.  Most 
Journeymen have 1 or two equipment  sets (worth about 8 gold each).  
Players in a class have 3-4, and those about 5 or more.  Consider the wealth 
of the world you are playing in and modi fy the good accordingly.  Also 
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consider the rank, position, and condition of the encounter when 
determining equipment.  For NPC's we assume that they have all the 
skills/spells for the levels.  A good system to use to keep things simple for 
your baddies is the equipment set system (see below) 

Soldier Equipment:  
Buckler Shield and Short Sword 
Footman Equipment: 
Large Shield and Flail 
Shieldmen Equipment: 
Tower Shield and Dagger (you can throw the dagger). 
Axe Equipment:  
Axe and dagger 
Bowmen Equipment:  
Bow and 5 arrows. 
Polearms Equipment: 
Spear (you can throw it too!) or Double sided staff 
Bushi Equipment: 
Katana (the curved swords). 
Duelist Equipment: 
Broadsword and Dagger (you can throw the dagger). 
Infantry Equipment:  
Long Sword or Two-Handed Sword. 
Javelinere: 
A Javelin (throw or stab) and a Short Axe (can throw too) 
Hammer Equipment: 
War Hammer and 1 Greave (protects one limb) 
Armored Bushi Equipment: 
Wakizashi and 1 Greave (protects one limb) 
Throwing Stars Equipment: 
5 Throwing Stars (only usable by Amazons) 
Rogue Equipment: 
Ninja-to Sword and Jitte 
Wealth:  I use a function wealth = 1d10 in silver per level of the 

character (4th level = 4d10, 7th level = 7d10).  Now, this wealth can be in any 
form the NPC wants (gold, gems, potions, rings, amulets, scrolls, or even 
magic items, provided they are searchable) so just because an NPC has that  
much wealth doesn’t mean that that is what will be searched off of them, in 
fact, smart NPC’s will invest in Potions and Scrolls to aid there allies and 
keep their wealth from being snatched at the start.  Wealth can never be 
spent on items, armor etc. 

Realism:  You may have to tweak and adjust what you roll for 
realism.  If you roll 10 lvl 9, Neutral Evil Local Merchants, is there really 1 
lvl 9 Merchant, and the rest Journeymen?  You may need to make a few of 
them level 6 or 7 for realism.  Are they really all  Merchants or are some of 
them Warrior Guards or Mages.  The situation must make sense. 

Situation and Reaction:  The final element of making a random 
encounter come to li fe is giving it a situation (i.e. what the encountered are 
currently involved in).  The situation describes the Move Type for 
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encountered creatures (i.e. is the dragon guarding something, just passing 
through or really, really hungry!!!!).  The distance that encounter is from 
the party when they discover them  is 1d10X10 feet.  

Encounter Reaction Chart 
1  – Sleeping, unaware of 
the party!!!! 
2  – Resting in one spot, 
avoiding combat 
3  - Avoiding combat, 
leaving the area (traversing) 
4  – Wandering, attacks 
easy targets 
5  – Roaming, exploring the 
area (reverse traverse) 

6  – Scouting for potential use 
7  – Trying to secure the area 
8  – Looking for a fight 
9  – Hunting for money, valuables (50% 
NPC’s wealth = 0) 
10 – Defending the location (50% NPC’s 
wealth is doubled) 
11 – All out war, killing everything! 
12 – Ambushing the party!!!

 
Potions 
Healing Potion (stops Bleeding)              lvl 1 
Burning Liquid (burns for 1 HP)   lvl 3 
Antidote (stops Poison effect).      Lvl 4 
Instant Rope (30’rope that lasts 10 min)  Lvl 4 
Glow Bulbs (glow in 10’ )    Lvl 5 
Freezing Liquid (freezes for 20 seconds)  lvl 5 
Skunk Spheres (they really stink – 10’ area)  lvl 6 
Smokey Spheres (make smoke- poor visibility) lvl 6 
Gnomish Glue (very strong adhesive)  lvl 7 
Goblin Grease (very slippery oil)   lvl 9 
Quick Paint(very fast drying paint)              lvl 10 
Silver Serpent Solvent (cleans up alchemy mess) lvl 11 
Human Strength Potion (gives size 3 strength) lvl 11 
Crushhoof Potion (gives +1 Carrying)  lvl 13 
Ogreye Flask (Improved Strength but low INT) lvl 14 
GooseEgg Vials (+1 Size but Slow)   lvl 15 
Evercandles (torches that work underwater)  lvl 15 
Pyromancers Jelly (it burns really well!)  lvl 18 
Pyromancers Cream (won’t burn easily)  lvl 20 
Hydrablood Acid (Acidic Blood in a vial!)  lvl 25 
Crumbler (makes rock soft as chalk)   lvl 27 
Fae Powder (stops acids and flame)   lvl 28 
Reflector Salve (covered surface is spellturning)      lvl 30 
Impression Liquid (good for making potions) lvl 31 
Transmogrify Potion (become the set species type) ½ rarity2 

Poisons (green vial) note, if used in drink/food 1 bottle is 5 doses 
Poison (Standard -1 HP in ROR)   lvl 8 
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Venom Poison (causes X damage in 20 count)   lvl 8 
Fatigue Poison (causes you to be stationary)  lvl 9 
Paralysis Poison (causes effective unconsciousness) lvl 15 
Widow Poison (causes immediate death!)  lvl 20 
Herbs (Require an Herbalist to administer them) 
Knitleaf Balm/Tea (stops Bleeding)     lvl 1 
Chillroot Paste (numbs an area)  lvl 1 
Snakeweed Tincture (resistant to Poison - 10 min), lvl 2 
Snakeweed Compress (stop Poison)   lvl 2 
Gingko Tea (stops insanity due to mana loss) lvl 3 
Menderweed (cures minor injuries in animals) lvl 3 
Gingko Infusion (extends mana effect for rituals) lvl 4 
Starflower Tincture (cures minor illnesses)  lvl 4 
Coolleaf Poultice (breaks minor fever)  lvl 4 
Enyalie Decoction (resistant to Charm etc. 10 min) lvl 4 
Elven Tea (Resistance to Sleep for 10 min)  lvl 5 
Ranchshrooms (cures ailments in animals)  lvl 6 
Sagebrush Censor (repels spirits)   lvl 6 
Moonroot Compress (cures moderate illness) lvl 7 
Deathcap Liniment (Resurrects* if within 1 min) lvl 8 
Dreamgrass Decoction (you are partially Ethereal) lvl 9 
Sundrop Mushroom Poultice (cures major illness) lvl 11 
Trollpalm Poultice (restores some use of hacks) lvl 13 
Warders Bark Infusion (stops Terror effect)  lvl 14 
Enyalie Essence (Resistant to mental effects 10 min)lvl 16 
Sage Ash Paint (spirits can’t affect you)  lvl 19 
Ginko Essence (extends mana for rituals)   lvl 20 
Sundrop Essence (a passable vaccine for 1 hour) lvl 25 
Thundergrip Tonic (Giant Strength but Stupid) lvl 28 
Rosemaster Seeds (excellent for new recipes) lvl 31 
Monster Calming Rub (monster type  ignores you)½ rarity2 

Monster Repellent Oil (monster type  avoids you)½ rarity2 

Real World Herbs and their Actions/Effects 
White Sage: clears and protects 
Elderberry: protection from evil or magic 
Damiana: Brings vivid dreams 
Mugwort: moon based plant, moves energy, digestive, 
[Solar or Lunar Infusion can effect results] 
Chamomile: Calming and cures illness 
Hops: relaxes nervous system 
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Valerian: sleeping aid 
Skullcap: revitalizes nervous system 
Lemon Balm: antiseptic 
Nettle: strength, digestion 
Ginseng: increase energy 
Cayenne: blood coagulant, stops bleeding 
Comfrey: mends bones, ligaments 
Plantain: draws out poisons, infection, etc 
Bilberry: improves eyesight 
Milk thistle: only known antidote for death cap mushroom 
Lavender: antidepressant, antiseptic 
Saint Johns Wart: antidepressant 
Garlic: antibiotic, antiviral 
Guarana: stimulant, alertness 
Yerba Mate: alertness 
Chicory: stimulant 
Ginko: memory, mind aid 
Rosemary: aids memory, anti inflammatory 
Gotukola:  aids memory 
Usnea: Antibiotic, antifungal 
Sage: spiritual, clarifying, protective 
Henna: ritual energy focus 
 
Trinkets, Mechanics, and Sciences 
Simple Locks, Mechanics      lvl 1 
Water Clocks      lvl 2 
Sand Timer      lvl 3 
Mirrors      lvl 4 
Small Lasso Traps     lvl 5 
Mechanical Advantage (Lever, pulley)  lvl 5 
Mechanic Trap Deactivation    lvl 5 
Agriculture        lvl 6 
Pottery      lvl 7 
Domestication Skills    lvl 8 
Archery Mechanics    lvl 9 
Mining Principles    lvl 10 
Sailing and Boat Mechanics   lvl 11 
Calendar Creation and Understanding lvl 12 
Unique Writing Systems   lvl 13 
Complex Trapping Skills   lvl 14 
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Core Wheel Mechanics   lvl 15 
Complex Masonry    lvl 16 
Bronze Working     lvl 17 
Optics      lvl 21 
Philosophy Craft    lvl 22 
Animal Riding and Use   lvl 23 
Major Construction    lvl 24 
Iron Working     lvl 25 
Theology     lvl 31 
Civil Service     lvl 32 
Currency     lvl 33 
Engineering     lvl 34 
Metal Casting     lvl 35 
Compass    lvl 41 
Education     lvl 42 
Chivalry     lvl 43 
Machinery     lvl 44 
Physics     lvl 45 
Steel      lvl 46 
 

Battle Training Set Tree: 
When playing a large army or battalion, certain groups can train to gain the 
effects of Warrior and Semi Skills.  This is a simulation of the teamwork 
and strategy afforded by large groups of soldiers  working together in a 
format they have been trained in.  The following tree give examples of the 
kind of training that units can undergo to improve their abilities in large 
groups without having to gain levels.  Usually there are two steps to the 
process of training as a group.  When training this way, instead of a certain 
character gaining the skill, all players who are using a certain equipment  
set have the ability, but only if they use that equipment set and no others.   
First you must train for a skill and give it to one of the prerequisite 
equipment sets (i.e. i f you train for Brace, you must first give it to an 
equipment set that has a shield).  After that unit has gained the ability, you 
can train again to give the same skill to any unit of your choice. 
 

• Armor  Piercing:  Spear, Claymore, Hammer, Axe, Flail 
• AV  Defense:  Shields 
• Charge:  Standard Swords 
• Disarm: Flails, Specialty Swords, Bows 
• Double Heal:  Longsword, Specialty Sword, Axe, Hammer 
• Hack:  Axe 
• Martial  Arts :  No Items 
• Snare:  Flail, Staff, Spear 
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• Sneak Attack:  Archer 
• Throwing  Training:  Javalinere, Throwing Stars 
• Watchmen:  Archer 
 

Common Battle Trained Units and Formations and their bonuses 
• Aquatic (Swimming):  Sneak Attack, Throwing Training, Snare, 

Martial Arts. 
• Archery/Artillery:  (Long Range Missile only- shot etc):  Penetrate,  

Sneak Attack, Ranged Attacks. 
• Arial (Flying):  Sneak Attack, Watchmen, Scouting, Penetrate, 

Ranged Attack. 
• Berserkers (melee only):  Berserk, Charge. 
• Elite (classes required):  up to 3rd in the class of their leader! 
• Cavalry Heavy (Destriers Size 4).  as Med. Cavalery & Fortifi ed 

Area.  (lvl 32) 
• Infantry Heavy (armor req):   Armor Wound, Brace, Fortified Area. 
• Legionnaire (shields req.):  Brace, Throwing Training, Shield Bash. 
• Cavalry Light (Horses size 4):  Endurance, Speed, Increased 

Carrying Capacity (lvl 8) 
• Cavalry Medium (War Horses size 4):  as Cavalry & Attack 

Formation and Charge.  (lvl 16) 
• Phalanx (Polearms req.):  Armor Piercing, Brace, AV Defense. 
• Reconnaissance (light weaponry):  Scouting, Tracking, Gamesmen. 
• Strike Team (classes required):  any ability of their leaders. 
• Tactical (light weaponry):  Sneak Attack, Watchmen, Martial Arts. 
• Wedge (any):  Charge, Hack. 
• Infantry Medium (nothing above chainmail):  AV Defense, Brace,  

Armor Wound 
• Infantry Light (no two handed req):   Double Heal, Ambush, Hide. 
• Shieldmen (Shields req):  Banding Elite (+1 per size of shields). 

 
Sage Advice 

Take only Items, Leave only Silver:Take only Items, Leave only Silver:Take only Items, Leave only Silver:Take only Items, Leave only Silver:   Remember, your job as a GM is to 
provide an arena for players to act in.  You are not here to be god, punish players 
who you don»t like, or make friends by giving out goodies.  You should be stin gy.   
Think about what the players did before you give any experience points and make 
sure that their lvls are at least equa l to or lower than what they encountered.   
Experience points are based on using skills, if the thief does no thievery or the 
mage casts no spells, give them less experience points.  If a bunch of high lvl 
characters slaughter goblins, give them nothing.  Furthermore, be careful about 
what you give out to players.  Stick to limited amounts of silver if they don»t have 
unglued search.  Make sure magic items that are being used by baddies a re glued 
(their not stupid).  Also, try not to kill anyone.  Plenty of deaths will happen by 
accident, through extra shots and just bad luck.  You don»t need to go out of your 
way to create extra deaths for players which can cost them their character.  If the 
players do something stupid, they can pay for it with the loss of their items (being 
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stolen) while they lie unconscious and then wake up naked and have to run home.  
The humiliation is enough.  Monsters don»t need to go a roun d kill ing players» lying 
unconscious on the ground (unless extremely evil like Amoral Evil or Lawful Evil).  
Remember that the players are getting experience and THAT is their reward,  
they don»t NEED a magic item, they don »t NEED gold.  Just by getting some  
experience you have already given them something so they don»t need a reward for 
getting experience. 

LeveLeveLeveLevel Equals Difficulty:l Equals Difficulty:l Equals Difficulty:l Equals Difficulty:  Keep your baddies in check.  Don»t let them 
slaughter the players just because they can.  If you are really high lvl monsters and 
the players run into you, swing once or twice for 8 damage and see if they get the 
hint.  If they still don»t get it then let them learn by getting dropped (not killed) 
by you.  Furthermore, if you are just orks, fight like it, don»t massacre the players 
just because they can»t fight well or a re disorganized.  Low level things should be  
easier to fight then high level things and vice versa. 

 
Optional Rules for GM’s: 

Ranged Attacks 
(bows only):  Some GM’s 
like to incorporate a more 
realistic use of the bow in 
combat.  This system allows 
anyone with a bow to make 
Ranged Attacks on enemies 
much in the same way as a 
Souring player can attack.  A 
spot is marked (sometimes a 
hoop or roped area) which an 
archer may stand in and is 
considered out of range except 
that they may attack with their 
arrows from that spot only.  
They may fire at  players with all the usual abilities etc. but cannot be 
attacked by anything but arrows unless a player chooses to close on them,  
at which point the closing player must reach the “ spot” and count up to 20 
(1 second per 10 feet away the bowman is) before they can attack the 
players using Ranged Attacks.  The inverse is possible as well, in that a 
bowmen may join their party by counting and then be in game as normal.   
We suggest that GM’s only allow Archers to use Ranged Attacks. 

Kill Zone :  Another optional rule a GM decide to incorporate into 
their game is the concept of a Kill Zone, or a zone where i f a player is  
wounded their, they simply die.  We have played with Kill Zones (usually 
Zone 4) for many years and found it to be quite realistic, as more in li fe a 
Kill Zone does exist (usually the head or chest) and thus, this adds an 
element or realism to the game.  However, we have taken it out of the 
offi cial rules due to the loss of combat strategy that comes from including 
a Kill Zone.  While it does make things more realistic, it also makes the 
game less fun at times, and much more lethal.  For GM’s who want a 
realistic and dangerous system, Kill Zone is a great choice.  But for those 
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interested in long battles and interesting strategy, it is best set aside. 

Straight Damage Kills:  For years we played with a simple -3 
HP = dead system.  It works great but is WAY more lethal.  We now use a 
system that allows players to stay alive more easily and we find it to be 
more fun, i f a lot less real.  If you like a more real  system, go ahead and 
use a straight damage kills rule and see just how deadly combat really is! 

Cap in the Negatives:  Another system for creating a somewhat  
more realistic system without too much lethality is Caping in the 
Negatives.  With this system you cannot pass on to the next negative 
number without taking another hit.  Thus, if I am at 2 and am hit for 6 
damage, I am now at -1 only.  If I take 6 again, now I am at -2.  Once I hit 
-3 I am dead.  This buffer allows players to not get splattered right out of 
the gate, but also allows for some realism in the combat and potential for 
danger. 

Magic Healing Resurrects:  Another interesting mod is to have 
Magical Healing actual resurrect players i f used within a given time frame 
(usually a players ROR in seconds).  Thus, someone might be Death Rayed 
and drop in the midst of the party and then hit with a Medicine Ball to pop 
back up, but they have still gained a Death and will have to pull later.  This 
system works well with the more lethal mods. 

Realistic Armor Grants Unbreachability in Areas Covered:  
In order to encourage players to use realistic and authentic armor we have 
developed a system that allows players to wear real chain mail, or leather 
armor for added effect.  If a player is wearing “ real” or in some way far 
more encumbering armor that the usual sashes, the area that armor 
physically covers is considered to be Unbreachable (as the Veteran Skill).  
This system allows for a much more realistic and authentic battle system 
and rewards players more for their investments and crafting. 

Role Play Only Encounters: (table top variations):  Sometimes 
the weather doesn’t agree with you and you need to take the game indoors.  
Sometimes you don’t have the time to run an encounter one on one with a 
players and you need a way to resolve issues over dinner, over the 
phone/computer, etc.  We have put  together a very basic system for 
running these 
encounters, 
which can be 
useful for 
making these 
encounters 
more realistic 
and fun.   
Usually, 
players need to 
role under thei r 
level to be 
successful.  If 
the thing is 
easy to do (like 
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attacking an unarmed person!) then you give them a huge bonus (like +10).  
They roll, and if they roll under their lvl plus the bonus, they succeed at  
what they are trying.  Some things are extremely difficult.  You can 
likewise give them a -10 to their roll for these tasks.  To add more realism, 
I also give smaller bonuses or minuses based on how the player describes 
what they do.  If they say “ I attack” I give a minus.  If they describe how 
they are going to attack, and why their attack makes sense, they would 
earn a bonus.  I take into consideration armor, shields, AV=0, UB and all  
skills and abilities when role playing an encounter table top style.  Each of 
these factors gives a bonus to attack or to defense.  Keep in mind, there is  
no hard and fast rule here, it is just a guideline for GM’s to make things 
more real.  We are not after a table top RPG, we are doing LARP, but 
these guides will help in a pinch.  Usually if someone attacks someone you 
first consider the level di fference between the two.  That difference 
become a standard bonus for whoever is higher.  It is both a bonus to 
attack and a bonus to defend.  If one player attacks another and 
successfully rolls under their lvl with any bonuses, this does not mean they 
hit, it just means they are on target to hit.  The defending player may be 
able to make a defense roll if they are not attempting something difficult at  
the same 
time as the 
attack.  
Thus, if I 
make a 
basic 
attack on a 
player and 
miss, and 
they attack 
me back 
and roll a 
hit, I still 
get to roll 
a defense 
for 
blocking, 
with all 
my 
defense 
bonuses, as well as being able to describe how I block the attack, since the 
attack I made before was simple, and would not have put me out of 
position.  This is less true for missile weapons, which are very hard to 
block and usually only get a defense roll i f you have a shield or are facing 
the target.  When it comes to attacks, keep in mind that if the person is  
using two weapons they get two rolls for attack (though each has a minus, 
as it is harder to attack with two weapons accurately).  They also may get  
two defense rolls, but usually are making attacks with both hands so 
defense is at a minus.  In LARP as well, melee is vast and furious, and i f 
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you hit once, you usually hit twice.  This is just something we have noticed 
in the game.  Thus, if you score a hit with a roll, we usually allow the 
player to roll two more quick rolls to try to make additional hits on the 
target while they are open.  This system allows for a more realistic type of 
LARP simulation, as melee can take down an opponent with a series of 
quick strikes, while as missile is dangerous, but has to be done with 
individual attacks.  This also gives an advantage to Warriors at close range.  
Keep in mind these attacks only can be made on the first target hit, and 
would use up any defense bonus the player would have i f they are attacked 
at the same time. 

Finally, the best advice I can give for running good RPG style 
FanWar role-play is to imagine it on the field.  Don’t try to make it into an 
RPG, keep it LARP.  If you don’t know how to run something, imagine 
you suited up for it, the players are out on the field and things are set in 
motion.  Using the rules above, it should be fairly straight forward.  Don’t 
try to get into rules about how to handle wind speed while flying during a 
storm, just think about what you would do if you were running it live, and 
simply state it as “ You can only walk, the wind speed it too high.  Yes you 
can hit him, but only from close range, you have to be within 10 feet.”  
This might not make any sense in an RPG but it would make total sense on 
the field while LARPing and thus will translate better.  Even though you 
might think someone could shoot an arrow much farther in RPG, don’t let 
them.  You are simulating LARP, and if you change the rules, the skills 
and spells fall apart and upset game balance. 
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Happenings ChartHappenings ChartHappenings ChartHappenings Chart    
Please note that you (the Player Character) will NEVER roll on these 

charts yoursel f!  They are for GM use- I recommend you make your own 
too!  

01 Plot Clue!  Main plot drops into characters life! +2 exp. 
02 Religion/Deity: a religious group/deity takes an interest in the character. 
03 Mystery:  is involved in a real mystery/discovery.  + 1 Historian. 
04 Gif t: Someone gives the character something (valuable?). 
05 Birth/Pregnancy:  involved in a Birth/Pregnancy.  +1 Herb. 
06 Learn a New Trade:  +1-2 lvls in new Trade Craft, study with teacher. 
07 Happen Upon Gear:  finds items. 
08 Games:  Involved in games (Gambling?) +1 in Gambler (% addicted). 
09 Thanks:  is thanked/rewarded for deeds. 
10 Rescue:  Someone has rescued the character (owe them a debt?). 
11 Exaggerate:  Roll again and exaggerate the results. 
12-13 Odd Character:  runs into a strange/insane person, plot related? 
14-15 Briefing:  attends extra mission briefing through guild. 
16-18 Roll on a different Happening Chart. 
19-20 Attend Lectures:  +1 lvl in Hist/Tinker/Other 
21-23 Love Interest:  meets someone/gets hit on. +1 Courtesan 
24-26 Rare Goods:  opportunity to acquire rare goods. 
27-30 Ally: meets a potential ally. +1 in Diplomacy. 
31-35 Family/Friends: visitors in town, makes preparations. +1 Cook 
36-40 Party/Festival: involved in a party/ festival.  +1 Cook/Vintner/Jester/Art 
41-45 Nobles/Royals: has run in with nobility.  +1 Diplomacy. 
46-50 Guild Business:  sent on guild errands.  +1 in appropriate Trade/Craft. 
51-55 Swarmed by Fans!   Set upon my doting fans, peasants pleading for help! 
56-60 Street Traffic:  Stuck in city center, dealing with City Encounters. 
61-65 Something Breaks:  wear and tear takes it’s toll on something. 
66-70 Attacked: gets involved in a battle.  +1 exp. 
71-73 Robbery/Thef t: gets involved in a theft/is robbed. 
74-76 Trial:  involved in a trial (witness, judge, jury, accused). +1 Dipl./ Peace 
77-79 Nemesis: bumps into an old enemy/rival or makes a new one 
80-83 Law Enforcement: Law takes interest in character- arrested/questioned. 
83-85 Travel Problems: delay/disruption of mode.  +1 Read/Write. 
86-87 Paperwork: Guild business takes precedence!  Loss of adventure time! 
88-89 Abduction: someone tries to capture/steal the character or their allies. 
90 Fire: is involved in a fire- items may be damaged. 
91 Challenged/Duel: challenged for rank/position/title by someone. 
92 Alone!   has an encounter without the party, bad timing etc. 
93 Murder:  involved in/witnesses a murder. +1 exp. 
94 Vendetta: someone is trying to get even with the character. 
95 Curse Encounter: encounters cursed item or cursed by someone. 
96 Maf ia: Organization takes an interest in the character. 
97 Surprise Attack: is ambushed by something. 
98 Weather Related Accident:  caught out in the elements, etc. 
99 Gambling/Drinking/Depression/Drugs:  confronted by their vices. 
100 Controlled: someone is trying to gain control/power over the character. 
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Major Events Chart 
GM May Roll 1-100 for timing and severity of the Event. These are just 

examples of an Events Chart that a GM could us, though I suggest you make 
your own for maximum realism.  If you do use this chart a GM will need to 

adjust and mold each roll to fit the circumstance of each character. 
01 Success!  At major goal.  +1d6 levels! +1-2 deaths. 
02 Create New Skill:  Succeed in developing new Custom Skill.  + 1 lvl. See GM. 
03 Inheritance: someone in the family died.  Inheritance due.  (Magic?) 
04 Voyage: time at sea.  +3 lvl Ama.  Own ship (1-5 master).  Wanderlust. 
05 Rare Map:  +1-4 Read/Write for maps. Cartographer. +1 in Ama. if appro. 
06 Cleansing Journey: -1d10 deaths (Hari Kari).  Effects per GM.  +1 lvl.  Virtuous. 
07 War: involved in war. +3 lvl if Warrior, +2 Semi, +1 Mage. Military. +3 Deaths 
08 Undercover Work: used for major sting.  +2 lvls in approp. class. 
09 Apprenticed:  Taken in by a Master/School.  +1-2 lvls.  Custom Skill. Guilded 
10 Holy War:  Deity sends on major quest. +1 lvl in Pal./Life (Blessed?) 
11 Training: Involved in special training of Elites.  +1-6 new skills! +1 lvl. 
12-13 Roll on a different Major Events Chart or GM makes up Event. 
14-15 Land/Holdings:  increase holdings etc. up to double current. 
16-18 Archeology:  +1 exp per lvl in Hist. Read/Write, Mage. Have rare goods 
19-20 Rescue Player:  Saved Hero of area.  Add “ title.” +1 lvl.  Owed favor. 
21-23 Add a Back-story:  Roll on Back-story Chart and add to character. 
24-26 Family Goal: Love/Birth/Marriage etc.  Resistant to Courtesan etc. Joyful 
27-30 Treasure Hunting:  Found 1-100X1d10 gold value treasure.  80%(- lvl) Cursed. 
31-35 Building Business: +10 gold per Trade/Craft you have. +1-6 Trades 
36-40 Traveling: Wanderlust. +1-4 lvl Read/Write, +1-4 Track/Hunter. + 1 lvl. 
41-45 Family:  settle down with family (kids?). Semi-Retired.  Won’t travel.  Protective 
46-50 Epic Battle:  Involved in storied battle.  Run it!  Results per GM!  +1 lvl. 
51-55 Mid Life Crisis:  Doubting life path, starting a new class (+2 lvls). Conflicted. 
56-60 Social Status Change:  move up or down 1-2 steps with all Trade/lvl Bonuses. 
61-65 Witness Catastrophe: Emotionally scarred. Advocate for change. +5 lvl in Dipl. 
66-70 Political Interest: become involved in politics. +1-6 in Courtesian/Diplo/Arts. 
71-73 Family Troubles: situation gets worse.  Minor Insanity. -5 lvl verse Vices. 
74-76 Hunted: succeeded in upsetting enemies! Now their after you. Disguise.  +3 Inn. 
77-79 Legal Problems: entangled in legal mess. +1 lvl in Thief (if approp.) +1-10 Dipl.. 
80-83 Unfortunate Venture: lost all wealth.  Owe 1-100% of previous wealth to Lord. 
83-85 Mental Problems: Stress is unhinging character- Partial Insane/Alignment shift 
86-87 Disillusioned: no longer trust the system, becoming a traitor, (+10 lvl Lie)! 
88-89 Haunted: locus of new haunt (Spirit Guide).  Loosing sanity (insomnia). 
90 Exaggerate: roll again and exaggerate the result or roll twice! 
91 Disease: mild/moderate/serious disease. +1-6 lvl Herb/Alchemy searching for cure 
92 Elder Sorcery Fumble: involved is spell fumble. Various results, GM adjudicated! 
93 Captured: someone has captured the character.  Ransom?  Torture! 
94 Botched Resurrection: Major brain damage. -1d6 lvls.  +1 death.  Amnesia. 
95 Insult: accidentally(?) insulted key person/government/deity. -1-20 Dipl vs. them 
96 Staying Retired:  Won’ t adventure, prefer the simple life.  +1-10 lvls Cook. 
97 Died and PDed:  Got divine intervention (if appropriate).  Serving Deity. 
98 Scarred:  semi-permanent damage (Dark Blade?), -1d10 Court.  Hacks? 
99 Killed: someone succeeded in killing character. 5% per Enemy they are Buried*. 
100 Vanished!  No one knows what happened to character- still missing!  GM choice. 
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Forests 
01-02 = Roll Again and Minimize the Roll.  (wounded, already dead etc.) 
03-04 = 1d4 Merchants, (@ lvl, –2 town, +10 Wealth each) 
05-09 = 1-10 Common Animals (small to large). 
10-12 = 1d4 Wandering Mages (likely Nature) 
13-14 = 1d4 Peasants (always 0 lvl)  
15-19 = 1d6 Law Enforcers (likely Samurai + other classes) 
19-23 = 1d4 Military Offi cers 
24-28 = 1d4 Wandering Adventurers (mostly likely common species) 
29-31 = 2d4 Wild Species (people living in the wild) 
32-36 = 1d4 Hunters, Trappers, Loggers, etc. 
37-39 = 1d6+1 Bandits (1-4th level thieves + other classes) 
40-42 = 4d6 Kobolds 
43-45 = 4d6 Brittlemen 
46-49 = 1d6 Goblins (75% common, 20% Wood, 10% with Hobgoblin) 
50-51 = 1d6+3 Orks (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
52-55 = 1 Caravan Driver with 1d10 Guards 
56-58 = 1d4 Ogres (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
59-60 = 1d6 Spinemen 
61-63 =1d4 Giants (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
64-66 = 1d10 Harpys 
67-69 = 1d6 Trolls (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
70-72 = 1d6 One type of Creature, 1d6 of another. 
73-75 = 1d10 Drakespawn (10% Spawnmen) 
76-79 = 1d4 Tree Ents (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
80-81 = 1d4 Beasts (50% common, 25% Armored, 25% other) 
82-85 = Non Creature Encounter:  ruins, items, flooded river, blocked road, etc. 
86-88 = 1d8 Spiders (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
89-90 = 2d6 Fae (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
91-92 = 1d6 Random Monsters (anything!) 
93      = Something Elemental or Divine Related (creature?)  
94      = 1d4 Were-Creatures 
95      = Old Magic: spells/elder sorcery gone awry, old traps, Haunt etc. 
96      = Natural Disaster: local weather, landslide, flood, etc. 
97      = 1d10 Undead (50% Minor, 25% Full, 25% both.). 
98      = Greater Undead, with minions. 
99      = 75% Drakes, 25% 1-2 Dragons! (roll for type) 
100    = Roll Again and Exaggerate the Roll! (more powerful/dangerous) 
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Mountains 
01-02 = Roll Again and Minimize the Roll.  (wounded, already dead etc.) 
03-04 = 1d4 Merchants, (@ lvl, –2 town, +10 Wealth each) 
05-09 = 1-10 Common Animals (small to large). 
10-12 = 1d4 Wandering Mages (likely Flame) 
13-14 = 1d4 Local Peasants (always 0 lvl)  
15-19 = 1d6 Law Enforcers (likely Samurai + other classes) 
19-23 = 1d4 Military Offi cers 
24-28 = 1d4 Wandering Adventurers (mostly likely common species) 
29-31 = 2d4 Wild Species (people living in the wild) 
32-36 = 1d4 Hunters, Trappers, Miners, etc. 
37-39 = 1d6+1 Bandits (1-4th level thieves + other classes) 
40-42 = 4d6 Kobolds 
43-45 = 4d6 Brittlemen 
46-49 = 3d4 Goblins (75% common, 20% Cliff, 10% with Hobgooblin) 
50-51 = 1d6+3 Orks (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
52-55 = 1 Caravan Driver with 1d10 Guards 
56-58 = 1d4 Ogres (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
59-60 = 1d6 Spinemen 
61-63 =1d4 Giants (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
64-66 = 1d10 Harpys or (25% Winderunners). 
67-69 = 1d6 Trolls (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
70-72 = 1d6 One type of Creature, 1d6 of another. 
73-75 = 1d10 Drakespawn (10% Spawnmen) 
76-79 = 1d4 Griffins 
80-81 = 1d4 Beasts (50% common, 25% Mountain, 25% other) 
82-85 = Non Creature Encounter:  ruins, items, flooded river, blocked road, etc. 
86-88 = 1d6 Wyrms 
89-90 = 2d6 Fae (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
91-92 = 1d6 Random Monsters (anything!) 
93      =  Something Elemental or Divine Related (creature?)  
94      = 1d4 Were-Creatures 
95      = Old Magic: spells/elder sorcery gone awry, old traps, Haunt etc. 
96      = Natural Disaster: local weather, landslide, flood, etc. 
97      = 1d10 Undead (50% Minor, 25% Full, 25% both.). 
98      = Greater Undead, with minions. 
99      = 75% Drakes, 25% 1-2 Dragons! (roll for type) 
100    = Roll Again and Exaggerate the Roll! (more powerful/dangerous) 
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Swamps 
01-02 = Roll Again and Minimize the Roll.  (wounded, already dead etc.) 
03-04 = 1d4 Merchants, (@ lvl, –2 town, +10 Wealth each) 
05-09 = 1-10 Common Animals (small to large). 
10-12 = 1d4 Wandering Mages (likely Necromancers) 
13-14 = 1d4 Peasants (always 0 lvl)  
15-19 = 1d6 Law Enforcers (likely Samurai + other classes) 
19-23 = 1d4 Military Offi cers 
24-28 = 1d4 Wandering Adventurers (mostly likely common species) 
29-31 = 1d4 Wild Species (people living in the wild) 
32-36 = 1d4 Hunters, Trappers, Herbalists, etc. 
37-39 = 2d6+1 Bandits (1-4th level thieves + other classes) 
40-42 = 5d6 Kobolds 
43-45 = 5d6 Brittlemen 
46-49 = 2d6 Goblins (75% common, 20% Swamp, 10% with Hobgooblin) 
50-51 = 2d6+3 Orks (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
52-55 = 1 Caravan Driver with 1d10 Guards 
56-58 = 2d4 Ogres (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
59-60 = 2d6 Spinemen 
61-63 = 2d4 Giants (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
64-66 = 2d10 Headed Hydra 
67-69 = 2d6 Trolls (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
70-72 = 1d6 One type of Creature, 1d6 of another. 
73-75 = 2d10 Drakespawn (10% Spawnmen) 
76-79 = 2d4 Minor Undead. 
80-81 = 1d4 Beasts (50% common, 25% Swamp, 25% other) 
82-85 = Non Creature Encounter:  ruins, items, flooded river, blocked road, etc. 
86-88 = 1d4 Slimes (various sizes, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
89-90 = 2d6 Fae (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
91-92 = 1d6 Random Monsters (anything!) 
93      = Something Elemental or Divine Related (creature?)  
94      = 1d4 Were-Creatures 
95      = Old Magic: spells/elder sorcery gone awry, old traps, Haunt etc. 
96      = Natural Disaster: local weather, landslide, flood, disease. 
97      = 2d10 Undead (50% Minor, 25% Full, 25% both.). 
98      = 1d4 Greater Undead, with minions. 
99      = 75% Drakes, 25% 1-2 Dragons! (roll for type) 
100    = Roll Again and Exaggerate the Roll! (more powerful/dangerous) 
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Sea 
01-02 = Roll Again and Minimize the Roll.  (wounded, already dead etc.) 
03-04 = 1d4 Merchant Ship, (@ lvl, +2 town, +10 Wealth each) 
05-09 = 1-10 Common Animals (small to large). 
10-12 = 1d4 Crew, Pleasure Cruiser 
13-14 = Abandoned Ship 0-3 masts (may be diseased etc.)  
15-19 = 3d6 Crew Law Enforcers Ship  (likely Samurai + other classes) 
19-23 = 3d4 Crew Military Officers Ship  
24-28 = 1d4 Crew Wandering Adventurers Ship (likely common species) 
29-31 = Abandoned Crew 1d4 (50% they are pirates etc.) 
32-36 = 1d4 Crew Fishermen, Hunters, etc. 
37-39 = Random Ship with No Captain! (Lost). 
40-42 = 1d10 Merfolk (likely Warriors on patrol) 
43-45 = 2d6 Merfolk Bandits (1-4th lvl Thieves + other classes) 
46-49 = 2d8 Crew Pirate Ship (1-4th lvl Thieves + other classes). 
50-51 = 2d6+3 Crew Ork Ship (75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
52-55 = Cargo Ships with 4d10 Guards. 
56-58 = 2d4 Crew Ogre Ship (75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
59-60 = 3d6 Windrunners 
61-63 = 1d4 Crew Giant Ship (75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
64-66 = 4d10 Crew Military Battleship (Fortified Area, with Balista?) 
67-69 = 6d10 Crew Military Transport Ship (likely Warriors). 
70-72 = 1d6 One type of Creature, 1d6 of another. 
73-75 = 2d10 Drakespawn (10% Spawnmen) 
76-79 = 2d4 Harpys 
80-81 = 1d4 Beasts (50% Sea, 25% Sky, 25% other) 
82-85 = Non Creature Encounter:  reef, island, wreck, etc. 
86-88 = 1d4 Sea Serpents. 
89-90 = 2d6 Fae (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
91-92 = 1d6 Random Monsters (anything!) 
93      = Something Elemental or Divine Related (creature?)  
94      = 2d10 Armed Kraken 
95      = Old Magic: spells/elder sorcery gone awry, old traps, Haunt etc. 
96      = Natural Disaster: local weather, landslide, flood, etc. 
97      = 2d10 Undead (50% Minor, 25% Full, 25% both.). (Ship?) 
98      = Greater Undead, with minions. (Ship?) 
99      = 75% Drakes, 25% 1-2 Dragons! (roll for type) 
100    = Roll Again and Exaggerate the Roll! (more powerful/dangerous) 
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Plains 
01-02 = Roll Again and Minimize the Roll.  (wounded, already dead etc.) 
03-04 = 2d4 Merchants, (@ lvl, –2 town, +10 Wealth each) 
05-09 = 1-10 Common Animals (small to large). 
10-12 = 1d6 Wandering Mages (likely Life) 
13-14 = 2d4 Peasants (always 0 lvl)  
15-19 = 2d6 Law Enforcers (likely Samurai + other classes) 
19-23 = 2d4 Military Offi cers 
24-28 = 2d4 Wandering Adventurers (mostly likely common species) 
29-31 = 2d4 Wild Species (people living in the wild) 
32-36 = 1d6 Hunters, Farmers, Herbalists, etc. 
37-39 = 1d4+1 Bandits (1-4th level thieves + other classes) 
40-42 = 2d6 Mercenaries (usually Warrior). 
43-45 = 4d6 Brittlemen 
46-49 = 1d6 Goblins (75% common, 20% Praire/Sand, 10% with Hobgoblin) 
50-51 = 1d6+3 Orks (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
52-55 = 1 Caravan Driver with 1d10 Guards 
56-58 = 1d4 Ogres (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
59-60 = 1d6 Spinemen 
61-63 =1d4 Giants (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
64-66 = 1d10 Windrunners 
67-69 = 1d6 Trolls (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
70-72 = 1d6 One type of Creature, 1d6 of another. 
73-75 = 1d10 Drakespawn (10% Spawnmen) 
76-79 = City Encounter in the open (Roll on City Chart) 
80-81 = 1d4 Beasts (50% common, 25% Armored, 25% other) 
82-85 = Non Creature Encounter:  ruins, items, flooded river, blocked road, etc. 
86-88 = 1d4 Griffins or Harpys 
89-90 = 1d6 Fae (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
91-92 = 1d6 Random Monsters (anything!) 
93      = Something Elemental or Divine Related (creature?) . 
94      = 1d4 Were-Creatures 
95      = Old Magic: spells/elder sorcery gone awry, old traps, Haunt etc. 
96      = Natural Disaster: local weather, landslide, flood, etc. 
97      = 1d10 Undead (50% Minor, 25% Full, 25% both.). 
98      = Greater Undead, with minions. 
99      = 75% Drakes, 25% 1-2 Dragons! (roll for type) 
100    = Roll Again and Exaggerate the Roll! (more powerful/dangerous) 
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Dungeons and Caverns 
01-02 = Roll Again and Minimize the Roll.  (wounded, already dead etc.) 
03-04 = Treasure: items lost in battle, left in haste, or hidden. 
05-09 = 1-10 Common Animals (small to large). 
10-12 = Dead bodies, carcasses, bones, etc. 
13-14 = 1d6 Serpent Beasts 
15-19 = 1d4 Gnomes, Dwarves, other other mining species. 
19-23 = Traps, pit, ceiling, wall, magic, other, etc. 
24-28 = 1d4 Wandering Adventurers (mostly likely common species) 
29-31 = 1d4 Wild Species (people living in the wild) 
32-36 = 1d4 Haunts  (various types, 50% Low Rarity, 30% Higher, 20% High 
37-39 = 2d6+1 Bandits (1-4th level thieves + other classes) 
40-42 = 5d6 Kobolds 
43-45 = 5d6 Brittlemen 
46-49 = 4d6 Goblins (50% common, 30% other, 20% with Hobgooblin) 
50-51 = 4d6+3 Orks (various types, 50% Low Rarity, 30% Higher, 20% High). 
52-55 = 3d10 Headed Hydra 
56-58 = 3d4 Ogres (various types, 50% Low Rarity, 30% Higher, 20% High) 
59-60 = 3d6 Spinemen 
61-63 = 1d4 Giants (various types, 50% Low Rarity, 30% Higher, 20% High) 
64-66 = 3d10 Harpys 
67-69 = 3d6 Trolls (various types, 50% Low Rarity, 30% Higher, 20% High) 
70-72 = 1d6 One type of Creature, 1d6 of another. 
73-75 = 3d10 Drakespawn (10% Spawnmen) 
76-79 = 4d4 Minor Undead. (50% Low Rarity, 30% Higher, 20% High 
80-81 = 2d4 Beasts (50% common, 25% Swamp, 25% other) 
82-85 = Non Creature Encounter:  ruins, items, broken bridge, blocked, etc. 
86-88 = 1d6 Slimes (various types, 50% Low Rarity, 30% Higher, 20% High 
89-90 = 1d6 Golems (various types, 75% Low Rarity, 20% Higher, 5% High). 
91-92 = 1d10 Random Monsters (anything!) 
93      = Something Elemental or Divine Related (creature?)  
94      = Roll twice on this or any encounter table!  Combine Results. 
95      = Old Magic: spells/elder sorcery gone awry, old traps, Haunt etc. 
96      = Natural Disaster: cave in, landslide, flood, disease. 
97      = 2d10 Undead (50% Minor, 25% Full, 25% both.). 
98      = 3d4 Greater Undead, with minions. 
99      = 75% Drakes, 25% 1-2 Dragons! (roll for type) 
100    = Roll Again and Exaggerate the Roll! (more powerful/dangerous) 
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Cities and Towns 
01-02 = 2d4 Local Craftsmen (roll for Trades/Crafts each is 5+ lvl) 
03-04 = 2d4 Traveling Merchants (@1vl, town, +5 Wealth each) 
05-09 = Various common street scenes (peddlers, children, etc) 
10-12 = 2d4 Wandering Mages 
13-14 = 2d4 Local Peasants (always 0 lvl)  
15-19 = 2d4 Local Law Officers (5th lvl Samurai + other classes) 
19-23 = 2d4 Local Military Officers (+ 10 Outfit Cash each) 
24-28 = 2d4 Wandering Adventurers (roll for species) 
29-31 = 1d6 Drunks (babbling and fumbling over themselves) 
32-36 = 2d6 Courtesans (looking for business) 
37-39 = 1d8+1 Gang Members (1-4th level thief/assassins + other classes) 
40-42 = 1d4 Con Artist (likely thieves) setting up a job. 
43-45 = 1d6 Pickpockets/Thieves (lvl 5 Thief each) Roll for cover identity. 
46-49 = 3d4 Brawlers (drunk and attacking each other). 
50-51 = Local Blacksmith pedaling wares. 
52-55 = Local Guild master out on rounds. 
56-58 = Local Innkeeper gathering information. 
59-60 = 1d100 Rioters, armed with sticks, knives etc. 
61-63 = Festival:  Cooks/Chef’s hiring and selling. 
64-66 = Arts Contest:  Artist selling, buying, trading etc.  
67-69 = 2 Players Dueling (not the skill). 
70-72 = 1d4 Sentries doing rounds. 
73-75 = 1d4 Nobles making their way to/from the palace.  
76-79 = 1d4 Royals making their way to/from the palace. 
80-81 = Elite Samurai Detectives looking for suspicious behavior. 
82-85 = Mafia Lord:  Leader of Local Gang with his Enforcers ! 
86-88 = Wounded Player: Dieing in the street etc. 
89-90 = Were-Creature in Beast form, attacking randomly! 
91-92 = 1d4 Random Monsters that have gotten into town! 
93      = 1d4 Ghost/Specter/Apparition/Wraith Haunting Nearby Area  
94      = Dead Player – (50% of being in a class) otherwise, Merchant etc. 
95      = Dead Hero (25% PDed).  50% of having Magic items, cash etc. 
96      = Thief about to pick pocked someone, you just stepped in front of her! 
97      = Assassin about to finalize someone, and you just bumped into her! 
98      = 1d4 random undead wandering out from a graveyard etc. 
99      = 1d4 Vampires looking for a snack. 
100    = The Reining King/Queen out on business!  Full Elite Guard! 
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 Magic Item Sheets Magic Item Sheets Magic Item Sheets Magic Item Sheets    

Item Name:  

Item Type:  
Notes and Abilities: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture or Description: 

Monster and species write up SheetMonster and species write up SheetMonster and species write up SheetMonster and species write up Sheet    
Creature Name: 

Species Type:  
ROR HP MANA 

AV SIZE RARITY 

Notes and Abilities: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture or Description: 
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The line on the left is called the Meta Tulta (spirits cannot be Summon 
back into their bodies with Summon the Dead East of this line). 
The line of the right is called the Meta Lassi (character cannot be 
Resurrected if they are East of this line). 
The right-hand edge of the map is called the Meta (magic fails past 
this line).
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Notes and Characters: 
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Martial Artist Prestige Class- Forms and Variations 
CORE STYLES OF ROEKRON 
For the core style players must complete a style all the way to 10th 
lvl before going on to other classes.  They are allowed to be more 
than on Style, but must choose when they first enter this class and 
then must keep equal levels in ALL styles they take. 
Requirements:  Must have the Dancer Trade Craft, must be 
trained by a Master (another player who has lvl 10 in the style- 
there are no guilds for styles) 

Restri ctions:  Can wear no armor.  
Semi-Martial Class. 

Fire Style 
1. Limited Martial Arts:  

Attack only. 
2. Berserk 
3. Martial Arts (full) 
4. Impale (MA only) 
5. Shatter (MA only) 
6. Adrenaline (Elite) 
7. Charge and Trample 

(MA only) 
8. Final Fury (Elite): 
9. Martial Arts Elite 

10.Burning Touch: No Invoke 
cost, (MA only) 

 
Earth Style 
1. Endure 
2. Consciousness 
3. Martial Arts 
4. Healing Factor (Elite) 
5. Improved HP (Elite): + 8 
6. Mobile Brace (Elite): for 8 
7. Magic Resistance (all 

standard) 
8. Vitals Protection 
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9. Empathic Strike (MA only) 
10.Absorb Effect: (hands only) 

 
Water Style 

1. Disarm (hands only) 
2. Snare (MA only) 
3. Martial Arts 
4. Spellturning (all MA) 
5. Martial Arts Reflexes 
6. Dispel and Reflect 

Magic 
7. Weapon Mastery (MA 

only) 
8. Shattering Armor 
9. Judo Throws: 1 Mana 

(Reflects a skill used 
on you if the attacker is NOT Stationary) 

10. Reflect Melee Attack (hands only) 
 
Air Style  
1. Limited Martial Arts (deals 

no damage). 
2. Acrobatics 
3. Hide and Stealth 
4. Disarm (MA Only) 
5. Evade Missile Weapons 

(Elite) 
6. Avoid 
7. Spellturning (all MA) 
8. Flying 
9. Stamina and Endurance 
10.Light Ray Strike (MA only) 
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Thunder Style 

1. Weapons Dedication 
(MA) 

2. Duel and Weapon 
Mastery in Duels (MA 
only) 

3. Martial Arts 
4. Might Strike (MA only) 
5. Chi Strike (Elite- no 

mana cost) 
6. Honor Fight 
7. Dishonor 
8. Righteous Aura 

9. Chi Kill (Elite, -1 to mana cost) 
10.Divine Gift (Elite- spell sphere delivery) 
 
Heaven Style 
1. Hack (hands only) 
2. Vitals Protection 
3. Martial Arts 
4. Pressure Points: tag 

based Hack, deals no 
damage (MA only) 

5. Stamina 
6. Chi Block Duel: 

(Ninja Duel Elite) 
7. Warded Attacks: 

(MA only) 
8. Crit Elite 
9. Vitals Knockout (MA only) 
10.Chi Block Vitals: 1 Mana.  Target looses all 

abilit ies.  (hands only) 
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Lake Style 
1. Limited Martial Arts (feet count as hands) 
2. Acrobatics (In Combat Jester while using 

Acrobatics) 
3. Martial Arts 
4. Evasive Shimmering (+4 AV) 
5. Disarm Elite (MA only) 
6. Redirection:  Limited Charm- 

ROR only. 
7. Snare (feet only) 
8. Taunt. 
9. Feint (if you take damage 

from a player, your next attack 
on them is double damage) 

10.Avoid Elite (no mana cost). 
 
Mountain Style 
1. +1 damage with hands 
(stationary only) 

2. Brace (Elite) prevents 
8 damage. 
3. Martial Arts 
4. Combat Shimmering 
5. Selective Shielding 
(Elite): can armor non-armor 
zone. 
6. Improved Strength 
(MA only) 
7. Shield Bash (MA only) 
8. Combat Shimmering 
Elite 
9. Unbreachability 
10. Giant Strength (Elite- 

+1 to effective size) (MA only) 
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Martial Artist Continued - THE OUTS: 
All the Core Martial Artist Style in Roekron have 
similar OUT skills.   For simplicity they are listed 
below as one list. 

CORE OUTS all Styles 
1. Forms:  skills in this class cost 1 less exp to 
learn for every 4 lvls in Dancer you have.  You 
lvl in this class counts as your lvl in Dancer as 
well. 
2. Meditation:  as Wilderness Healing but OUT 
only. 
3. Cat Sense:  Scouting and can see spirits. 
4. Selective Lore/Staff Touch:  Pick a specific 
item type.  It counts as Martial Arts for abilities 
in this class. 
5. Discipline:  As Forms but for Art (drawing, 
calligraphy) 
6. Improved Cat Sense:  Sense Ambush and 
Blind Fighting 
7. Transcend (OUT only):  can only spend this 
mana on skill in this class. 
8. Enlightenment (exp goes towards this class 
only) 
9. Philosophy:  As Forms but for Diplomat and 
Peacekeeper 
10.  Trademark Skill:  Create a unique ability 
that demonstrates your understanding of this 
art. 
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Iron Disciples Class Style 
Requirements:  as for the Core Skills, but 
also, Must enter Samurai Class as well, and 
keep Samurai equivalent with Monk. 
Restri ctions:  Cannot affiliate with ANY 
other group.  Can wear no armor and use 
no weapons (items that deal no damage are 
fine).  
The Iron Disciples are the non pacifist 
fighting force of the Sorikonia Martial 
Masters.  They are an elite group of 
protectors of the masters, when pacifist 
measures fail.  They live a monastic lifestyle 
and recruit from orphans and require 
members to keep their affiliations clear.  
They are always Mountain Style, but gain 
an equivalent additional Style as they level 
up (thus if they are lvl 1 Mountain and lvl 1 
Samurai, they are also effectively a lvl 1 of 
their other chosen style). 

 
Sorikonia Martial Master Class Style 

Requirements:  Must 
have sufficient honor 
and social status to be 
trained.  Must ascribe 
to a pacifist belief 
system.   Must enter 
Life Mage and keep 
Life Mage equivalent 
with their Monk 
Class.  They gain 
Samurai abilities 
equivalent to their 
level in Monk and 
Life Mage (thus at lvl 

1 if they are lvl 1 Life and lvl 1 Monk, they are also effectively lvl 1 
Samurai). 
Restri ctions:  Mage Class. 
Additional Abilities: 
3) Authority:  All trade crafts count as peacekeeper and diplomat as well. 
6) Magic Weapon Smith 
9) Blessed Weapon: your primary weapon gains abilities (spellstrikes, etc.) 
12)  Choose one of the following:  Judge, Crafter, or Guardian.  Judges gain 
enhanced Peacekeeper and Diplomat Abilities.  Crafters gain various 
knowledge of magic item crafting.  Guardians gain additional combat 
techniques with a chosen weapon style.  
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Elder Goddess Pantheon Prestige Classes 
CORE STYLES OF ROEKRON 
Players must complete a class all the way to 10th lvl before going 
on to other classes. 

 
Priestess of the Elder Goddess 
Requirements: Must maintain equal level in all mage types.  
Cannot be Evil. 
Restri ctions:  Mage Class. 
Priestesses of the Elder Goddess are powerful visionaries and 
seers, with a strong interest in the protection and safeguarding of 
freedom, nature, and life.  They are protectors and supporters of 
women’s power and equality.   

 
1. Priestess Craft:  Your total level 

counts as your level in all mage 
types. 

2. Mage Rogue:  Master Rouge but 
for mage spells only. 

3. Skill Drain: Tag a player to steal 
an ability from them.  You gain 
their ability for the encounter. 

4. Rouge Elite:  (as the 10th lvl Thief 
Skill) 

5. Moon Powered Mage:  your mana 
regenerates in moonlight (speed 
varies by phases) 

6. Goddess Items:  items you craft 
will have the Elder Goddess 
“ flaws and tier.” 

7. Summon the Guardian:  Can call the Stone Dragon from Randwin to come 
to your aid if need be. 

8. We are one:  Your total mana is equal to the total mana of all women in 
your party.  Girls in your party may also allow you to spend their mana 
as if it were your own. 

9. Hell Hath No Fury:  If a party member is permanently killed by an 
opponent, you are immune to opponents for the rest of the encounter and 
are at double proficiency for all abilities.  You die after the encounter, 
and must draw twice from the death bag. 

10.Avatar of the Elder: (i f you have three or more priestesses present- call the 
deity to take over your body on this plane and allow her to take action on 
this plane! 
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Warrior of the Elder Goddess 
Requirements: Must maintain twice the level in Paladin and you 
are in Archer and Ranger.  Can go no other classes.  Cannot be 
Evil. 
Restri ctions:  Warrior, You are Bound to Women.  You are 
Bound to destroy all known evil. 
Warriors of the Elder Goddess are the guardians of a faith often 
under attack from many sources.  Due to their persecution they 
are often secretive and do not disclose their identities easily.  They 
are protectors and supporters of women’s power and equality. 
1. Weapon of the 

Goddess:  
Might Strike 
with all attacks. 

2. Elder Sorcery 
Blade:  Can 
create and cast 
Elder Sorcery 
Spells through 
your weapons 
only (all types).  
OP is equal to 
your Rank in 
this class. 

3. Slay Evil: no 
mana cost. 

4. Chosen 
Immunity:  
Choose an 
attack type.  You are immune to that attack. 

5. A Thousand Voices:  If you are permanently 
killed by an opponent, a number of Angels of 
the Goddess are summoned equal to the 
opponents level. 
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Elder Goddess Sorceress 
Requirements: Must be have at least 5 lvls in the Priestess Trade 
Craft.   Must choose 1 Mage type to specialize in and master that 
class (all the way to 10th lvl).  You must keep your level in that 
class equal with your level in this class.  Cannot be Evil. 
Restri ctions:  Mage.  Women only. 
The Sorceresses of the Elder Goddess are a powerful and feared 
group of Elder Sorcerers whose power is undisputed.  There 
purpose is to work the powerful and difficult spells that the Elder 
Goddess followers need. 
1. Ritual Craft:  Your total 

level counts as your level 
in all mage types for 
Rituals. 

2. Spell Mimic:  copy 1 
spell from an ally for 1 
mission. 

3. Counterspell:  can cancel 
any spell you currently 
could cast.  There is no 
delivery for the spell, it’s 
range is your voice! 

4. Shrineguard:  Gain 
Wilderness Energy and 
Healing at a shrine of the 
Elder Goddess. 

5. Elder Sorcery Mastery 
(Words):  You have ½ 
proficiency Elder Sorcery 
for all other mage types if 
you have Elder Sorcery of 
your chosen 
specialization. 

6. Double Proficiency Elder 
Sorcery for your 
specialization. 

7. Elder Sorcery Mastery (Delivery):  You have ½ proficiency Elder 
Sorcery for all other mage types if you have Elder Sorcery of your 
chosen specialization. 

8. Failure is not an Option:  Your spells cannot fumble at a shrine of 
the Elder Goddess. 

9. Elder Sorcery Mastery (Higher OP):  You have ½ proficiency 
Elder Sorcery for all other mage types if you have Elder Sorcery 
of your chosen specialization. 

10.  Discipline of the Faithful:  Your mana costs are halved (rounded 
up) at a Shrine of the Elder Goddess. 
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OTHER GAME WORLDS:  
    

The Crestfall Game WorldThe Crestfall Game WorldThe Crestfall Game WorldThe Crestfall Game World    
By Ryan ≈Bobo∆ Barton, 

(with help from Cora  Tobin, Tyson and Lanelle Ruszler).

What follows is an example of how GM’s have used the FanWar game 
system to create their own game worlds.  The world listed here uses the 
FanWar game system with the appropriate modifications, class creation 
system, and creature creation, included here for reference and example.
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Ninja  
(semi)  Semi- Leather 
In  

1. Throwing 
Training 

2. Disarm 
3. Martial arts 
4. Acrobatics 
5. Flash packet 
6. Ninja duel 
7. Adrenaline 
8. Master rogue 
9. Reflexes (+1 AV, 

Can catch missile 
Weapons) 

10. Weapon mastery 
(elite) 

 OUT 
1. Informant 
2. Scouting 
3. Dispatch 
4. Scholarly discipline 
5. Disguise 
6. Guild member 
7. Species lore 
8. Combat discipline 
9. Slay missile weapon 

(as Slay Arrows) 
10. Guild master 
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Psionic 
No armor +3 mana Semi Tier (you must have base mana equal to the level of the 
skill/spell you wish to use, No dense or dumb races) 

IN SKILLS 
1. Shock Touch Drain UB: 

Drains 1 Mana: call “  Shock 
Touch one mana drain UB 
and your frozen for your 
ROR” 

2. Healing Touch(non-magic) 
3. Mental Barrier:  - 1 from mana 

drains 
4. Flight: Drains 1 mana: Flying 

for the encounter 
5. Mind Thrust (packet AV0): 

Drains 1 Mana: call “ 2 Mana 
Drain AV0” 

6. Stamina 
7. Amplified Shock Touch Drain 

UB: Instead your frozen for 
4xROR 

8. Healing Touch (magic) 
9. Mind Burst (Ball UB): Drains 

3 Mana, call “ 4 UB Mana 
Drain” 

10. Mental Fortitude: Additional -
1 from mana drains, resistant 

to charm, psionics and mind 
control. 

 
OUT SKILLS 

1. Resolve Conflict 
2. Mind Control 
3. Astral Project, as ethereal 

travel but upon astral 
plain. Can communicate 
through thought to other 
players. 

4. Scholarly discipline 
5. Mental Disguise, as 

disguise but psionics and 
those with true sight can 
see. No kit required. 

6. Guild Member 
7. Enlightenment 
8. Combat Discipline 
9. Teleport: 3x level in 

Psionic, on self only 1 
mana. To a studied spot or 
person studied in astral 
plane. 

10. Guild Master 
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Illusionist  
Mage (no armor) 
{Anyone can pay one mana to dispel any of your spells} 

1. Staff Touch 
2. Dazzling Ray(AV0) 

Call “ flash packet I 
cause your 
unconsciousness for 
4x ROR in seconds” 

3. Illusionary Arcane- 1 
mana choose any one 
thrown spell. Buy the 
spell stone you have 
that spell. Pay 
another 1 mana and 
replace it with 
another. 

4. Invisibility (self) - as 
stealth but in sunlight 
even. 

5. Amplified Dazzling 
Ray- As flash packet 

6. Swift Sleep 
7. Improved Illusionary 

arcane- Up to four 
different spells. 1 
mana per spell 

8. Illusionary Dispel- as 
dispel 

9. Invisibility Aura- 3 
mana 10' radius 
everyone in 10' 
radius has invisibility 

10. Illusionary Killer- 
"pay one or die." cost 
1 mana. Similar to 
chi kill but only for 1 
mana. 

OUT SPELLS 
1. Light 
2. Ventriloquism/Clairaudien

ce 
Through voice or over hear 
a conversation clearly at 
100' 2x proficiency 
Innkeeper 

3. Glimmer- Make a mundane 
item seems magical visa 
versa. Reads as desired but 
identifies as the truth. 1 
mana 

4. Scholarly Discipline 
5. Celestial sorcery- may 

choose any X words from 
the Celestial Sorcery words 
(op 1-3). X= your level in 
Illusionist. 

6. Guild Member 
7. Celestial Delivery 
8. Combat Discipline 
9. Celestial OP: Increases the 

OP of words you can learn 
to ½ your level in this class 
rounded up. 

10. Guild Master 
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Monk  

 
1) Minor Martial Arts: You can attack 
with your hands as weapons and can block 
with your hands and feet. (Forearms do not 
count as shields.) 
2) Divine Strike (IC): Call “Divine 
Strike, <damage> Shock Touch;” if your 
next Martial Arts attack hits, the opponent 
takes normal damage and is enveloped in 
holy light, stunning them for their RoR. 
They cannot be attacked while stunned. 
3) Divine Body: Gains Resistance to all 
poisons. 
4) Divine Wholeness (BC): Call “Divine 
Wholeness;” you gain 1 HP. Can heal up to 
2X hit points per day, but only to oneself. X 
= your level in Monk. 
5) Divine Mind: Gains Resistance to all 
mind control, including Charm, Sleep, Fear, 
and any other compelling or controlling 
magical effect. 
6) Advanced Martial Arts: +2 damage 
with hands. Your forearms now count as 
shields. 
7) Master Divine Strike: Your divine 
strike now stuns the target for 4 times their 
RoR. 
8) Improved Divine Wholeness: Can now 
heal up to 3X hit points per day. 
9) Divine Soul: While ethereal, gains -1 
damage reduction. 
10)  Mystic 
Union: Race 
subtype becomes 
Angel. Appearance 
does not change 
except for a pair of 
wings. Gains -1 
damage reduction at 
all times (this stacks 
with Divine Soul). 
Gains Flying. 
 
 
 

 
 

1) Divine Lore: Know information about 
religious organizations and deities. This 
ability stacks with Historian. Can be 
hired to tend shrines and temples for 3 
gold per level in Monk. 
2) Divine Health: Gains immunity to all 
diseases, including magical ones. 
3) Bless: Can bless a weapon so that it 
deals magic damage. Limit 1 weapon a 
day. 1% chance per level in monk to 
have a magical ability. 
4) Scholarly Discipline 
5) Divine Oath: Can create a soul-
binding contract with another during a 
10-minute ritual. All participants must 
willingly agree to the terms of the 
contract. Once the oath has been sworn, 
the participants cannot break it without 
dying. 
6)Empty Body: Can go ethereal X times 
per day. X = half your level in Monk. 
Can manifest in your RoR in seconds. 
You keep your skills and abilities, and 
any items glued to you. 
7)Improved Bless: Weapon blessed will 
now be effectively magic and Runic. ½% 
chance per level for an additional ability. 
8)Combat Discipline 

9)Tongue of the Sun 
and Moon: Can speak 
and understand all 
languages. Can read 
and write X additional 
languages. X = 1/3 
your level in Monk 
(rounded down). 
Stacks with Reading & 
Writing. 
10) Guardians of Faith: 
When with 3 or more 
other Monks, gain 
additional -1 damage 
resistance
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Subdual Mage 
In     Out 
1) Limited Pacifism^   1. Mediator* 
2) Staff Touch   2. Mind Control 
3) Earthbind   3. Enchant Item 
4) Ice Ball    4. Scholarly Discipline 
5) Light Ray   5. Elder Sorcery Words 
6) Ward    6. Guild Member 
7) Blizzard Aura   7. Elder Sorcery Delivery 
8) Amplify Ice Ball   8. Combat Discipline 
9) Amplify Light Ray  9. Elder Sorcery OP 
10) Paci fism    10. Guildmaster 

 
^Cannot damage players. 
* (Resolve Conflict for Diplomat) 
 
Elder Sorcery Words 
OP 1: prevent, restrain, calm, slow, stun 
Emotion, movement, damage, attack 
 
OP 2: daze, cease, return, protect, reform, reduce 
Courage, idea 
 
OP 3: charm, guard, cleanse, disenchant, disempower 
Mind, barrier, guardian, confusion, battle 
 
OP 4: freeze, obscure, delay, ward, shield 
Defense, alignment, betrayal 
 
OP 5: control, move, disrupt, defy, bring 
Resistance, wisdom 
 
OP 6: change, vanish, command, reduce, erase 
Peace, thoughts, hush 
 
OP 7: counter, abolish, stop, dominate, suppress 
Sanctuary 
 
OP 8: dispel, subdue, collapse, extinguish 
Passions, moral, faith, enlightenment 
 
OP 9: enchant, avoid, escape, steal 
Will, immune, pacifism, truth 
 
OP 10: manipulate, reform, reverse 
Ethics, spirit, soul 
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Shepard: 
1. Limited Pacifism^ (as above)  1. Resolve Conflict 
2. Snare     2. Detect Alignment 
3. Disarm     3. Watchman 
4. Sap – AV=0, cannot run for encounter. 4. Scholarly Discipline 
5. Flash Packet    5. Disenchant 
6. Swift Sleep Aura    6. Guild Member 
7. Blinding Aura    7. Species Lore 
8. Flash Ball    8. Combat Discipline 
9. Charm     9. Remove Charm 

       10. Paci fism     10 Guildmaster 
 
^Cannot damage players. 
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Brute 
1) Impact Weapon 
Proficiency ( like two 
handed proficiency but 
with impact weapons only) 

2) Berserk 
3) Charge 
4) Hack 
5) Damage Cap 
6) Evade Missile 
Weapons 
7) Improved 
Strength 
8) Battle Cry 
9) Improved HP 
10) Giant Strength 
 
 
 

1) Gladiator 
2) Weapon Smith 
3) Gladiator Skills 
4) Armor Smith  
5) Intimidate 
6) Attack Formation 
(Knights, Barb) 
7) Custom Weapon 
Smith 
8) Combat Discipline 
9) Runic Weapon 
Smith 
10) Barbarian 
Horde 
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Champion 
Restrictions – Warrior Only, No Multi-classing until Guild Master 

Work with Armies, Knights, and Cities 
+3hp , tier as Warrior 

Dual Wield Tree               /    Shield and Weapon Tree          /     Two Handed Weapon Tree 
Must wield two weapons / Must wield a shield and weapon / Must wield a two handed weapon 
1) Dual Wielding 
Technique: +1 
damage as long as 
you’re wielding at 
least two weapons 
2) Charge AV0 as 
long as you’re 
running 
3) Taunt 
4) Damage Cap 
5)  +1 damage as 
long as you are 
wielding a weapon in 
each hand 
6) Spell Turning 
weapons elite (non-
spel 
7)  Charging deals 
+2 Damage 
8) Transmute 
9)  Crit & Crit Elite 
10) Throw boulders 
in one hand and use 

two handed weapons in 
one hand.  
 
1) Shield & Weapon 
Technique: +2 hp as long 
as you’re wielding a shield 
and weapon  
2) Knockbac k 5 Tag 
player with shield (as 
shieldbash) and call 
Knoc kbac k 5 move bac k 
five paces 
3) Taunt 
4) Damage Cap 
5) Resistant to Disarm 
6) Shield Bash 
7)  Improved Knoc k bac k, 
target is snared after 
knoc kbac k 
8) Transmute 
9)  Advanced Damage Cap 

10) Improved HP, Spell 
turning Shield elite non-
spells 
1) Two Handed Weapon 
Technique: +2 damage 
and armor piercing as 
long as you’re using a two 
handed weapon. 
2) Charge as it is now. 
3) Taunt 
4) Damage Cap 
5) +1 Damage per hand on 
a weapon, and any 
weapon in two hands 
counts as a Two-handed 
weapon for you. 
6) Hack 
7) THT: Trample 
8) Transmute 
9)  Shatter non-magic two 
choices 
10) Giant Strength and +1 
effective size 

 
1) Mounted Training- Your level in r iding training is equal to your 

level in this class. (Stacks with Riding Training) 
2) Weapon Smith 
3) Armor Smith 

4) Sentry & Military 
5) Custom Weapon 

Smith 
6) Guild member 

7) Attack Formation 
& Fortify Area 
8) Combat & 

Scholarly Discipline 
9) Runic Weapon & 

Armor Smith 
10) Guild Master 
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Infiltrator  
Restrictions – Mage Only 

Work with Guilds and City 
 
1) Weapon Dedication: 
Hands 
2) Shock Touch 
3) Acrobatics 
4) Disarm: Hands only 
5) Martial Arts 
6) Dispel Magic 
7) Stash 
8) Consciousness 
9) Disarm Elite: Hands 
and Daggers 
10) Slay 

 
1) Informant (stacks with 
Courtesan) 
2) Track (In Town only) 
3) Hitman 
4) Glue  
5) Mind Control 
6) Disguise 
7) Dispatch 
8) Pick Pocket (stacks with 
Courtesan) 
9) Make Poison (stacks with 
Courtesan) 
10) Teleport 
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Shaman 
Restrictions – Mage Only 

No armor – Shunned by Guilds 

 
1) Staff Touch 
2) Healing Touch 
3) Earthbind 
4) Light Ray 
5) Animate Dead 
6) Beastial Transformation 
(limited to familiar and totem, 
Free) 
7) Improved Mage Lore 
8) Treeform (Sel f Only) 
9) Amplified Light Ray 

10) Rebirth 
1) Oracle/Familiar 
2) Potion Making 
3) Spirit Guide 
4) Ethereal Travel  
5) Wilderness Healing 
6) Disenchant 
7) Polymorph (Free) 
8) Species Lore 
9) Make Poison 
10) Wilderness Energy 

 
Feral Branch- Lvl 1- Gain some senses that your totem has that your 

character does not have. 

                         Lvl 4- Gain stat bonus based on your totem, and the 

possibility of  an ability. 

                         Lvl 7- Gain at least one ability your totem has that your 

character does not. 

                         Lvl 10- Metamorph for your totem, Identify as a blend of 

you and your totem.  

 

Spiritua l Branch- Lvl 1- 

Spiritually in tune, susceptible 

to minor oracles, 

premonitions, and 

possessions. 

                              Lvl 4- 

Become able  to communicate 

easier with spirits  and spirits 

acknowledge you as friendly. 

                              Lvl 7- 

Ethereal Travel in your RoR. 

                              Lvl 10- 
Commune with the Spirits, 
the ability to talk to plants, 
animals, and the spirit of the 
land. This normal comes in 
the form of a spiritual form of 
your totem. 
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CREATURES OF CRESTFALL 
PC Species 

 
Khai-Shang 
ROR: 30 HP: 3 Mana: 2 Size: 3 AV: 1 Rarity: 1 
Int: Average 
Description: Humanoid weasel like otter. 
Abilities: Swimming, Martial Arts. Will never 
use armor, will only use master-crafted weapons. 
Notes: Khai-Shang are elitists that believe that 
other races are below them. They are very honor 
bound. 
Lifespan: 100 years. 
 
Minotaur, Common 
ROR: 50 HP: 3 Mana: 0 Size: 5 AV: 1 Rarity: 1 
Int: Average 
Description: Humanoid with the head and legs of 
a Bull. Occasionally they are covered in coarse 
hair on their entire body. 
Abilities: Improved Strength, Charge, Gore 
(while charging deal hal f size rounded down) 
Aggressive, Cannot be mage, Cannot learn 
higher than 5th in a class. 
Notes:  Not the brightest but that doesn’t matter 
much, they are strong. 
Lifespan: 100 years 
 
Throon 
ROR: 60 HP: 5 Mana: 0 Size: 5 AV: 1 Rarity: 1 Int: Dense 
Description: Humanoid with four muscular arms and little to no body hair. 
Abilities: Four-arms, Improved Strength. Dense, Custom Armor. 
Notes: They are very limited in the emotions they feel, which are confined 
to rage, greed, lust and, once in a great while, fear. The rest of the time 
they are almost devoid of feeling. 
Lifespan: 100 years. 
 
Knoblin 
ROR: 15 HP: 1 Mana: 2 Size: 1 AV: 0 Rarity: 1 Int: Average 
Description: Goblinoids with bat-like wings. 
Abilities: Matriarchal, +1 with missile weapons, Sonar, Flying. Slow when 
not flying. Giant Spiders treat you as an ally. 
Notes:  Very Matriarchal so it is uncommon to see males out adventuring 
since they are at home taking care of the young. Nocturnal and rather 
photophobic, Knoblins rarely go into the light without cloaks and eye 
covers. 
Lifespan 75 years. 
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Satyr 
ROR: 30 HP: 2 Mana: 4 Size: 2 AV: 0 Rarity: 1 Int: Average 
Description: Fey with the legs of a goat and normaly some kind of horns. 
Abilities: 2x Musician, at 6th level Courtesan stacks with musician, 9th level 
charm for Faire Folk (while playing music). Must have custom armor. 
Notes: Satyrs are very light spirited and fantastic musicians. They are often 
found working in inns and taverns as entertainment. They have strong 
connections to the fey but are quick to join city life. 
Lifespan: Immortal. 
 
Coastal Elf 
ROR: 16 HP: 2 Mana: 2  Size: 3  AV:0 Rarity: 1 Int: Average 
Description: Humanoid with light blue skin and green hair and their ears 
are longer than a wood el f’s. 
Abilities: Immune to Mental Effects, +1 with spears, must have custom 
chainmail and higher. 
Notes: They are much more open to outsiders than other elves and have a 
strong ancestral worship to their Sea Elven ancestors. 
Lifespan: Immortal 
 
*Takari Elf 
ROR: 16 HP: 1 Mana: 3  Size: 3  AV:0 Rarity: 1 Int: Average 
Description: Humanoid with skin color ranging from a light tan to a dark 
brown with black hair. Their eyes are often black but occasionally can be 
ashen grey. 
Abilities: Identify equal to their total level. Can reduce the time of rituals 
by 2 min. per mana spent. Will never wear more than Chainmail and all 
armor must be Custom or Master Crafted.  
Notes: They are often isolationists and sometimes bordering on 
xenophobic. 
Lifespan: Immortal 
 
*Takari Orc 
ROR: 26 HP: 3 Mana: 1 Size: 4 AV:0 Rarity: 1 Int: Low-Average 
Description: These orcs are much like common Urukai in appearance but 
are darker skinned. They have a longer nose teeth that don’t quite fit in 
their mouths. 
Abilities: Advanced Smell, Aggressive. 
Notes: These pack hunters don’t associate with other Orcs besides the 
occasional Pithian Uru, they find their kin to be brutish and unbearable. 
Lifespan: 75 years 
 
*Inoxian 
ROR: 45 HP: 3 Mana: 1 SIZE: 3 AV: 2 RARITY: 1 INT: Average 
Description: Bipedal Dinosaur with semi humanoid features. 
Abilities: Bite, Tracking lvl 3. 
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Notes: Sometimes living in the Jungle Pith, often seen in nomadic tribes 
out on the grass flats. Ancestral worship and Power gained through age. 
Lifespan: 100 
 
*Apidaen 
ROR: 40 HP: 2 Mana: 2 SIZE: 4 AV: 0 RARITY: 1 INT: Average 
Description: These large insectoids resemble bees or wasps. 
Abilities: Cannot wear armor, Non-Humanoid, Flying, Toxin Tolerance 
(1/2 effect from poisons and toxins), -1 to carrying capacity, Missile 
Weapon Cap, Limited Magic Resistance(1/2 effect from missile spells). 
Notes: They tend to travel outside their home alone. They are tall but 
slender. 
Lifespan: 100 
 
*Tengu 
ROR: 30 HP: 2 Mana: 3 SIZE: 3 AV: 0 RARITY: 1 INT: Average 
Description: Bipedal ravens or crows with talons for feet and feathers 
covering their body. They resemble a Man with wings and the head of a 
Raven. 
Abilities: Flying in chain or less. Leap above av2, Partial Humanoid, 
Weapon class techniques, Must reach lvl 5 in a class before multiclassing, 
Skills cost 1 less xp to learn but never less than 1. Custom armor required. 
Notes: Honor bound and strongly anchored in ancestral worship. Tend to 
have strong beliefs and respect all natural spirits. 

Lifespan: 100 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Monster Races 
 
 
 
Roc 
ROR: 30 HP: 20 Mana: 8 
Size: 8 AV: 2 Rarity: 9 
Int: Average 
Description: Giant Birds 
of Prey with colors and 
patterns that vary depending on region it is from. 
Abilities: Flying, Adv. Smell, Scouting, Bite, and Devour, Giant Strength. 
No speech, No hands, Non-Humanoid.. 
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Notes: They often hunt from stables, Oceans, and rivers. They are not 
aggressive but will defend themselves until all threats are eliminated. 
 
Three-Headed Hound 
ROR: 20 HP: 5 Mana: 2 Size: 5 AV: 1 Rarity: 6 Int: low 
Description: Resembling the legendary Cerberus but smaller. 
Abilities: Bite, Devour, Battle Roar, Double Track, Adv. Smell, Martial 
Arts, Martial Arts Elite, Quadruped. 
Notes: Very Aggressive and often used as hunting dogs for ogres and 
Urukk. 
 
Minotaur, Swamp 
ROR: 50 HP: 5 Mana: 0 Size: 4 AV: 1 Rarity: 5 Int: low 
Description: Humanoid with the head and legs of a Bull. 
Abilities: Improved Strength, Charge, Gore (while charging deal hal f size 
rounded down) Aggressive, Cannot be mage, Cannot learn higher than 5th 
in a class. 
Notes: The smallest of all the minotaur, they are mischievous, and 
malicious. They dwell in swampy areas and have much smaller horns 
aswell. 
 
Minotaur, Mountain 
ROR: 50 HP: 7 Mana: 2 Size: 7 AV: 1 Rarity: 7 Int: Low 
Description: Humanoid with the head and legs of a Bull. Covered head to 
toe in coarse hair. 
Abilities: Improved Strength, Charge, Aggressive, Cannot learn higher 
than 5th in a class. 
Notes: A larger minotaur with very wide horns, they are strong and 
generally mean. They make great body guards due to their loyalty. 
 
Minotaur, Artic 
ROR: 70 HP: 9 Mana: 4 Size: 9 AV: 2 Rarity: 9 Int: High 
Description: Humanoid with the head and legs of a Bull. Covered head to 
toe in coarse white hair. 
Abilities: Improved Strength, Charge, Trample, Gore (while charging deal 
hal f size rounded down). Proud, Very Smart. 
Notes: The largest, smartest minotaur with ram-like horns, they are strong 
and make dangerous mages. 
 
Lightning Spider 
ROR: 30 HP: 8 Mana: 6 Size: 6 AV: 2 Rarity: 9 Int: Animal 
Description: Large spiders with blue and yellow stripes. 
Abilities: Acidic Blood, Vitals Protection, Unbreachability, Giant Str. 
Snare, Poison, Shock touch through web or hands, Double Leap. No 
speech, No hands, Non-Humanoid. 
Notes: They tend to set traps of web that they electri fy and stun their prey. 
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Scorpion (Large) 
ROR: 15 HP: 5 Mana: 2 Size: 4 AV: 2 Rarity: 4 Int: Animal 
Description: Large scorpions. 
Abilities: Large Scorpions have Acidic Blood, Vitals protection and 
Unbrechability. Improved Strength. Large Scorpions use martial arts (elite) 
and impale, and disembowel. 
Notes: They may use a flail to represent their tail and have venom 
4.Weapon Mastery Flail. Very animalistic and territorial. 
 
Giant Scorpion 
ROR: 30 HP: 10 Mana: 5 Size:8 AV: 3 Rarity: 6 Int: Animal 
Description: Large scorpions. 
Abilities: Large Scorpions have Acidic Blood, Vitals protection and 
Unbrechability. Improved Strength. Large Scorpions use martial arts (elite) 
and impale, and disembowel. 
Notes: They may use a flail to represent their tail and have venom 
8.Weapon Mastery Flail. Very animalistic and territorial. 
 
Kricika 
ROR: 40 HP: 18 Mana: 8 Size:10 AV:4 Rarity:10 Int: Very High 
Description: Large scorpions with three tails and red stripes running the 
length of their body. 
Abilities: Large Scorpions have Acidic Blood, Vitals protection and 
Unbrechability. Improved Strength. Large Scorpions use martial arts (elite) 
and impale, and disembowel. Giant Strength, and are always 5th lvl warrior 
of one type or another. Venom 20. Weapon Mastery Flail. Immune to 
normal attacks(only magic can hurt them). 
Notes: They may use a flail to represent their tail and have venom 
20.Weapon Mastery Flail. Very animalistic and territorial. 
 
Cokatrice 
ROR: 30 HP: 2  Mana: 4 AV: 2 Size: 3 Rarity: 5 Int: Average 
Description: A cross between a lizard and a rooster. 
Abilities Martial Arts, bite, Stoning breath weapon at ½ lvl. 
Notes: Very territorial and mean. 
 
Gorgon 
ROR: 40 HP: 3 Mana: 8 AV: 2 Size: 4 Rarity: 8 Int: High 
Description: Humanoid with the lower body of a snake and vipers for hair. 
Abilities Bite, Poison, Stoning Breath weapon at Lvl. 
Notes: Very territorial and mean. 
 
Draconian 
ROR: 64 HP: 6 Mana: 2 AV: 1 Size: 3 Rarity: 5 Int: High 
Description: Resembling a cross between a human and a dragon. 
Abilities: Martial arts, Flying, Innately 2nd in class of type, Humanoid 
armor and True sight. 
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Notes: The origin of these creatures is much like that of drakes but a far 
more powerful magic was used. They are very smart and often very 
dangerous in combat.  
  
Gnoll 
ROR: 30 HP: 3 Mana: 0 AV: 1 Size: 3 Rarity: 8 Int: low 
Description: Like a Bipedal hyena. 
Abilities: Bite ½ damage, Adv. Smell, Aggressive, Dense. 
Notes: Much like orcs but they are very aggressive and animalistic. 
 
Chimera 
ROR: 50 HP: 7 Mana: 8 AV: 2 Size: 6 Rarity: 9 Int: Very High 
Description: A winged beast with the head of a goat, lion and a dragon. 
Abilities: Bite, Martial arts elite, Weapon Mastery elite, Breath weapon of 
the type of dragon’s head it has 2 mana, Flying, snare, Night vision. 
Notes: Very chaotic and commonly evil, these creatures want nothing but 
to eat and harm others. 
 
Dire Animal (Tigers, Bears, Hippos, Wolves) 
ROR: 30-40 HP: 3-9 Mana: 1-6 AV: 1-3 Size: 3-8 Rarity: 5 Int: Animal 
Description: Larger versions of their regular counter parts. 
Abilities: Same as a normal animal but about two sizes bigger with about 2 
more HP. 
Notes: Same as a normal animal just bigger and with thicker skin 
sometimes. 
  
Drider 
ROR: 36 HP: 4 Mana: 2 AV: 1 Size: 4 Rarity: 5 Int: Average 
Description: Green skinned elves with the lower body of a spider. 
Abilities: Bite, Venom 2, Climbing, leap, Snare. 
Notes: Generally evil, and very dangerous. 
 
Grig (Fey) 
ROR: 10 HP: 0 Mana: 6 AV: 0 Size: 0 Rarity: 8 Int: Average 
Description: Tiny humanoid with the wings antennae and the legs of a 
cricket. 
Abilities: 4th lvl illusionist, 10th lvl musician, Leap, Fearless. 
Notes: Mischievous and lighthearted, they have no fear and love to cause 
chaos among larger races. 
 
Nixie (Fey) 
ROR: 20 HP: 1 Mana: 6 AV: 2 Size: 2 Rarity: 8 Int: Average 
Description: Small green skinned elf with webbed fingers and toes and 
scales. 
Abilities: Water Native, Charm, Resistance to storm magic. 
Notes: Defenders of pristine waterways and ponds alike.  They are 
relatively reclusive and tend to treat intruders with suspicion and hostility. 
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Wyvern 
ROR: 40 HP: 15 Mana: 7 AV: 3 Size: 6 Rarity: 7 Int: Average 
Description: Similar to a dragon but lacking front arms. 
Abilities: Bite, Poison, Flying, Dragon scales, Dark vision, Adrenaline. No 
hands, Prehensile Tail. 
Notes: These creatures are very chaotic and animalistic but bright for their 
demeanor.  
 
Drow 
ROR: 26 HP: 2 Mana: 3 AV: 0 Size: 3 Rarity: 3 Int: Average 
Description: Dark blue to black skinned elves with white or very pale hair 
and vivid red eyes. 
Abilities: Immortal, Immune to Mental Effects, Dark Vision, +1 with 
custom swords, Must have custom armor chain and higher, light and flash 
packet blind Drow for their ROR. 
Notes: These elves are of a subterranean sect of the Elven species. They 
are more often than not evil. They are matriarchal and their civilization is a 
theocracy with priestesses of Lolth at the top. 
 
BIELEMENTALS 
ROR: 26 HP: 1-10 Mana: 1-10 SIZE: 1-10 AV: 0 RARITY: 8 INT: 
High 
Description: Non-Humanoid, they look like a mass of element (Wood, 
Metal, 
Lava, etc.) Elementals can also take a humanoid form (resembling humans 
with odd skin pigmentation). 
Abilities: Outsider. Night Vision. There are 6 types of bielemental, Wood, 
Swamp, Lava, Steam, Astral, and Energy. They have the innate abilities of 
Nature and Li fe, Nature and Storm, Nature and Flame, Fire and Storm, 
Psionics and Nature, Flame and Illusion Mages respectively and are totally 
immune to all magic of their element al type (even elder sorcery). They 
will have 1st to 5th level spells of their type based on their size, odd sizes 
are the primary mage class and even sizes are the secondary class. (i.e. a 
size 5 Swamp elemental is a 3rd lvl Nature mage and 2nd lvl Storm mage 
effectively.)  Elementals can only be damaged by Magic weapons and 
spells but are NOT undead and thus silver and healing do not damage 
them. If they take on Humanoid form they retain their immunities though 
cannot use their innate spells while in humanoid form (they can revert at 
will) and take damage normally. 
 
Pithian Uru 
ROR: 35 HP: 5 Mana: 1  Size: 4  AV:0 Rarity: 3 Int: Above Average  
Description: Skin the color of the deep forest and tattoos that cover most 
of their body these Urukai are a bit broader than their common 
counterparts.  
Abilities: Immune to Mental Effects, Limited Hunter for a regional enemy 
(+2). 
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Notes: Living in the deep jungle mainly they adorn tattoos that are 
associated with hunting and killing of their foe. They have been known to 
venture out of the jungle and can be found in different places in small 
numbers. 
Lifespan: Immortal 
 
Common Troll 
ROR: 35 HP: 15 Mana: 2  Size: 6  AV:1 Rarity: 5 Int: Dense-Low 
Description: Huge, ugly, hunched Partial-Humanoids with muscular build 
and a  
thick, leathery hide. 
Abilities: Regenerating, Turn to stone in sunlight in their RoR, Slow 
during that count. They will revert when there is not direct sunlight on 
them. 
Notes: Common Trolls are not very smart but extremely resilient.  They 
are rarely Mages or Paladins. 
 
Achai-Outsider 
ROR: 40 HP: 8 Mana: 1 SIZE: 5 AV: 1 RARITY: 7 INT: High-
Animal 
Description: Non-humanoid, quadruped tropical bird. 
Abilities: Dark Vision, Martial Arts, Acrobatics, Damage Resistance, 
Scouting, Hide, Black Cloud (inferno aura 2 damage and Hack Eyes), Bite 
Notes: These large predatory “ birds” are outsiders from the plane of fire. 
 
Arrowhawk 
ROR: 40 HP: 7 Mana: 2 SIZE: 3 AV: 1 RARITY: 5 INT: Average-
Animal 
Description: Non-humanoid, No hands, No feet, gnarly looking bird. 
Abilities: Flying, Bite, Shock Touch, Lightning Ray, Chain 
Lightning(Cascading Lightning Ray that deals 4 damage to first target and 
then decreases by 1 for each target to no less than 1 damage) Scouting, 
Immune to Electricity and Half Effect from Cold. 
Notes: These birds are never seen on the ground and can hover without 
flapping their wings. The sighting of more than one is a bad omen and 
thought to be a sign of a large storm. 
 
Bugbear 
ROR: 30 HP: 4 Mana: 0 SIZE: 3 AV: 0 RARITY: 3 INT: Average 
Description: Large, furry, animalistic, broad goblins. 
Abilities: Dark Vision, Improved Strength, Weapon Mastery Elite for 
Maces, Gives Goblins and Hobgoblins Adrenaline. 
Notes: These beings are the known leaders of the goblin kind. Originally 
thought to be a relative to the Orc they are more closely related to goblins. 
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Ettin 
ROR: 40 HP: 10 Mana: 3 SIZE: 6 AV: 0 RARITY: 6 INT: Low 
Description: Two-headed giants. 
Abilities: Scouting, Avoid for one target, Giant Strength. 
Notes: A shunned cousin to hill giants and rarely seen in the presence of its 
single minded relatives. 
 
Greater Ettin 
ROR: 35 HP: 15 Mana: 5 SIZE: 8 AV: 0 RARITY: 8 INT: Average 
Description: Two-headed giants with colored hair matching the class of 
mage they are. 
Abilities: Scouting, Avoid for one target, Giant Strength, Effects 
Resistance, and 5th in two mage classes (can be the same). 
Notes: A feared cousin of the Greater Giants known in Roekron, these 
Ettins normally are in positions of power in Giant & Cyclopes kingdoms. 
 
Githyanki 
ROR: 20 HP: 4 Mana: 9 SIZE: 3 AV: 0 RARITY: 10 INT: Very High 
Description: Serpent like humanoid, always female. 
Abilities: 5th Warrior, 10th Psion, Instantaneous Astral Travel, Always uses 
Silver. 
Notes: Hunters and Pirates of the Astral Plane. 
 
Githzerai 
ROR: 20 HP: 3 Mana: 15 SIZE: 3 AV: 0 RARITY: 10 INT : Very High 
Description: Serpent like humanoid, always male. 
Abilities: 5th Mage, 10th Psion, Instantaneous Astral Travel, Never Use 
Weapons, Martial Arts Elite etc, -2 from physical attacks. 
Notes: Hunters and Pirates of the Astral Plane. 
 
Lamia 
ROR: 40 HP: 5 Mana: 5 SIZE: 4 AV: 0 RARITY: 6 INT: Average 
Description: Centaurs with the body of a lion rather than a horse, 
typically Evil. 
Abilities: Mana drain 1 Ub, Charm good @+3 lvls, Dark Vision, Disguise, 
Ventriloquism, Reflect Magic, Hind Claws. 
Notes: Hunt in prides typically in desserts. Often wield spears and 
specialty weapons. 
 
Lammasu-Outsider 
ROR: 15 HP: 20 Mana: 10 SIZE: 5 AV: 2 RARITY: 9 INT : Extreme 
Description: Winged Lion with the face of a man, occasionally horned 
and with hooves of a bull. 
Abilities: 5th Paladin, 5th Life, Circle of Protection Evil(no level instant), 
Invisibility, Dimension Door(Door like Teleport), Leap, Flying, Martial 
Arts Elite etc, Red Dragon Breath 5-10 damage free, DarkVision. 
Notes:Protectors of Good, Law, and Life. 
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Lillend-Outsider 
ROR: 15 HP: 15 Mana: 0 SIZE: 7 AV: 0 RARITY: 8 INT: Very High 
Description: Plumed Serpent with the upper body of a attractive woman. 
Abilities: Dragon Scale Legs, Flying, Water Native, Fire Native, 
Subterranean Native, Arts lvl 30, Snare with Feet only, Constrict(1UB to a 
snared player, Feet only) Light Ray, Swift Sleep Aura, Swift Sleep Touch, 
Healing Touch, Charm, Identify, Thunderball (8UB Knockout) All spells 
must be cast through an arts medium. 
Notes: Always Chaotic Good and Vengeful. 
 
Mindflayer 
ROR: 25 HP: 2 Mana: 10 SIZE: 3 AV: 0 RARITY: 10 INT : Very High 
Description: Humanoid Squids with tentacles where mouth should be. 
Abilities: 10th Psion, Charm any number of targets, Can cast all psion skills 
through UB balls, Devour Mind, Hate Psions. 
Notes: Hunters and Assassins on the Astral Plane, typically evil. 
 
Rust Monster 
ROR: 50 HP: 7 Mana: 0 SIZE: 4 AV: 3 RARITY: 5 INT: Average-
Animal 
Description: Giant Bug with rust colored extra long feelers. 
Abilities: Dark Vision, Adv. Smell, Martial Arts, Bite, Shatter (anything 
metal). 
Notes: Use Flails for feelers. 
 
Shocker Lizard 
ROR: 10 HP: 2 Mana: 4 SIZE: 0 AV: 2 RARITY: 4 INT: High-
Animal 
Description: Small blue and yellow lizards that smell of ozone and 
crackle like electricity. 
Abilities: Shock Touch, Lethal Shock(when in presence of 3 or more other 
Shocker Lizards), Lightning ray strike(when in presence of 1 or more 
Shocker lizards), Electricity Sense(100ft.) Immune to Electricity. 
Notes: Rarely kept as pets these quick to attack little lizards are deadly in 
groups. 
 
Cloaked Ape 
ROR: 20 HP: 4 Mana: 0 SIZE: 2 AV: 0 RARITY: 2 INT: Average 
Description: Large monkeys with a large amount of extra skin under its 
arms, often wrapped around itself. 
Abilities: Martial Arts, Flying, Healing Factor, Acrobatics, While Cloaked- 
Unbreachable and Disguise. 
Notes: Wear a cloak when playing these. 
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Titan 
ROR: 30 HP: 45 Mana: 10 SIZE: 9 AV: 1 RARITY: 9 INT : Very High 
Description: Large, good looking, and Intelligent, all these make it hated 
by the rest of giant kind. 
Abilities: Giant Strength, Courtesan lvl 5. 
 
Cloud Bison-Outsider 
ROR: 1-9 HP: 1-9 Mana: 1-9 SIZE: 1-9 AV: 0 RARITY: 7 INT: High 
Description: Bison made of clouds. 
Abilities: Life and Storm equal to Size, Charge, Trample, Attack 
Formation, Battle Roar, Fearless in groups of 2 or more. 
Notes: Thought to be a sign of good things to come, good things. 
 
Kirin- Outsider 
ROR: 15 HP: 30 Mana: 15 SIZE: 5 AV: 2 RARITY: 15 INT: Extreme 
Description: A Unicorn with a scaled body. 
Abilities: Starlight(Line Delivery, all hit cast light), Starheal(Line 
Delivery, Eliminates Status effects ie. Rebirth, full heal, unsnare, 
unearthbined, antidote, awaken, thaw), Starduel (Duel that blinds all 
players not in duel), Exorcise (hind claws, instantaneous) Starblind (Line 
Delivery, Blind not eye hack but heals in RoR in Minutes) Starblast (Line 
delivery, Empathic Ray but mana instead of hp payed) Startouch (blessing 
touch) Starphase (Line Delivery, Sends targets ethereal and will bring 
targets from being ethereal to material plane.{cannot return for 4xRoR.}) 
Notes: Divine beings sent to exact justice or reward beings. 
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INFERNAL 
MONSTERS 
 
Imp 
ROR: 10 HP: 1 Mana: 2 
Size: 1 AV: 1 Rarity: 4 Int: 
low 
Description: Small red 
skinned winged demons.  
Abilities: Minor undead, 
flying, Flame ray, Mana 
drain +1, Healing factor. 
Notes: These little demons 
seem to be able to cast fire 
magic innately. They are 
always chaotic and more 
often than not evil. 
 
Overseer 
ROR: 40 HP: 14 Mana: 0 
Size: 3 AV: 2 Rarity: 5 Int: 
average 
Description: Like a demonic 
gorilla with horns and a tail. 
Abilities: Full undead, aggressive, martial arts elite, climbing. 
Notes: These demons are often deadly warriors that stop at nothing to kill 
his enemy. They are always chaotic and more often than not evil. 
 
Hell Charger 
ROR: 40 HP: 3 Mana: 2 Size: 5 AV: 2 Rarity: 5 Int: High 
Description: Black horses with black hoofs and fiery red mane and a black 
horn.  
Abilities: Full Undead, Speed, Charge. Whenever Hell Chargers deal 
damage it is fear touch as well, Martial arts, weapon mastery. Quadruped, 
no hands. 
Notes: These demons only resemble horses. They are very smart and are 
dangerous. They are always chaotic and more often than not evil. 
 
Pit Fiend 
ROR: 40 HP: 8 Mana: 4 Size: 5 AV: 2 Rarity: 7 Int: Very High 
Description: Large red skinned demons with inverted wings made of bone.  
Abilities: Full Undead, innately 2nd in Flame and Necro, Flying. 
Notes: These large demons seem to be able to cast fire magic as well as 
Necromancy innately. They are always chaotic and more often than not 
evil. 
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Devil 
ROR: 40 HP: 5 Mana: 5 Size: 4 AV: 0 Rarity: 9 Int: Very High 
Description: Red skinned elves with red eyes and black hair with twisted 
dark horns.  
Abilities: Greater Undead, Instant teleport 1 mana (instant out, it takes 
them the time to get where they teleport to get there. It is only to a place 
they can see). Improved Healing Factor, Transcend, 5th lvl Flame and 
Necro. 
Notes: These large demons seem to be able to cast fire magic as well as 
Necromancy innately. They are always chaotic and more often than not 
evil. 
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